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My work—studying Roman Catholics in the South during the American Civil
War— is a remedy to a two-directional historiographical neglect. Much of American
Catholic scholarship focuses on the twentieth century (especially the Second Vatican
Council and its aftermath), the North, and issues of race, class, urbanization, and gender
giving sparse treatment to the nineteenth century South; when the nineteenth century is
discussed the focus is once more usually on the North, immigration, and societal tensions
between Catholics and Protestants.
On the other hand, Civil War religious scholarship is largely Protestant in nature
and while treating the nineteenth century South there is sparse coverage of how
Catholicism fits within this paradigm. My work addresses both issues, adding the
nineteenth century Southern voice to American Catholic scholarship and the Catholic
voice to Civil War religious studies.
My work is a study of allegiance and the interplay between religious and political
attachments. Clergy—Catholic bishops, priests (usually chaplains), sisters, and the Pope,
Pius IX—are the main characters of the study with a lay component present as well via

Catholic soldiers. I argue that all of the Catholics of my study were fully
“Confederatized,” committed to and involved in the Southern nation and cause, and both
“devout Catholics and devoted Confederates.” They found no tension between their faith
and their politics and lived both allegiances to the maximum with chaplains and soldiers
the most ardent Confederates.
The one exception to the “devoted Confederates” label were Catholic nuns. They
were almost exclusively focused on their faith and providing spiritual and medical
assistance to the men they ministered to in their role as Sister-nurses. While the Sisternurses were apolitical their participation in the Confederate cause as battlefield medics
shows the all encompassing involvement of Southern Catholics in the Confederacy—as
soldiers, medics, and religious and social leaders as the bishops were, and both men and
women, clergy and laity—and demonstrates that future studies of American Catholic, and
Civil War religious, history can no longer overlook these men and women.
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INTRODUCTION
The story of Roman Catholics in the Civil War South is as complicated and
interesting as it is untold. As recently as 2001 historians have expressed dissatisfaction
that Confederate religiosity has been studied almost exclusively in a Protestant light.1
Steven E. Woodworth, in his book of the same year, While God is Marching On, justified
his exclusion of Catholics from his Civil War narrative by stating that, “…there were, of
course, a fair number of Catholics [in the ranks] …but their numbers together constituted
a small minority of the soldiers, and their beliefs and practices play little role in these
pages.”2 This dismissal might be understandable if Woodworth was writing a book
subtitled The Religious World of Civil War Protestant Soldiers; but that is not the
subtitle.
While more recent scholarship has remedied some of this problem, the fact
remains that Randall Miller and John Wakelyn’s assertion in Catholics in the Old South
(1983, rev. 1999) remains true, “too little has been written about Catholics and the Civil
War.”3 And as Andrew H.M. Stern noted in 2012 “Just as studies of American

Michael Bedout Chesson and Leslie Jean Roberts, eds. Exile in Richmond: The Confederate Journal of
Henri Garidel(Charlottesville: The University of Virginia Press, 2001), 6.
2
Steven E. Woodworth, While God is Marching On: The Religious World of Civil War Soldiers(Lawrence:
The University of Kansas Press, 2001), ix.
3
Randall M. Miller and Jon L. Wakelyn, eds. Catholics in the Old South: Essays on Church and Culture,
2nd ed.(Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1999), xiv.
1
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Catholicism slight southern Catholics, so too do studies of southern religion.”4 This
dissertation hopes to provide a corrective to this problem. The Catholic imprint on the
Civil War, here particularly upon the Southern Confederacy, cannot remain understudied.
Catholics in the Civil War South held a theological and political dual citizenship.
They were secular constituents of a particular Confederate state and the Confederacy
proper while simultaneously members of the universal Church in Rome. They were
pulled in a variety of directions uncommon to other Southerners. They had to account for
the pope’s directives while adhering to a government that was itself in a disputed and
opaque position during the secession and war years.
While the more hierarchical Protestant denominations had ties to Europe and a
respect for ecclesiastical structure, only Catholics had a pope, a man honored as Christ’s
Vicar on earth, the representative of all Christians, stretching back in time via apostolic
succession to St. Peter. Southern Protestants did not face the same religious allegiance
dilemmas Catholics did. If a man was a Mississippi Baptist his church community was
strictly a Mississippi one; no religious body, from outside the state let alone a northern
state or Europe, held any authority over him. The primary allegiance question for the
Southern Protestant was a personal conscience choice to join, or not join, the
Confederacy. In most circumstances Southern Protestants supported the Confederacy.
Catholics in America had long been accused of duplicitous allegiance, one foot in
Europe and tied to the papacy, and many questioned if a faithful Catholic could be an
American at all. In 1776, Catholicism was illegal, publicly speaking, in every colony

Andrew H.M. Stern, Southern Crucifix, Southern Cross: Catholic-Protestant relations in the Old South
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama, 2012), 5.

4
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except for Maryland and Pennsylvania; the former unsurprising because of its
foundational Catholic roots and the latter famous for its widespread religious toleration.5
As John Higham has shown, anti-Catholicism was rampant in antebellum
America, peaking with the Nativist Know-Nothing 1850s, replete with constant fears of
“papist plots.”6 In 1854, Nativists in Washington D.C. dumped a marble gift Pope Pius
IX had given to the U.S. into the Potomac River for fears that it was a Trojan horse and
would germinate papist subversion in America. 7 As mob violence and charred convents
attest to, such humorous episodes of paranoia were not the severest form of anti-Catholic
prejudice.
Southern Catholics faced a multitude of allegiance questions as states seceded
from the Union. The Mississippi Catholic, for example, unlike the Mississippi Baptist,
wasn’t a member of a religious body that had split along North-South lines; neither in
leadership nor on the slavery question. If Northern bishops condemned secession, and
perhaps the entire American Church followed suit, would the Mississippi Catholic, a
Southerner, be morally bound to oppose it too? What if the pope spoke against secession?
What if he supported it? The pope’s opinion mattered, as did that of the Church writ
large— a fact greatly complicating decisions for Southern Catholics in a time rife with
enough contradictions and agonizing decisions.
This work mainly treats the beliefs and actions of Southern Catholic clergy:
bishops, priests (many of them chaplains), nuns (who ministered to the wounded as

James Woods, A History of the Catholic Church in the American South, 1513-1900 (Gainesville, Florida:
The University of Florida Press, 2011), 142.
6
John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American Nativism(New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers University Press, 1955).
7
Woods, A History of the Catholic Church in the American South, 269.
5
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Sister-nurses), and diplomats, during the American Civil War. In the final chapter Pope
Pius IX’s role in Confederate diplomacy is analyzed as well. Southern Catholic
allegiance, or commitment, to the Confederacy is at the heart of this dissertation. All the
Southern Catholics of this dissertation, save for the Sister-nurses, were very politicized
and deeply committed to the Confederate cause.
Chaplains and soldiers’ politicization is, no doubt, owing to their proximity to the
war. It is hard to remain indifferent to any cause when the men you are serving, or
fighting alongside, are daily dying for it—and the majority of chaplains and soldiers
volunteered to join the fight. While the chaplains religiosity is more obvious, owing to
their priestly faculties, soldiers were also faithful Catholics who had personal prayer
lives, attended camp prayer meetings, practiced Catholic devotions, and frequented the
Sacraments.
The bishops participated in both the spiritual and secular realms, to be expected
because they were both religious and societal leaders. They balanced support for the
Confederacy, preaching on the obligations of good citizenship and often contributed to
Confederate propaganda and viewing the cause as one blessed by heaven, with an equal,
if not dominant, focus on religious matters including constant calls for peace and a
tireless dedication to their congregations’ needs, physical (finding food, clothing, and
shelter) as well as spiritual (celebrating Mass, administering the Sacraments). Within the
episcopacy, however, there was a great variance, much nuance, in the way these
allegiances were expressed and calls for peace were often politically charged—i.e. that
peace be “favorable” for the South; a peace that included Confederate independence.

4

For some bishops, such as Martin John Spalding (Louisville) and Francis Patrick
Kenrick (Baltimore), it was very clear that spiritual matters where their almost exclusive
focus while politics mattered less; even though Spalding was unquestionably a Southern
sympathizer. Other bishops, like Patrick Lynch (Charleston) and John Quinlan (Mobile),
were so politicized that they can be called ardent Confederates without exaggeration. Still
other bishops, like William Henry Elder (Natchez), were so balanced in their approach to
faith and politics that one moment they seemed as involved as Lynch and the next
moment as detached as Kenrick.
Sister-nurses are the outliers of a dissertation studying Catholic commitment to
the Confederacy. Their selfless dedication to wounded men’s spiritual and physical needs
transcended any political or sectional affiliations. They were seemingly solely concerned
with healing wounded bodies and helping souls find God. The dichotomies of North vs.
South, Confederate vs. Yankee, were largely irrelevant to the Sister-Nurses. It is no
wonder that many of the conversions to Catholicism, or at least the disavowing of long
held anti-Catholic prejudices, came from men who had direct contact with the sisters.
These women, while not politicized, nonetheless were very active participants in the
Confederacy and the war, serving in hospitals caring for the wounded and, on the
religious side, acting as prolific Catholic converters. The Sister-nurses participation
without politicization confirms the all-encompassing Southern Catholic involvement in
the Confederacy.
Pope Pius IX is featured in the work’s final chapter, along with the Catholic
Confederate diplomats sent to him and Europe by Davis’ government. The Confederate
Catholic envoys demonstrate the truth of this dissertation’s thesis regarding Catholic
5

commitment to the South because in the Catholic envoys who served, one a chaplain and
one a bishop, it is clear that these men, and the larger groups that they belonged to (men
on the battlefield, the episcopate), were not only willing to serve the Confederate cause at
home but abroad as well—such was the depth of Catholic commitment to the South.
That the Confederacy sent these Catholic clergymen as envoys to Rome for the
purpose of enlisting Pope Pius IX’s assistance demonstrates that Confederate diplomacy
had, at times, a distinctively religious quality. Jefferson Davis’ envoy Ambrose Dudley
Mann wrote, following a meeting with Pope Pius IX, that gaining papal support was
critical, highlighting that the pontiff held sway over “…the consciences of 175,000,000
of the civilized race.” 8
But Pius IX had little concern for Civil War politics. As the earthly shepherd of
Catholics the world over, his only concern was securing a peaceful resolution to the war.
The pope, from a joint peace letter to the Archbishops of New Orleans and New York,
through various contacts with Confederate agents, and even Davis himself, never budged
from a position that peace (politics and war outcomes irrelevant) was all that mattered to
him in America.
Southern Catholics learned throughout the war to balance their Catholicism and
Confederatism; largely because for the vast majority of Southern Catholics these
identities were not in tension but, rather, mutually re-enforcing entities. The phenomenon
by which wartime Southern Catholics became involved in Confederate politics and
society can perhaps be termed, ironically, “Confederatization.”

A. Dudley Mann to Hon. J.P. Benjamin, Secretary of State of the Confederate States of America, Rome,
November 14th, 1863, James D. Richardson, A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the
Confederacy, Vol. II (Nashville: U.S. Publishing Company, 1905), 562-563.
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Confederatization, the demonstration of Southern Catholic commitment to, and
involvement in, the Confederacy is the prime historiographical, and overarching, goal of
this dissertation. This thesis argues against American Catholic scholars who claim that
“Americanization,” the widespread entrance of Catholics into politics and society,
moving from outsider to integrated status, is a post-war, and even twentieth century,
phenomenon. Miller and Wakelyn, in Catholics in the Old South, write “Southern
Catholics wrestled with the sometimes conflicting demands of their religious culture and
their regional one. This tension underscored Catholic life in the Old South, and indeed in
all the New Souths that followed.”9 “Southern Catholics never resolved the dilemma of
their double identity,” the continue, because “both Catholic culture and Southern culture
remained in constant flux.”10
Other scholars agree with Miller and Wakelyn, citing the nineteenth century
Catholic experience as one of tension and outsider status. R. Laurence Moore’s 1987
Religious Outsiders and the Making of America argues precisely that, concluding that
modern American religious toleration and pluralism is the product of conflict, not
consensus.11 The nineteenth century, according to Moore, was a time of constant conflict
between the outsiders—Catholics among a diverse group including Mormons, Jews, and
Seventh Day Adventists—fighting for a place at the table of the mainstream Protestant
American culture.12 John Gjerde, in his 2012 Catholicism and the Shaping of Nineteenth
Century America, builds on Moore’s work by arguing that the nineteenth century was a

Miller and Wakelyn, eds., Catholics in the Old South, 10.
Miller and Wakelyn, eds., Catholics in the Old South, 10.
11
R. Laurence Moore, Religious Outsiders and the Making of America (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1989), 205-210.
12
Moore, Religious Outsiders, ix, 5, 48, 75, 128.
9
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great religious maelstrom of competing groups fighting against one another; it was not a
time of pluralistic accommodation but rather a “contested space,” specifically between
Protestants and Catholics, with the latter often marginalized in society.13
The trajectory of this thinking is that because Catholics (as Miller and Wakelyn
argue above) could not resolve their double identities of being American (here Southern)
and Catholic, they did not find social acceptance in the nineteenth century nor,
reciprocally, did they contribute much to that society. They remained, in Moore and
Gjerde’s formulations, outsiders. This thinking focuses on the fact that nineteenth century
Catholics were attacked by a host of prejudices, specifically from Nativists who accused
them of fomenting “papist plots,” as John Higham has shown, and argues that their
greatest social contribution was fighting for the establishment of parochial schools which,
undoubtedly, only reinforced the idea that Catholics were outsiders, an insulated people
apart; so too the turn of the century papal proclamations against Americanism (Pope Leo
XIII’s 1899 encyclical Testum Benevolentia Nostrae) and against Modernism (Pope Pius
X’s 1907 encyclical Pascendi Dominici Gregis) which labeled Catholics retrograde and
un-American. 14
When Phillip Gleason, in his 1970 book Catholicism in America, called
Americanization the great theme of “US Catholic Church history” he was arguing within
this paradigm, that Catholics only assimilated into, and participated in, American society

Jon Gjerde, Catholicism and the Shaping of Nineteenth Century America (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2012), viii, xv.
14
John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American Nativism(New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers University Press, 1955), 6; John T. McGreevy, Catholicism and American Freedom (New York:
W.W. Norton, 2003), 1-12, 91; Moore, Religious Outsiders, 49, 57.
13
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in the twentieth century.15 As historian John McGreevy argues, the Nouvelle Theologie of
the early twentieth-century became an antidote to the view of nineteenth century
Catholicism as reactionary; thinkers such as Jacques Maritain, and more importantly for
Americans John Courtney Murray, began to look for a way to fully reconcile Catholicism
with American society as, apparently, had never been done before.16
Murray’s 1960 book We Hold These Truths argued for a C.S. Lewis “Mere
Christianity” approach (building on basic points common to all Christians) to politics.17
Murray’s thesis classified the U.S. as inherently pluralistic and diverse. Therefore,
adherence to the natural law, and a Christian understanding of freedom, became the
prescription for harmonizing faith and democracy.18 Murray’s intellectual successor is
Jay P. Dolan. Dolan argues that Catholics found democracy compatible with their
religion and, in turn, were accepted by America when connections were made on
common ground: belief in the natural law and Christian morality as the governing
principles of daily life.19 Dolan lists the 1940s as the height of a Catholic and democratic
reconciliation and the foundation for the presidential election of John F. Kennedy—the
true highpoint of the Catholic-American cultural synthesis; Americanization fully
blossomed.20

Phillip Gleason, Catholicism in America(New York: Harper and Row, 1970), 10.
McGreevy, Catholicism and American Freedom, 196; John Courtney Murray, We Hold These Truths:
Catholic Reflections on the American Proposition(Lanham, Maryland: Sheed and Ward, 1960),
17
C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity(San Francisco, CA: Harper, 2001).
18
John Courtney Murray, We Hold These Truths: Catholic Reflections on the American
Proposition(Lanham, Maryland: Sheed and Ward, 1960), 23, 29, 335, 36.
19
Jay P. Dolan, In Search of American Catholicism: A History of Religion and Culture in Tension( Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2002), 168.
20
Dolan, In Search of American Catholicism, 157-159.
15
16
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That, in sum, is the argument that this work’s Confederatization thesis argues
against: that unassimilated and outsider nineteenth century Catholics did not join
American society until long after the Civil War and, more specifically, not until the
middle of the twentieth century, during the Vatican II era that scholar Mark Massa has
called the “American Catholic Revolution,” a revolution crowned with the election of the
first Catholic president.21
I wish to make clear, however, that while I aim to challenge the above bottom
line, one that argues for a distinct twentieth century Catholic Americanization, and while
I will argue for a Civil War Americanization via Confederatization, I do not wish to
challenge wholesale the above scholarship. I agree with much of it. It is true that
Catholics faced at times extreme hostility in the nineteenth century and that they did,
often, withdraw into their own institutions. Catholics were, indeed, treated with suspicion
by a society that viewed them as both “European” and “other”—I make this point clearly
in showing how the European base of the papacy added to the complexity of Southern
Catholic wartime allegiance questions. And, no doubt, as scholars such as McGreevy,
Dolan, and Gleason argue, the twentieth century was certainly the height of
Americanization, the apex of Catholic assimilation into society.
What I do propose to challenge is that the nineteenth century was wholly devoid
of Catholic assimilation into society, participation in politics, and the taking up of secular
causes by the faithful. I do not wish to redefine a paradigm as much as to add this small
contribution: to show, without question, how deeply Southern Catholics were involved in

21
Mark S. Massa, The American Catholic Revolution: How the Sixties Changed the Church
Forever(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).
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Southern, and specifically Confederate, society and politics during the war. To argue that
while Americanization had its fulfillment in the post-war era, and specifically in the
twentieth century, one can no longer skip over the nineteenth century with the assumption
that Catholic social and political involvement is not to be found there. I argue it certainly
was found in the nineteenth century and, more specifically, in a region long neglected by
scholars of American Catholicism: the South.
The historiographical foundations for this argument are, among others, the work
of Michael Pasquier and Andrew H.M. Stern. Pasquier, in opposition to Miller and
Wakelyn’s argument that Catholics did not resolve the tension between their faith and
their politics, shows how deeply Southern Catholics identified with their surrounding
Southern culture.22 The tension between faith and politics, this work argues, was resolved
even before the war and during the conflict Southern Catholics had no problem being
both devout Catholics and devoted Confederates.
Stern, in his 2012 book, Southern Crucifix, Southern Cross, argues that the story
of Catholic and Protestant relations in antebellum America is one of cooperation, and
shared values, more so than antipathy.23 This dissertation makes a similar argument,
albeit in a different form, regarding Southern Civil War Catholics. I present evidence of
Catholic involvement in the Confederacy to demonstrate that Catholics held a similar
degree of political participation to Protestant Christians, and, really, any other nonCatholic Confederate Southerner. Just as Catholics and Protestants worked together,

Michael Pasquier. Fathers on the Frontier: French Missionaries and the Roman Catholic Priesthood in
the United States, 1789-1870 (Religion in America Series. New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 187.
23
Andrew H.M. Stern, Southern Crucifix, Southern Cross: Catholic-Protestant relations in the Old South
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama, 2012), 3.
22
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rather than fought one another, in the antebellum period (Stern’s argument is in direct
opposition to the nineteenth century conflict thesis proposed by both Moore and Gjerde),
so did they also share a commitment to Confederate politics during the War. In this
narrative, therefore, Confederate Catholicism moves from the periphery to the center of
Civil War religious history.
Catholics were committed Confederates. Catholics matter in discussions of
Southern Civil War religion and politics. And while the vast majority of Catholics were
deeply politicized even the one exception to the rule, the Sister-nurses, covered in chapter
three, were still very involved in the Confederacy. The Sister-nurses’ Confederate
participation without politicization, along with the bishops’ and soldiers’ and chaplains’
overt Confederate political commitment, demonstrates that Southern Catholics were
indeed very much involved in the workings, politics, and cause of the Confederacy—a
fact ignored, or underplayed, by Civil War scholars, Civil War religion scholars, and
American Catholic scholars.
It is a long established fact, further reinforced by the recent scholarship of
religious historians such as George Rable and Harry Stout, that Southern Protestant
Christians were central to the Confederate war effort.24 Rable has identified what he
terms a “Confederate theology,” a particular Protestant reading of Scripture that
constructed “a cycle of victory and defeat, sin and repentance, punishment and
redemption—all pointing to the achievement of southern independence.”25 Other scholars

George C. Rable, God’s Almost Chosen Peoples: A Religious History of the American Civil War (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010); Harry S. Stout, Upon the Altar of the Nation: A Moral
History of the Civil War (New York: Viking, 2006).
25
Rable, God’s Almost Chosen Peoples, 261.
24
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such as Phillip Pauldan and Drew Gilpin Faust have called religion the prime mentality
shaper in the war and Christianity, dominantly on the Protestant variant, the “base of
Southern nationalism.”26 What T. Conn Bryan wrote about churches in Georgia, that
every denomination loyally supported the Confederacy, was largely true throughout the
South and, as scholars such as Woodworth argue, was overwhelmingly Protestant in
nature.27
It is not necessary to produce extensive evidence about Protestant attachment to
the Confederacy. This is a long established fact. It is ground well trodden. As this work is
not a comparative study but a response to Catholic historians’, such as Jon Wakelyn and
Randall Miller, calls to remedy the problem of “too little ha[ving] been written about
Catholics and the Civil War,” the analysis will focus dominantly on Catholics and the
Confederacy. 28 Catholic involvement in Confederate politics is precisely what has
remained understudied and largely unknown.
There is discussion of Confederate civil religion in this work, particularly in
chapter two, covering men on the battlefield. Robert Bellah defined civil religion as a
“public religious dimension” by which a nation expresses a “set of symbols, beliefs, and
rituals” that bind its citizens together in a “religious self-understanding,” and, rather than
being an amalgamation of various religious currents, is itself a separate entity.29
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Bellah points out that civil religion is not “national self-worship” but a
“subordination of the nation to ethical principles,” a common spiritual language that
gives a nation’s citizens the feeling of a higher purpose, of God’s favor upon the nation.30
Many Southern Catholic Confederates, like Southern Confederate Protestants, held to the
pseudo-religious Confederate civil religion alongside their authentic Christian beliefs;
they believed God favored the South, that the Southern cause was providentially blessed
while the Northern cause wicked in Heaven’s eyes, and that often to be a good Christian
was one in the same with being a good Confederate.
There are three historiographical sub-goals of this work beneath the larger and
above-mentioned overarching goal treating Catholic commitment to the South via the
Confedertization thesis. These three goals are to add a Southern Catholic component to
Civil War religious scholarship, a Southern Civil War component to nineteenth- century
American Catholic historiography, and, thirdly, to make a (even small) contribution to
the larger body of Civil War scholarship treating allegiance, loyalty, and nation.
This dissertation aims to treat a two-directional neglect. It is not only Civil War
religious historians who leave out Catholicism from their works but Catholic historians
who readily neglect coverage of the Civil War and the Civil War South. Catholic
scholarship continues to focus largely on the Northern U.S. with a majority of books
covering topics such as immigration, urban ethnic and racial tensions, and the post
Vatican II era, while Civil War religious studies, as mentioned above, are dominantly
Protestant in focus; even in large surveys of American Catholicism one is hard pressed to
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find much, if any, coverage of the Civil War South. 31 The South, especially the
nineteenth century South, is seldom discussed. This work seeks to remedy the above
problems.
Regarding the first historiographical sub-goal of adding a Southern Catholic
component to Civil War religious scholarship, Mark Knoll’s 2006 The Civil War as a
Theological Crisis is a good place to start. As Noll writes, “The purpose of this book is to
explain why clashes over the meaning of the Bible and the workings of providence,
which grew directly out of the nation’s broader history before the Civil War, revealed a
significant theological crisis.”32 Of Noll’s slim, seven-chapter book, an entire chapter is
devoted to Catholicism.33
Noll amply discusses slavery, covering Bishop Augustin Verot’s Tract on slavery
(1861), the moderate views of Baltimore Archbishop Francis Patrick Kenrick, and the
peculiar situation of polyglot Louisiana where there was “…a degree of interracial
acceptance rare in other parts of the country, North as well as South.”34 Noll’s book is a
helpful introduction to understanding the relationship between the Catholic Church and
African-Americans, whether they be slave or free, Catholic or non-Catholic.
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The same year, 2006, Harry Stout’s Upon the Altar of the Nation was published, a
book that implements just war theory in a moral critique of the war. Stout argues that the
“grounds of justification” were transformed by a civil religion that turned defensive
tactics into a “moral crusade for freedom”, ultimately producing a new nation born from
the struggle.35 Stout argues that churches along with key societal organs, such as the press
and the universities, either abstained from criticism of the war or condoned and
encouraged it.36 The development of a “full-blown nondenominational civil religion”
blurred previously clear lines between church and state and fostered an ideology that
painted fighting and dying in battle as a religious and national obligation.37
Stout concludes that the answer to his question of whether the Civil War was a
just war is no. Whether it was or not is peripheral to this dissertation. Where Stout’s book
matters for this study is that it provides a framework for understanding religious reasons
for fighting (or not fighting), religious viewpoints on the violence of war (how much is
acceptable? where are the lines drawn?), and a window into secular civil religion, often
serving as a competing force to traditional religion.38 Stout’s highlighting of the
connection between the state and religion is essential to this dissertation, a dissertation
that treats exactly that: how Southern Catholics balanced secular, religious, and other
competing obligations.
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George C. Rable, in his masterful work God’s Almost Chosen Peoples (2010),
argues that a religious history of the war, so often overlooked in the past, greatly explains
the war’s causes, motivations, and lasting effects.39 Religious faith “…buttressed morale
in the armies and at home…offered ways to give all the bloodshed some higher and
presumably nobler purpose.”40 While the book is mainly about Protestants, Rable does
give some attention to Catholics, giving brief notes on Southern Catholic bishops, nuns,
and soldiers.41
Rable’s work, the current standard work on religion and the Civil War, is worthy
of the acclaim it has received. Rable’s work on the Good Death is reminiscent of Drew
Gilpin Faust’s section on the topic in her 2008 This Republic of Suffering42; both works
are an essential foundation to understanding something that was central to Catholic
theology and practice during the war; soldiers, the Sister-nurses caring for them, and
Catholic chaplains and bishops all were concerned with individuals being in a state of
grace so, should they die, they would be saved.
Rable’s work on the differences between Catholic and Protestant prayer life in
camps, state sponsored religious initiatives (i.e. days of fasting), and overall
comprehensive work on Christianity during the war makes his book an excellent and
indispensible resource. Civil War religious historiography has evolved to a point where
Catholics have become much more a part of the discussion. Mark Knoll, Drew Gilpin
Faust, and George Rable, among others, have each in their own way woven Catholicism
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into the larger picture of Civil War religion. Much work remains to be done. It is the hope
of this dissertation to build of a strong foundation and produce an even deeper, more
thorough, look at Catholicism in the Civil War South.
The second historiographical sub-goal of this work is to include the Civil War
South in works treating nineteenth-century Catholicism; here, not surprisingly, there is
much overlap with the works dealing with the Confederatization thesis. But while above
these works were presented specifically focusing on the larger thesis, here is some
necessary exposition of their treatment of nineteenth century Catholicism in the broader
sense, for this dissertation wishes not only to challenge post war Americanization with
the Confederatization thesis but, likewise, to make a contribution to the larger body of
nineteenth century Catholic scholarship in general.
Jay P. Dolan, in his 1978 Catholic Revivalism, argues that one must understand
the reality of Catholic revivalism—fiery preaching, mass revivals, and devotions, such as
to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, to grasp the full narrative of American Catholicism.43
Because nineteenth century America was a frontier “mission country,” itinerant
preaching and revival gatherings were a necessary component towards growing the
faith.44
Dolan traces the growth of Catholic revivalism from St. Alphonsus Liguori’s
founding of the Redemptorist Order in Italy (1732), and a focus on St. Ignatius Loyola’s
Spiritual Exercises, through the emergence of the parish mission at the turn of the
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century, geared towards Catholics and non-Catholics.45 Dolan argues that revivalism’s
effect can be summed up in, “people had to be converted to religion before they could
practice it. The key to the renewal of Catholic piety was the revival.”46
Dolan’s work does a great job setting the stage for the world in which the
dissertation’s main characters operated. The paucity of priests is important because it
highlights the nascent reality of Catholicism in the Civil War South. Even though
Catholicism had become the largest Christian profession in the United States by the mid
nineteenth century, much of this population was in the North and in cities. Catholics in
the South were a religious and cultural minority with clergymen working diligently to
build a faith in what was, in many ways, a spiritual frontier.
Dolan’s 1992 The American Catholic Experience largely excludes the Southern
narrative yet, in relation to Civil War America, raises interesting points about the growth
of Catholic devotionalism, something Dolan terms “theology in practice.”47 Dolan’s
2002 work, In Search of American Catholicism, is, much like his previous works, more
focused on the North than the South. He reaffirms the growth of mid century
devotionalism and revivalism as crucially important.48 Dolan builds on Laurence Moore’s
Religious Outsiders in relation to the crucial questions of the age concerning Catholics
and American society. Dolan argues that the main 19th century Catholic question was,
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“how American should Catholics become?”49 In the Civil War South, the question can be
extended to “how Confederate should Catholics become?”
John McGreevy’s 2003 Catholicism and American Freedom, like Dolan’s work,
focuses more on theological trends and the Northern United States. McGreevy argues that
slavery was maintained in the South, and supported by Catholics, because societal order
was held at a premium.50 Jon Gjerde’s 2012 book, Catholicism and the Shaping of
Nineteenth Century America, places Catholic allegiance question in similar terms to
Laurence Moore. Gjerde writes that Catholics had to constantly balance devotion to the
Church with the obligations of American citizenship.51 It did not help Catholics that the
nineteenth century was saturated with an anti-authoritarian tenor, especially towards
Europe and the Church.52
Michael Pasquier’s 2010 Fathers on the Frontier is, as previously mentioned,
very beneficial to this work. Especially in two chapters of particular value: “Missionary
Politics and Ultramontane Catholicism” and “Slavery, Civil War, and Southern
Catholicism.” Pasquier, treating Southern Catholicism in the antebellum and war years,
provides excellent information on many of this dissertation’s issues, including Southern
Catholic views on slavery, society, and wartime allegiance. 53 Stern’s work, in addition to
what was discussed above, is an excellent treatment of Southern intra-confessional
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relations and his work serves as a great foundation for this dissertation’s
Protestant/Catholic solider comparisons, done in tandem with Rable’s Protestant-Catholic
comparative analysis.
The above Catholic historiography, from Dolan to Stern, is both excellent and
useful scholarship. Dolan’s Catholic Revivalism assists the understanding of the Southern
Catholic landscape heading into the war. John McGreevy, Jon Gjerde, and R. Laurence
Moore, aid an understanding of tensions in Catholic allegiance and propose a narrative of
American Catholicism that this work argues against. For this argument the work of
Michael Pasquier and Andrew Stern is particularly helpful as a starting point, and
context, for this work’s Confederatization thesis.
The third historiographical sub-goal of this work deals with the larger body of
Civil War history. The contribution is to the already voluminous, and growing, body of
work treating questions of Confederate allegiance and nationhood. This work argues that,
indeed, the Confederacy was and should be looked at as a nation, not a loose
conglomerate of seceding states, and that Sothern Catholics were committed to the
Confederacy precisely because of this nationalistic paradigm and buttressed their
commitment with their Catholicism—concurring with Drew Gilpin Faust’s assertion that
Christianity was the base of Southern nationalism. 54
Emory Thomas, in his seminal 1979 work The Confederate Nation, argued that
the South, and the Confederacy, viewed itself as “elite,” certainly in comparison to what
they believed to be a secular, materialistic, and culture-vapid North, and that they
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envisioned themselves, and rather their culture at large, as the best hope for Western
Civilization—the true heirs not just to Greco-Roman antiquity but all that was best in the
European tradition.55 The South’s Confederate revolution, Thomas argues, was a
reaction, a hoped return to a more glorious past.56 Drew Gilpin Faust seconds this in her
1988 work The Creation of Confederate Nationalism when she argues that the prime
influence for the Confederates was the American Revolution—they were fighting for a
restoration, to restore what had been lost from the “true ideals” of the country’s founding;
and it was precisely because the Confederates believed something had been lost from the
past, when the American nation was at its best in their view, that they would fashion a
new nation, a Confederate nation, that would uphold these lost ideals.57
Thomas pointed this out in his earlier work, The Confederacy as a Revolutionary
Experience (1971), when he argued, as Faust would later do in The Creation of
Confederate Nationalism, that the Confederacy’s revolution was aimed at a return to
purer foundational principles, as they saw it, and in doing so, Thomas argues, they
created the second of America’s two revolutionary heritages.58 More recently, Anne
Sarah Rubin joined this conversation—of the Confederate nation as a reactionary
endeavor seeking to recapture the true intentions of the Founding Fathers, the authentic
American ideals of the past that had become lost in the Union at the time of the war—in
her 2005 book, A Shattered Nation.59
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The Confederacy compared its struggle for independence to the romantic
nationalism of nineteenth century Europe, to the Poles for example, as Faust points out,
both people, Southerners and Poles, looking back to the restoration of a glorious past, not
the construction of progressive future utopias, as would be the vision of Lenin and the
Bolshevik revolutionaries, for example, in the early twentieth century.60 Romantic
Nationalism was a theme of the nineteenth century world in America as much as in
Europe, David Potter argued in The Impending Crisis, pointing out that, furthermore,
within America nationalism was most pronounced in the Southern states.61 Returning to
Faust, Christianity she argues, as in the nationalistic movements in Poland, was the base
of Southern nationalism.62
One can see how, almost seamlessly, Catholicism fits within this Confederate
restorationist revolutionary paradigm. That the Church is more conservative than radical,
reactionary rather than progressive, is well known. It is not hard, therefore, to see why
Southern Catholics would be drawn to supporting the Confederate nation. If the latter, as
Thomas and Faust argue, among others, stood for tradition, conservatism, and the “best
ideals” of classical and European civilization it is easy to see how the Church fits in.
What institution, in the entire world perhaps, can be considered more concerned with
tradition and preserving tradition than the Catholic Church? The Church is the institution
that has, for almost two millennia, stood against all manners of “progressive” or, “antitradition”, causes; not just the myriad heresies of the early Church that threatened to
upset the Church’s deposit of faith, the ultimate example of tradition upheld and passed
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down intact to future generations, but modern examples such as the Protestant
Reformation, the Enlightenment, and the “secular religions” of the nineteenth century
including communism, socialism, Darwinian scientism, and positivism.
The Church has stood against all of these “progressive” movements in the defense
of “tradition.” And as scholars point out it is common knowledge that the South viewed
itself as the upholder of tradition in America against a North, as they saw it, obsessed
with money, materialism, and “progressive” causes.63 The connection between Southern
conservative traditionalism and that of the Catholic Church, while still widely
underappreciated, has not been lost on all scholars.
Thomas Haddox, in his 2005 book Fears and Fascinations, challenges the idea
that Catholicism did not fit in Southern culture, showing that some believed it was the
ideal Southern religion.64 Haddox claims that the faith was attractive to many in the
South because of its immutable dogma, use of symbol and ritual, and otherworldly feel.65
Southerners, to borrow Benedict Anderson’s phrase, were or wanted to be, citizens of an
imagined community where agrarian values, the family, and honor were given
preeminent status—especially in contrast to what they believed to be a materialistic and
secular North.66 Perhaps Catholicism, a faith “congenial to Southern conservatism”,
could provide the spiritual outlines of a feudal society Haddox claims many in the South
wished to return to.67
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Some, but not all, Southerners saw this connection. The majority of Southern
Catholics, however, not only saw it but were attracted to it and lived it. It is the primary
reason why Southern Catholics, by and large, supported the Confederate cause and were
so eager to participate in the project of building the Confederate nation. Southern
Catholics saw in the South the most “Catholic” part of America, not a progressive and
increasingly materialistic vision alien to their church that was growing in the North, but a
vision familiar within the history of the Church—a conservative and traditional vision
that looked backward in time to a supposed golden age and, should the South win
independence, could perhaps be once more brought back to life.
Like Thomas and Faust argue, as Southerners viewed their nascent nation as the
true heir to the Constitutional principles of 1776, so too did Southern Catholics, as is well
documented in this dissertation chapters, see things in this light. Bishops, as well as
soldiers and chaplains, were constantly looking back in time to defend the future of the
Confederate nation because perhaps in its success or failure they saw the success or
failure of their religion, and its principles, in America.
Constantly alongside any Southern Catholics’ political defenses of the
Confederate nation was their Catholic faith; their Catholic faith was indeed a strong
support for their Confederate nationalism. These traditional values, shared by Catholics
and Confederate nationalists, along with a shared Christianity, albeit in denominational
difference between this work’s characters’ Catholicism and the mainly Protestant
Christianity of Southern nationalism, are the driving reason behind this work’s
Confederatization thesis and explain how and why Catholics supported the Confederacy.
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To sum up Confederatization’s impact on Confederate nationalism one can say
that for the vast majority of Southern Catholics religion and politics worked in tandem
and supported one another. The Christian base of Southern nationalism allowed
Catholics, as Thomas Haddox has demonstrated, to fit into the Confederate nation
naturally and gave them reason to support a cause where they could look back, along with
other Southerners, many of them non-Catholic, in the hope of re-fashioning the lost ideals
of the past and the American nation’s founding—a “reactionary revolution” or a
restoration as identified by Emory Thomas, Faust, and Anne Sarah Rubin—in the new
Confederate nation.68
One should not suppose, however, that this was the only reason Southern
Catholics were committed to the Confederacy. Allegiances are not a single optic; usually
they are not even two but, as a slew of historians have pointed out, a multifaceted
construction; multifaceted constructions that are more often than not fluid, complex, and
even contradictory. David Potter, in his foundational 1962 essay “The Historian’s use of
Nationalism and Vice Versa,” argued that the construction of nationalism rests on two
psychological bases: a feeling of common culture and, secondly, common interests.69 To
suppose that these interests and common culture are easily put together is false. As
Benedict Anderson pointed out in his Imagined Communities, the construction of
nationalism is, by definition, a construction—an often messy amalgamation of agreed
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upon interests and shared values that while seemingly coherent on the outside are the
product of thousands of competing beliefs and visions.70
Gary Gallagher’s 2009 essay, “Disaffection, Persistence, and Nation,” is an
important work surveying recent scholarship in the field while tying together the threads
of nationalistic argument from Emory Thomas to the present.71 Thomas, Gallagher points
out, clearly demonstrated that Confederates viewed themselves as a nation, not just loose
states, and that the war in particular solidified the Confederate nation and demonstrated
the soldiers’ persistence to their national identity.72 While Gallagher acknowledges that
there were plentiful internal divisions within the Confederate nation he asks where is this
not the case—a society without tension?73 Furthermore, Gallagher dismisses the theory
that the Confederacy was fundamentally internally disheveled, or reeling from a lack of
true support, when he writes:
Readily acknowledging internal tensions and war weariness, a number of
historians, and I count myself among them, detect substantial evidence of national
sentiment, willingness to sacrifice amid war weariness, steadfastness among soldiers,
agreement about questions relating to slavery and race, awareness of class inequities that
prompted measures to address them, cohe- sion around cultural symbols, and preference
for the Confederacy, whatever its flaws, over a return to a United States governed by
Abraham Lincoln and emancipationist Republicans. In these studies, most
Confederates—as opposed to most southerners, who included white and black people in
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the four loyal slave states and black residents in the Confederacy—displayed resilience in
the face of powerful U.S. armies and naval forces and developed feelings of national
community that had antebellum roots and carried over into the postwar years.74
Recent scholarship, including Anne Sarah Rubin’s 2005 A Shattered Nation,
Aaron Sheehan-Dean’s 2007 Why Confederates Fought, Jason Phillips’ 2007 Diehard
Rebels, and Gallagher’s own 2013 Becoming Confederates, all match the arguments
made in “Disaffection, Persistence, and Nation” regarding the existence of Confederate
nationalism and Confederate wartime perseverance. 75 These scholars likewise echo,
albeit with variations in their particular arguments and focus, the foundational
Confederate nationalism work of Potter, Thomas, and Faust.
Their work on Confederate persistence gives context to why Southern Catholic
soldiers and chaplains kept their initial commitment to the Southern Confederacy so
strong, and consistently, throughout the war. Rubin’s argument, that white Southerners
were bound by a common commitment to political independence and shared a genuine
and consistent Southern nationalism helps explain how the Southern Catholics of this
work, all white men (with the exception of the Sister-nurses), and white men who
believed in the reactionary and traditionalist values of their Church and Southern society,
easily joined in this “common commitment.”76 Sheehan-Dean, in a work treating the
evolving fighting motivations for Confederate (specifically Virginian) soldiers, claims
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that by war’s end the soldiers shared a strong commitment to the Confederate nation, one
that had evolved over the course of the war but was present at the beginning and that
nationalism was not just an isolated event but held by many soldiers in common.77
Phillips’ Diehard Rebels is essential in explaining why soldiers did not only refuse to quit
on the Confederate cause but, to put it colloquially, dug their heels in all the more as the
war dragged on.78
While the unity of values shared between Sothern Catholics and Southern culture,
explained above and best explained by Haddox, lead to Southern Catholics having a deep
Confederate commitment, this explaining the Confederatization phenomenon at the heart
of this work, shared values are far from the sole reason for Southern Catholic
commitment to the Confederacy. In agreement with Potter, nationalism is about the very
combination of many loyalties, and identities, and allegiances into a larger group identity,
a group identity fashioned precisely because of the crucible of war which Frederick Hertz
has argued (one can say in conjunction with Thomas’ points about the transforming
effects of war) is “the greatest instrument of national unification.”79 The American Civil
War provided the opportunity for the fashioning of a new national identity, the
Confederate nation, and Southern Catholics, drawn to the values of the South perhaps out
of a feeing of being at home in some of the traditions they associated with their
Catholicism, jumped at the opportunity to be committed Confederates.
I am a religious historian before anything else. This is a work primarily about
Catholicism and while one set in the Civil War, it is more a Catholic religious history
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than a Civil War history. That being true, within this third historiographical sub-goal the
hope is that a solid contribution can be made to Civil War scholarship, in particular to
studies of allegiance and the Confederate nation—to join the dialogue begun by Thomas,
Potter, and Faust and continued today by Rubin, Philips, and Gallagher, among others.
This dissertation aims to join this conversation by contributing the hereto largely absent
Southern Catholic perspective. And without adding too many historiographical goals to
the four already discussed, it is worth noting that the last chapter of this dissertation,
treating the Catholic imprint on Confederate diplomacy, likewise hopes to join the
Confederate internationalism discussion simply by showing the amount of Catholic
involvement therein which, like much about Southern Catholics and the Civil war, has
remained largely absent from the narrative to date.
James Woods, in his conclusion of A History of the Catholic Church in the Old
South, writes that while many important events have been noted, “an overall narrative of
southern Catholicism beyond that remains to be written.”80 This dissertation, while it
does not pretend to be a comprehensive history of a small portion of the Southern
Catholic story, the war years, will hopefully be, in its exclusive focus on the topic, a
welcome addition to a rich and diverse nineteenth-century American Catholic
historiography as well as a welcome addition to a rich Civil war religious history and
Civil War works on nation and allegiance. In highlighting the reality of Southern Catholic
commitment to the Confederacy, in this work’s Confederatization thesis, hopefully both
Civil War and Catholic historians will reconsider some assumptions about nineteenth
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century Catholicism in the South and that relationship to the political causes of the day,
none greater than the war itself.
Chapter Summaries
I. The Bishops respond to the Secession Crisis and the First Year of War, 1860-61
The chapter begins in November of 1860, immediately preceding South
Carolina’s secession from the Union the following month. A narrative of the war is
followed, chronologically, detailing the secession of the other states as well as a brief
note on Fort Sumter and the Battle of First Manassas. How did bishops council their
congregations, both priests and the laity, to act in regards to secession? How did their
spiritual and secular counsels differ? Was the voice of Southern Catholic bishops unified
or greatly varied on this question? This chapter demonstrates why, in terms of allegiance,
the bishops toed a fine line between matters of the state and Church and staked out a
position that moved between both spheres. Often these bishops, the majority of whom
were very committed to the Confederacy, found no tension between their faith and their
Confederate attachment and lived both identities without, for them, any contradictions.
Their Confederate nationalism was likewise buttressed by their Christian faith as would
be the case for the majority of this work’s characters.
II. On the Battlefield: Catholic chaplains and Catholic soldiers, 1862-64
This chapter looks at Catholic chaplains and soldiers during the thick of war.
Accompanying this chapter’s analysis is a chronological reflection on key dates and
battles between 1862-64. Both the Eastern and Western theaters are covered, with equal
attention paid to both. How did Catholics on the battlefield understand allegiance? Did
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their proximity to battle make them fully committed Confederates? How important was
practicing the Catholic faith for a soldier constantly fighting and on the move? How does
the Catholic soldier’s experience compare to a Protestant solider, especially in regards to
modes of prayer? This chapter argues that proximity to battle, in addition to many other
factors, did in fact make Catholic chaplains and soldiers very committed and loyal
Confederates. These men were ardent Confederates. For many of these men, like the
bishops, there was no contradiction between being a devout Catholic and an ardent
Confederate. Many Catholics demonstrated their faith through attendance at Mass and
reception of the Sacraments and through ecumenical prayer groups in camp.
III. Peace? and Healing: The Bishops and Sister-nurses during the War
This chapter has two parts. The first part continues the first chapter’s look at the
bishops—now in the middle of the war. The bishops, who advocated for peace during the
secession crisis while deeply entangled in the political realm, attempted to place more of
a focus on spiritual matters during the war. These included continued calls for peace and
domestic ministry. Their calls for peace, however, and just like in the secession crisis,
were deeply tinged by politics and showed their consistent Confederate partisanship.
Within this chapter Bishop Elder’s refusal to pray for the Union, perhaps the defining
Catholic moment in all the war, North or South, is also discussed. The second part deals
with Catholic Sister-nurses. This chapter argues that Catholic nuns, who served as nurses
during the war, were the least interested in politics in comparison to the bishops,
chaplains, and soldiers. They were largely focused on their religious duties to God and
neighbor. Sister-nurses’ participation in the Confederacy, a participation without politics
but a string presence nonetheless, in the hospitals and in tending to men’s physical and
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spiritual needs, shows the almost all-encompassing involvement of Southern Catholics in
the Confederacy.
IV. Across the Sea: Catholicism and Confederate diplomacy
This chapter investigates the Catholic contribution to Confederate diplomacy.
Two main personalities who factor in earlier chapters, Charleston Bishop Patrick Lynch
and Chaplain Fr. John Bannon, factor prominently in this chapter. Bannon’s 1863
mission to Europe was significant both in trying to gain papal recognition for the South
as well as stemming Irish immigration into Union ranks. Lynch’s 1864 European
mission was a final attempt by the South to use Catholic officials to gain a papal
endorsement of the Confederate cause. Lynch and Bannon prove how deeply Southern
Catholics were committed to and involved in the Confederate nation; ever ready to serve
at home these men’s commitments extended to Europe as well. They seemed willing to
do anything for the government whose cause they so strongly identified with. Pope Pius
IX’s involvement in Confederate politics is discussed as well. Why did Davis place hope
in Catholic agents to gain Confederate recognition in Europe? Was this simply a last
desperate attempt after secular diplomacy failed, or was their something more to it? What
is the relationship between Catholicism and Confederate diplomacy?
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THE BISHOPS RESPOND TO THE SECESSION CRISIS AND THE FIRST YEAR OF
THE WAR, 1860-61
When on December 20, 1860 South Carolina seceded from the Union the Bishop
of Charleston, Patrick Neeson Lynch, declared “South Carolina is henceforth not only our
Mother but our only Sovereign, who has sole right to our allegiance.”81 He added that
South Carolinians must give a “whole, undivided loyalty” to the secessionist cause and,
if necessary, take up arms to defend the state.82 Considering that the Catholic Church is
known for its uniformity, both in theological as well as social matters, it is natural to
assume that Lynch’s views were shared across the Southern episcopate.
This was not the case. The same month that Lynch gave his wholesale support to
the Southern cause, and encouraged other Catholics to do likewise, Francis Patrick
Kenrick, the Archbishop of Baltimore, the prime American see whose jurisdiction
extended downward over a variety of Southern dioceses, commented that it would be
“suicidal” for the South to leave the Union. 83 Martin John Spalding, Bishop of
Louisville, another pro-Southern prelate in a border state, wrote as late as April 1861,
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with the war well underway, “God grant us peace!” 84 Spalding, throughout the secession
crisis and into the war, held out hope for peace—even an “unfavorable” one for the
South, one that kept the section within the Union.
This chapter focuses on Southern Catholic bishops’ responses to the secession
crisis and the early stages of the war. Southern Catholics’ commitment to the
Confederacy is at the heart of this chapter and the work in full. While the bishops
responses to secession and war differed, as detailed above, the bishops, by and large,
were all committed Confederates. They were devout Catholics and devoted Confederates,
even if the latter sympathizes ranged in intensity from the ardent Lynch to the withdrawn
Spalding.
Why did the bishops join the Confederate secession movement? A better question
is why did none of them oppose secession? Ardent Confederates like Lynch rejoiced at
secession and the majority of the southern episcopate went along with it. But even those
with the most reservations, such as Spalding, gave their sympathy to the South and, even
when hoping for peace, made no public statements opposing secession—neither to their
congregations nor to the Southern people. Why?
The most obvious answer is that, like historians Michael Pasquier and Andrew
Stern show, Southern Catholics, the clergy included, were fully invested members of
Southern society by the start of the war.85 Southern Catholics, rather than existing on the
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fringes of Southern society, as outsiders like historians R. Laurence Moore and John
Gjerde argue, were very much a part of the Southern social fabric and, therefore, acted in
kind with the majority of Southerners in opting for the Confederacy.86 The majority of
white southerners supported secession and the Confederacy, whether it was out of a
mutual commitment to slavery coming from self-interested reasons, as historian Chandra
Manning argues in her book What This Cruel War Was Over, or, as historian Anne Sarah
Rubin argues in A Shattered Nation, out of whites common commitment to political
independence that fueled the building of the Confederate nation.87 The Catholic bishops
were, in many ways, typical white southerners.
More importantly, as Lynch makes clear in celebrating South Carolina secession
as the recapturing of a sovereignty surrendered in 1789, the bishops were apt to view the
early stages of secession as the beginnings of a fight to recapture the authentic vision of
the Founding Fathers; now in the form of the Confederate nation. 88 And this new
Southern nation might in fact be welcoming to Catholics who, as scholar Thomas Haddox
points out, found much in common in their faith that had a conservative bent and upheld
tradition with a burgeoning Confederate nation that, as scholars Emory Thomas and
Drew Gilpin Faust show, looked to the past in their vision for what the Confederate
nation should like and what values it should uphold.89 The bishops’ faith was likewise
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front and center in their commentary on Confederate politics for, as Faust shows,
Christianity was the base for Southern nationalism and wartime Southern Catholics
certainly confirm this analysis.90
The bishops are a good place to begin to probe this question, which is central to
the entire work, because bishops were massively important to their Catholic
congregations. It is still so today. But, in Civil War America, with communications
between America and the Vatican slow and inconsistent, and the faith nascent, the
bishops had even perhaps a larger role; they were, without exaggeration, and for all
intents and purposes the popes of their respective states. William Henry Elder, Bishop of
Natchez, was the sole Catholic bishop in the state. The state was not split in two like
today, jointly administered by a Bishop of Jackson and a Bishop of Biloxi; Elder was it.
Therefore all the Catholics in the state looked to him for spiritual leadership. The fact that
Catholicism was still in its infancy in America made the bishops all the more prominent.
The bishops participated in both the spiritual and secular realms and worked, with
differing success, to balance these loyalties. This is to be expected of the bishops because
they were both religious and societal leaders. It is important to consider that many of the
bishops’ peace statements called for the prevention of hostilities and the preservation of
the Union rather than a cessation of fighting, the key being that the former could not be
the blurring of religious and political lines. It could not be a religious action offered to the
service of the Confederacy because if hostilities were prevented, and the Union remained
intact, there was no Confederacy to support. It is true that in this latter scenario “southern
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values” or a “southern agenda” might still be supported. And the majority of Southern
Catholics did indeed defend a southern way of life, slavery included. But if in fact a war
was avoided then the bishops’ calls for peace could not be viewed as Confederate support
because the Confederacy would have failed at its one goal of achieving independence.
For some bishops, calls for peace were a purely religious initiative. Peace was not
simply a societal blessing, preserving people from the horrors of war. It was primarily a
Christian obligation, a service to God, a living out of the “summation of the law and
prophets” to love your neighbor as yourself and the seventh Beatitude, “blessed are the
peacemakers.”91 One must pause and consider the full implications of this attitude.
While a bishop who believed the above and sought to implement it in his life might have
authentically been acting out of Christian charity towards his neighbor, it is impossible to
overlook the fact that an authentic call for peace, and one that prevented war would still
keep slavery intact. Human bondage can never be squared with authentic Christian
practice.
For other bishops peace advocacy always included the stipulation that it be a
favorable one for the South and, in almost every case, the bishops found it difficult to
untangle their Confederate commitments from their religion. This because, for many of
them, there was never any tension between being a good and devout Catholic bishop and
a supporter of the South; it was, for many, the natural position.
Some bishops, however, tried to keep politics off the pulpit as best they could.
Political counsel was usually presented in the passive, or negative, form. That is why
Elder said that the faith did not forbid Catholics from advocating for secession, rather
91
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than saying that they had to advocate for it.92 But there were plenty of moments when the
bishops gave active, or positive, counsel on spiritual matters. They did openly encourage,
sometimes demand, that their congregants pray, fast, and live righteous lives—often out
of a penitential spirit hoping that God would take pity on them and intervene to end the
war. The contrast is important. Against plentiful advice instructing Catholics what they
should do spiritually, the bishops only spoke of politics as what was permitted within the
boundaries of doctrine and practice.
While some bishops desired peace for its own sake there were others, as
mentioned above, whose statements on peace, even before the war, had distinctly
political undertones. These calls had an attached addendum that peace be a “favorable”
one for the South—a peace that included Southern independence. This speaks to the
reality that many Southern Catholics blurred the lines between faith and politics. Even the
bishops who tried to speak mainly of spiritual matters were invested, at times deeply
invested, in Confederate politics. They viewed their role as religious leaders inextricably
tied to political obligations to their state and the Confederacy.
This chapter will demonstrate the depth of Catholic bishops’ involvement in
Confederate politics—the first motion, in this dissertation, of displaying the overarching
Confederatization thesis at the heart of this work that argues for an earlier Catholic
involvement in politics than has been traditionally argued for via the post-war
Americanization model and, additionally, a Catholic politicization in an oft
historiographically neglected region off American Catholic history: the South.
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The unique position of Sothern Catholics, who had an extra-Southern and
international authority figure (the pope) and a hierarchical Church to account for in
personal decision making, complicated the already multi-faceted allegiance questions all
citizens face in war. Gary Gallagher’s statement on allegiance in his book Becoming
Confederates is especially on point. Gallagher, saying he is taking his inspiration from
David Potter, wrote that he believed “every human being possesses numerous
overlapping and often mutually reinforcing loyalties, with different ones emerging as
most important at various times.”93
Potter himself said in reference to allegiance that only those people who can
express strong group loyalties— a love of their families, a devotion to their religion, a
dedication to their local community, for example—can be strong nationalists.94 It is only
those who have many allegiances, a multi-faceted and diverse spectrum of allegiance,
Potter argues, who can ever combine that into a cohesive vision with other people where
much compromise and melding of values is necessary.95 The Southern Catholic bishops
surely fit this description. They were devout in their faith—committed to the universal
Church writ large as well as their local faith communities, as well as often as committed
to Europe, for many of them their homeland, as well as America, the particular region of
the South, and their state. These bishops, holders of many allegiances, were then able to
funnel this into their own, Catholic, understanding of what values the Southern nation
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should hold, what it should stand for, and this, perhaps, made supporting the Southern
cause not just easy but natural.
The bishops did not act in a vacuum. Just as their correspondence and statements
are followed in chronological order, so too is a timeline of secession and the early war.
Greater detail is given to what, in this author’s opinion, are the three most important
events of 1860-61: The Secession crisis itself, the firing on Fort Sumter, and the First
Battle of Manassas/Bull Run.
Important supplementary events, such as Davis’ election as president and the
forming of the Confederate government, along with Robert E. Lee’s monumental
decision to turn down command of the Union forces and side with the Confederacy, are
treated briefly as well. Before entering the thick of the chapter it is important to provide a
little background on the Catholic history immediate to the War as well as short
biographies on the three most important bishops of this chapter, and perhaps the entire
dissertation: Elder, Lynch, and Savannah/Florida Bishop Augustin Verot.
The 1850s were an important decade for the Catholic Church in the South. The
foreign born population increased from 232,829 to 383,470.96 By 1860, there were four
hundred and twenty-five Catholic churches in the region.97 Much of this growth can be
attributed to the establishment of Southern dioceses: Charleston (1820), Richmond
(1820), Mobile (1829), Natchez (1837), Nashville (1837), Little Rock (1843), Savannah
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(1850), and the Florida Vicariate in St. Augustine (1857).98 By 1860, North Carolina was
the only Southern state without a Catholic diocese.99
The 1850s were, of course, a time of vital importance in America as well. The
decade witnessed, according to David Potter in Impending Crisis, one crisis after another
beginning with the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act in the Compromise of 1850,
through the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 which catalyzed infamous “Bleeding Kansas,”
the Dred Scot decision that turned public opinion viscerally anti-Southern, and the
capstone of sectional discord, John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry in 1859.100 Brown’s
raid, according to historian Elizabeth Varon in Disunion! Brought antebellum politics to
an end and signaled the coming war.101 The end had been near anyways, Varon argues, at
least since 1850 when the Fugitive Slave act provision had turned disunion from a
“process to a program,” from the fourth to fifth “registers” on Varon’s scale that began
with “prophecy,” “threat,” and “accusation.”102
Catholicism remained a minority religion in the South but it had grown
tremendously since the American Revolution. In 1776, established and open practice of
the faith was mostly illegal and there were no dioceses.103 Eighty years later ecclesiastical
structure was firmly in place and the number of Catholics, clergy and laity, continued to
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grow by the year. Louisiana boasted ninety-nine churches, almost one-fifth of all
churches in the state; Kentucky and Maryland had eighty-three and eighty-two,
respectively.104 By 1860, New Orleans had the highest concentration of Catholics not
only in the South but in all of America.105
The frontier and missionary character of antebellum Southern Catholicism
remained. As historian Jay P. Dolan points out in Catholic Revivalism, parish priests were
also itinerant preachers, making the rounds to impoverished outposts devoid of clergy (at
times more than a 5,000 to 1 parishioner to priest ratio), and churches were sometimes
closer to wooden shacks than cathedrals.106 Yet the numbers of Catholics increased. More
priests were ordained and assigned to burgeoning parishes part of newly minted
dioceses.107 The Church in the South was a minority, but a growing minority, and it
gained more importance within Southern culture, too. Andrew Stern highlights this in his
analysis of cooperative Catholic-Protestant projects involving schools, hospitals, and
churches in the antebellum South.108
Even in the Catholic backwater of antebellum Mississippi, where Catholic
churches totaled just over one percent (seventeen total) of all Christian churches, the
Diocese of Natchez had its third bishop in place by 1860.109 The Southern bishops who
presided during the Civil War were all installed within a decade, or less, of the conflict.
Archbishop of Baltimore, Francis Patrick Kenrick, was installed in 1851 a year after John
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McGill became Bishop of Richmond. In 1857, William Henry Elder and Patrick Neeson
Lynch became the Bishops of Natchez and Charleston, respectively.110 That same year
Augustin Verot was consecrated Bishop of the Florida Vicariate Apostolic in Saint
Augustine. John Quinlan was installed as Bishop of Mobile in 1859.111
In 1861, Verot became the Bishop of Savannah while maintaining his Florida
episcopacy.112 Also in 1861, Jean Marie-Odin, formerly of Galveston, assumed the
South’s second most important see when he became Archbishop of New Orleans.113 The
primary see became vacant shortly thereafter when Archbishop Kenrick died
unexpectedly in the summer of 1863. Martin John Spalding, the Bishop of Louisville
since 1850, became the Archbishop of Baltimore in 1864.114
While all these men play an integral role in this work, and particularly in this
chapter, three stand out as especially important: Elder, Lynch, and Verot. Elder’s
domestic ministry and defiance of a Union order to pray for President Lincoln placed him
in varied positions throughout the war; he was a leader in the Catholic response to
secession, highly involved in home front affairs, and, in rejecting the prayer request to the
point of arrest and imprisonment, he became a symbol of resistance to government
interference in religious matters.
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Elder, born in Baltimore in 1819, became Bishop of Natchez in 1857.115 Elder,
prior to his appointment in Mississippi, and having been ordained in Rome in the 1840s,
was at professor at the seminary in Emmitsburg, Maryland.116 Elder was a pastoral
bishop, very committed to his congregation and the entire state under his jurisdiction.
Elder, as historian Charles Nolan writes, was continuously on the road ministering to his
congregants via “long lonely trips by steamboat, horse and/or carriage, or railroad; brief
stays in communities or with individual families to administer the sacraments, offer
religious instruction, console the bereaved, or simply visit isolated Catholic families;
parish missions in remote areas where the pastor could not afford to pay a visiting
missionary. His supportive visits were often the only clerical companionship a lonely
missionary experienced for months.”117
Elder’s wartime ministry to Protestants and African-Americans was extensive and
his refusal of the Union prayer request remains the most remembered event of his life. He
remained Bishop of Natchez until 1880 whereupon he was transferred to Cincinnati.
Elder became the Archbishop of Cincinnati three years later, a post he held until his death
in 1904.
Augustin Verot was born in France in 1804. He was ordained to the priesthood in
1828 and served as a professor (mainly of science) in American seminaries of his order,
the Society of Saint-Sulpice, for the next three decades.118 In 1858 he was installed as the
first Vicar Apostolic of Florida and three years later joined that responsibility to his
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appointment as Bishop of Savannah. Verot is important during the secession crisis and on
the homefront. An added dimension to his legacy is his 1861 tract on slavery, a moment
when a Catholic clergyman provided widespread public commentary on an issue outside
of the Church; one of the first times this happened in the American Church’s history.
Verot, rather than allowing religion and politics to each operate in separate spheres,
combined both in directly entering the political maelstrom of the time.
Verot, while most remembered for his 1861 Tract, was a man deeply committed
to his congregation. A Protestant remembered him as a “saintly” man and while a
“thorough Catholic” someone of “too noble a heart to refuse love to those who differ
from him in the matter of religion.”119 Verot constantly traveled throughout the
Confederacy seeking financial aid for his congregation as well as for nuns and
impoverished brother bishops, in particular Lynch whose Charleston congregation
suffered a devastating fire in December 1861.
Verot’s attitude towards African-Americans was complex. Verot, like Elder
(whose views are briefly described in this work’s introduction), brought a dualism to his
understanding of African-Americans as spiritual equals and societal inferiors. Verot
argued extensively for slave human rights (marriages respected, families kept together,
etc.) while defending the system stating that masters held a rightful claim to a slave’s
labor.
Yet when the War ended, and emancipation was a fait accompli, Verot, according
to his biographer Michel Gannon, “was prepared to set aside his proslavery doctrine as
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though it had never been true.” 120 Gannon goes as far as to call Verot a “model
‘abolitionist’,” writing that the bishop “devoted himself to the welfare of the freedmen
with a zeal that looked like the excitement of a man convinced that the sudden
emancipation of four million men was an undiluted blessing.”121 Gannon is certainly
engaging in some level of hyperbole. If Verot really had been a “model abolitionist” all
the while then he never would have supported slavery nor would he have authored his
famous/infamous Tract. Verot survived the War and died in 1876.
Patrick Neeson Lynch was born in Ireland in 1817. At the age of seventeen he
was sent to Rome to study at the Urban College. Lynch, by the time he had earned his
doctorate, in 1840, had extensively studied theology, philosophy, physics, ethics,
scripture and archaeology, liturgy, and canon law.122 He became fluent in Italian, could
speak French and German, and was skilled in Latin and Greek, while holding some
proficiency in ancient Syriac, Sanskrit, and Arabic.123 Lynch won prizes for his
achievements in theology, Church history, Sacred Scripture, and Canon Law, and upon a
visit from Pope Gregory XVI he was selected to give a lecture in Hebrew.124
Lynch, upon his return to Charleston, earned a national reputation for his work on
drilling and maintaining artesian wells.125 He was a polymath and active in numerous
scientific and philosophical societies throughout the city.126 Lynch became Bishop of
Charleston in 1857. Throughout the war he was the de facto voice of the Southern
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bishops and actively supported the Confederate cause while laboring tirelessly to help
rebuild his parish and city after the devastating fire of 1861.
Lynch is important for two reasons. He was the most committed to the
Confederate cause amongst the Southern bishops. He was the most outspoken Southern
Catholic voice and a counterweight to the similarly outspoken and pro-Union Archbishop
of New York, John Hughes. Secondly, Lynch, like Hughes, was sent to Europe by his
government on a diplomatic mission. Jefferson Davis appointed him to a diplomatic post
late in the conflict (1864) and many view his mission as the last gasp of the
Confederacy’s attempt to win European support. Lynch’s mission is discussed in chapter
four. His involvement in Confederate politics perhaps prevented him from advancing
within the Church’s hierarchy. Twice he was nominated for prestigious posts, Archbishop
of Baltimore in 1872, and Coadjutor of New York in 1880, and both times he was passed
over.127 Lynch died, Bishop of Charleston, in 1882.
By late 1860, the South was feeling the threat of impending war. The Southern
bishops began to voice their positions. In November, Louisville’s Martin John Spalding
wrote to Cincinnati Archbishop, and staunch Unionist, John Baptist Purcell, “The South
is assuming a very menacing attitude, & this time I fear these men are in earnest, &
disunion is imminent. The Lord deliver us! The whole world seems to be getting out of
joint.”128 On December 1st, Kenrick wrote to Richmond Bishop John McGill that it would
be “suicidal to separate.”129 Kenrick hoped that the Union could still be preserved and
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likewise hoped that “conservative men should step forward at this crisis, to save the
country.”130
On November 25th Bishop Elder issued a circular letter to his parish priests. Elder,
who throughout the war would show himself to be a distinct Southern partisan, refrained
from politicizing the situation and asked only that his priests lead their congregations in
the “first duty of the Christian Patriot;—which is to beg for the light and protection of
Him, in whose hands are the hearts of men and the destinies of nations.”131 This early
response is a prioritization of spiritual matters, a call to prayers and actions for peace
while navigating temporal realities as needed; focusing on faith, not politics. And while
Elder was indeed a Southern sympathizer, as the bishops as a whole certainly were, his,
and their, sometime refusal to engage in political rhetoric shows how deeply conflicted,
and at times paradoxical, the relationship between faith and politics can be when lived
out in real life.
Elder, who wrote that the “present condition of our political affairs calls urgently
for the most fervent supplications to Almighty God,” cautioned his priests that it is “not
for us here to discuss the question connected with out situation.”132 He instructed his
priests to encourage their congregants to “offer up to God Prayers, Fasting and Alms
Deeds, for His merciful guidance and protection.”133 Priests should invite parishioners to
“assist at the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass as often as possible, and to recite every day in
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addition to the usual prayers, at least once the Our Father, the Hail Mary, and the Glory
be to the Father [his emphasis].”134
Elder asked his priests to hold a public Triduum, a three days devotion including
recitation of the rosary and Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.135 He urged all to
approach the Sacraments as frequently as possible and to fast and give alms as well.136
Elder closed his letter saying, “the most effectual means to obtain God’s favor is to purify
the soul from sin, and to receive worthily the Sacrament of the Blessed Eucharist: and no
Catholic should imagine he has done his duty to himself and his fellow-citizens on this
occasion, so long as these duties to God are left undone.”137 Elder then requested that all
the faithful unite in one general Communion on December 9th, within the Octave of the
Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, for “our Holy Mother is by
excellence the Help of Christians.”138
Analyzing this letter one might think that the language is obvious. Of course a
Catholic bishop would speak of religious matters, and employ religious language, in a
letter sent to his religious charges. The truth is more complex. Elder’s first response to a
possible war is the Catholic fundamentals of prayer and fasting. While Elder wrote to his
priest the instructions are not exclusively for them. This letter is an instruction manual for
the laity, too.
Elder expects that the same men who could become soldiers, who make up the
congregations of his parishes, the Mississippi Catholics, will be actively joining him and
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their priests in praying and fasting for peace. Elder is not simply telling his priests what
he plans to do to. He is not just asking them to join him in this endeavor. Rather, as the
leader of all Mississippi Catholics, he is setting a precedent of what the first priority
should be in response to the crisis: the duties of God first, and the determination to pray
and fast personally to conform to God’s will.
Elder’s views were shared by other Southern bishops, in particular Spalding and
Kenrick, both of whom viewed a coming conflict with trepidation and sought to avoid it
via spiritual supplications. Kenrick’s letter to McGill is interesting. It is from early
December 1860, a time when the Confederacy did not yet exist, a time when not a single
state had left the Union. Both men are near what would become the Union-Confederate
fault line.
Kenrick, Archbishop of Baltimore, the most important see in America, was in a
border state, Maryland, writing to the bishop of what would become the Confederate
capital. Kenrick made clear how he felt about separation; it was “suicidal.”139 He wanted
peace for its own sake, wholly detached from politics. Should the right actions transpire,
should “conservative men” be successful, there would be no war and no Confederacy,
only a preserved Union, which, according to him, was the desired outcome.140
On December 20, 1860, South Carolina became the first state to secede from the
Union. Shockwaves of excitement reverberated through the streets of Charleston. Bells
rang, artillery was discharged, houses were decorated with candles and lamps, and
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impromptu parades marched through the streets accompanied by music.141 The United
States Catholic Miscellany (which throughout the war would change its name to the
“Catholic Miscellany” and then the “Charleston Catholic Miscellany”), organ of the
Catholic Diocese of Charleston, and edited by Bishop Lynch—as ardent a Confederate
amongst the Southern bishops as there was, gleefully declared:
After years of patient endurance, of energetic yet friendly protest and remonstrance,
South Carolina has, at last, in solemn convention of her people, resumed the portion of her
sovereignty which she surrendered in 1789; and now stands before the world, a free independent
Sovereign State...South Carolina is henceforth not only our Mother but our only Sovereign, who
has sole right to our allegiance. The whole, undivided loyalty of our heart and conscience, (we
speak not only as a Carolinian, but as a Catholic theologian) must be hers and hers only. May the
God of Peace guide her counsels and bless her with ever growing prosperity!—May the Lord of
Hosts shield her, if need be, and bless with victory her arms, if they must be used to maintain her
honour and her independence as a sovereign commonwealth!”142

Lynch displayed his deeply held Confederate partisanship openly and early in the
conflict. Even before the war had begun, Lynch made clear not just his deep attachment
to the Southern cause but his commitment to that idea, within the larger Confederate
paradigm, that the South would form their new destiny in the future by looking back and
recapturing what had been had before 1789, before joining a Union now gone astray.
Lynch, the man who was no less of a devoted Catholic than Kenrick or Spalding,
as was evidenced throughout the war in his dedication to rebuilding his charred home
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diocese and his many addresses concerning the need for prayer and fasting to obtain
peace, was wholly different in his politics in comparison to the bishops of Baltimore and
Louisville. Within the southern episcopate, even before the start of the war, the
precarious balance between faith and politics, and how this greatly varied from one
bishop to another, was on display.
The first shots of the war would not be fired for four more months. But, for all
intents and purposes, South Carolina had commenced it by leaving the Union. `On
January 4th, Augustin Verot released his tract on slavery. Verot became the first Catholic
prelate to enter a national debate on a topic not solely Catholic in nature and
demonstrated his willingness to get involved in the thick of Southern politics.143
Verot’s Tract is significant for two reasons. First, it was an overt political
statement, a Catholic support for the South’s peculiar institution and an early example of
the bishops dedication to Confederate principles and societal mores. As Michael Pasquier
points out in Fathers on the Frontier, Southern Catholics largely held identical views to
other Southerners on slavery.144 Secondly, the Tract was a distillation of previous
Southern Catholic opinion on slavery and informed later slavery-themed works during
the war.
Verot is a bridge from the antebellum slavery writings of John England, the first
Bishop of Charleston, and Archbishop Kenrick, to the wartime thought of Patrick Lynch
who, as part of his diplomatic mission to Europe, authored a pamphlet treating slavery in
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America. All of these men believed in the spiritual equality of all men (black and white,
slave and free) alongside the social inequality of all men. Before God, race didn’t matter
and all were equal; in society race did matter and inequality was a fact of life.
Verot began his tract referencing St. Augustine’s City of God, arguing that
Rome’s prosperity flowed from justice. Without irony, Verot proceeded to argue that the
South would rise and fall along the same lines, although for him a just society included
human bondage.145 “Slavery,” Verot wrote, “[has] received the sanction of God,” echoing
Augustus Marie Martin, Bishop of Natitoches, Louisiana and the most extreme southern
prelate regarding slavery, who likewise did not see the irony in his full support of slavery
when he wrote to his congregation that “our first and most irreconcilable enemy is sin,
however designated, arrayed or disguised.”146
Verot, slavery supporter that he was, was not James Henry Hammond. Echoing
Pope Gregory XVI’s 1839 condemnation of the slave trade (In Supremo Apostolatus147)
Verot forbid participation in the practice calling it immoral and unjust.148 Verot argued
that slaves held a range of inalienable human rights. A master could not make a claim
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upon a slave’s life or soul; only his labor belonged to the master.149 Masters could not
exploit their slaves sexually; slave marriages were legitimate and had to be respected.
On this point Verot commented, “Our Saviour’s word on this cannot pass away:
‘What God has joined together, let no man put asunder’.”150 Slaves families were
sacrosanct. “Families ought never to be separated, when once established,” Verot wrote,
“It is unreasonable, unchristian, and immoral to separate a husband from his wife and
children and to sell the husband North, and the wife South, and the children east and
West.”151
Masters’ other duties included providing slaves with lifelong food and housing,
what passed for medical care at the time and, according to Verot, the most important duty
of “the means of knowing and practicing religion.”152 “This is a sacred, indispensible,
burden of duty of masters,” Verot wrote, cautioning that “the neglect of which alone, if
they had committed no other fault, would expose them to eternal damnation.”153
Verot’s Tract is a microcosm of the way Southern Catholics viewed slavery. As
Michael Pasquier points out, it was a continuation of the arguments Kenrick had made in
his 1840s Theologica Moralis: the master owning a slaves’ work not their body or soul
and the myriad obligations of the master towards the slave.154 Per Verot, slaves were
equal before God and they possessed the same human rights that any person did,
including the right to marriage, family, and security. The one glaring hypocrisy is that of
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all the rights slaves were to be given, they were to be denied the fundamental right of
freedom, a right that is, in many ways, the foundation of all other rights.
Historian George Rable writes that Verot’s Tract was but a “conventional
proslavery discourse that tediously viewed biblical texts and blasted the abolitionists as
infidels.”155 Mark Noll believes that only the bottom line matters. There is little merit to
debating how pro or anti slavery Southern Civil War bishops were as the fact remains
that none, including Verot, came out in opposition to the evil.156
This work agrees with Noll. Certainly his point that no advocacy for rights can be
taken seriously if the fundamental right to freedom is denied is correct. Rable is right, but
only to a certain extent. Verot’s Tract was typical in both the vitriol for abolitionists and
as a slavery apologetic, but his advocacy for slave human rights, while for the abovementioned reasons greatly lacking complete integrity was, nevertheless, different from
the standard way Southerners looked at slaves. Verot’s Tract was therefore not exactly
“conventional.” Often the slave was seen, as Walter Johnson has pointed out in his book
Soul by Soul, as nothing more than an animal, a “vehicle” for his master’s ambitions.157
Yet, as Father James Pillar argues, a large point of Verot’s Tract was to declare to a
society that often viewed slaves as nothing more than animals that there was a “massive
difference between a slave and a beast of burden or bale of cotton.”158
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Historian John McGreevy notes that Verot rejected polygenesis, the idea that
blacks and whites were of separate racial origin and therefore not of the same human
family, and in doing so gave some level of credibility to his outline of slave human
rights.159 This attitude is evident in Verot’s 1866 Pastoral Letter, “On the Negro
Question.” Catholic Missionaries should be zealous for the opportunity to preach the
Gospel to recently freed slaves.160 Verot claimed argued that these men and women,
“which have been made in the image of God and have been redeemed by the precious
blood of his only Son,” should receive religious education and, “we wish in all sincerity
and with great earnestness, all kinds of blessings to the colored race and we exhort all to
put away all prejudice, all dislike, all antipathy, all bitterness,” concluding that the golden
rule to love thy neighbor as thyself should be the standard.161
Verot’s views are similar to those expressed in Elder’s 1858 Letter “On the Negro
Apostolate” to the Society for the Propagation of the Faith.162 There is an authentic
concern for slaves’ souls and family life. But this concern ultimately falls short because,
as Noll correctly points out, the fundamental support for slavery remained unchallenged.
What is most interesting about Verot’s Tract was the official response from Rome.
The Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith said “It would seem
that one cannot accept everything which is affirmed in this document.”163 The papacy
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was a firm opponent of slavery, a fact that makes Verot’s Tract, and similar statements
by the Southern episcopate concerning slavery, all the more problematic especially
because the bishops knew Rome’s view on the question and still chose to cleave to
Southern cultural mores.
Catholic Confederate diplomacy, as will be demonstrated in chapter four, failed
specifically for the reason that the Church could not officially endorse a political system
whose foundation included human bondage. Bishop Lynch, as Diplomat Lynch, saw his
efforts to gain Vatican recognition of the Confederacy fail precisely because he was the
representative of a slave holding government. And his response to Pius IX’s request that
“the condition of the slave [be] likewise improved,” coming in the form of his slavery
pamphlet that employed many of the same arguments Verot did, was found, like Verot’s
argument, to be greatly lacking in Rome’s eyes.164
Verot’s Tract did, nonetheless, show, once more the depth to which Southern
Catholics identified with the Southern way of life and its politics. Slavery was at the top
of the list of the nineteenth century’s most politically divisive issues; even this is an
understatement, for all else pales in comparison when considering those issues that
exacerbated the sectional split and led to war. That Verot, a Catholic bishop, was willing
to give his public approval to the Southern view on slavery, albeit with a decidedly
Catholic twist as described above, shows that, even early in the war, Catholic
commitment to the Confederacy, Confederatizaton, was present.
Bishop Lynch, on January 6, 1861, wrote to Archbishop Hughes concerning
secession. He opened his letter saying “if we are not now in a state of war we are very
164
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like it and very near it.”165 Lynch argued that the goal of the Secession Ordinance was not
war, but peaceful dissolution. A large portion of the delegates, he wrote, wished to
proceed in a way that would avoid conflict, instead settling the rupture as a peaceful
“dissolution of a partnership.”166 It is easy to read beyond Lynch’s posturing and see that
his desire for peace, in this situation, was not sincere; neither the delegates, nor he, could
have honestly believed that secession could be accomplished without war. At other times
Lynch appears very sincere in his calls for peace, very Christian in his intentions. Not
here.
Lynch believed that other states would soon join South Carolina. Were this to
become reality, “such a disruption could never be healed.”167 In this letter Lynch is at his
most partisan, coming across as a full-fledged supporter of the Southern cause. He wrote
that the South’s permanent separation from the North was justified by four factors: a deep
hatred of the North for their abolitionism, the North’s “violation” of constitutionally
protected state-sovereignty, the speeches of Northern Senators (i.e. Charles Sumner) that
had fanned the winds of disunion, and, finally, because it was economically beneficial for
the South to be independent.168
Amidst Lynch’s outright defense of the South’s right to secede he too held out
hope, like Archbishop Kenrick, that the Constitution and Union might yet be saved. It
was a curious twist but one that speaks to the deeply complex and nuanced way that the
Southern bishops balanced faith and politics. George Rable speaks to this fact when he
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writes that, “Southern Catholic bishops…remained quite reticent about secession. Patrick
Lynch, the bishop of Charleston, who viewed Northern threats to southern institutions
with alarm, seemed to have a lingering affection for the Union.”169 Such was the
complicated position of the bishops—devoted Southerners all yet prone to act, at times,
in a rejection of one-directional Confederate tunnel vision. Here is an example of Potter
and Gallagher’s notes on complex and multifaceted allegiances.170 Even someone as
committed to the Confederate cause as Lynch was not solely unidirectional in his
attachments and, in fact, Lynch’s “lingering affection” for the Union, as Rable describes
it, might have increased his dedication to the Southern nation in seeing in that new nation
the best home for the old ideals that had once defined the Union.171
Lynch said that while he did “not claim to be a Union man myself,” he would,
nonetheless, regret to see “this government [the Union], after a glorious, though brief
ascent, burst like a rocket, and leave only…some fragments.”172 “I fear too,” Lynch
wrote, “future civil wars, strifes, and miseries…I hope the truth is, that the Constitution
will be saved and the infractions of it will be addressed.”173
Lynch’s prediction that other states might soon join South Carolina came true
only three days later. Mississippi seceded from the Union on January 9th. By the end of
the month four other states had joined the first two, Florida (January 10th), Alabama
(January 11th), Georgia (January 19th), and Louisiana (January 26th). The total reached
seven on the first of February when Texas seceded.
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Secession did not happen in as neat and orderly fashion as might be surmised
from one date soon following the next regarding states’ withdrawal from the Union.
William W. Freehling, in the second volume of The Road to Disunion, said many
Southerners did not understand the legalities of secession, finding it too complicated and
even boring, yet all, Freehling argues, understood the “thrill of 1776,” the Revolutionary
heritage seemingly hardwired into Americans DNA.174 But emotional mobilization
against supposed tyranny only goes so far. Secession, Freehling argues, was a disjointed
process with Southerners only able to agree upon a “hatred of Yankees” as a common
bond.175 Stephanie McCurry, in her book Confederate Reckoning, argues that Southern
society was deeply disjointed and remained fractured through the war and, in sum, that
the Confederacy’s eventual defeat resulted from the white leadership elite realizing that
they had to account for the political opinions of all Southern men and women; black and
white, slave and free.176 For McCurry, Freehling’s argument about the lack of direction
that characterized Southerners during the secession crisis remained so throughout the
war.
But as numerous historians argue, in their number Gary Gallagher, Anne Sarah
Rubin, and Aaron Sheehan-Dean, with this dissertation in agreement, whatever
contradictions were present in war-waging Southern society, meaning the white
Southerners who orchestrated the war and the soldiers who fought it, were smoothed over
to enough of a degree to develop a strong Southern national identity and one that was
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resolute enough to wage four years of war (these themes, especially war perseverance,
are treated in the next chapter dealing with men on the battlefield).177
The Bishops, and all Southern Catholics, contributed to this “smoothing” process
and the crystallization of the Southern nation. As Faust pointed out in The Creation of
Confederate Nationalism Christianity was the very base of Southern nationalism.178
Southern Catholic bishops brought their Christian faith with them to the public and
political square; they joined, along with other Confederate Protestants, the larger
religiously infused nation building process. Southern Catholic bishops, as already
described, shared the Confederate South’s opinion of revolution as restoration, of
reclaiming purer ideals from the past as blueprint for the future. And, in conjunction with
Gallagher, Rubin, and Sheehan-Dean, Southern Catholic bishops being white men is
important for they were very much part of this leadership elite that McCurry criticizes in
Confederate Reckoning yet, as the three above scholars point out, still coalesced into a
unfired visions strong enough to fight a war for its national ideals. The Southern Catholic
wartime Confederatization did not happen in a vacuum. It aided the process of
Confederate nationalism.
On February 4th, John McGill, Bishop of Richmond, issued a pastoral letter. On
the eve of Lent McGill reminded his congregation that the upcoming season was a time
of “rendering satisfaction for our many sins.”179 McGill encouraged the faithful,
especially at the present time when “the displeasure of God seems to weigh heavy upon
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the nations,” to undertake their duty to humble themselves and by “prayer, penance and
good works” make atonement for the personal and public sins responsible for placing the
South, and the nation, on the brink of war.180
Nothing in McGill’s letter spoke of secession or politics. McGill never mentioned
a militaristic obligation to take up arms. His sole focus was getting Catholics to place
their faith in God, to seek spiritual remedies for preventing war. “The fortunes and fate of
our beloved country are now trembling,” McGill wrote, “we know not what ruins and
disasters may be impending.”181 But, McGill reminded his congregation, “the Redeemer
came to bring peace on earth to men of good will. Let us pray for union and peace.”182
The same day that McGill published his pastoral letter, Elder wrote to the editor
of the New Orleans French newspaper, Le Propagateur Catholique, Fr. Napoléon-Joseph
Perché (future Archbishop of New Orleans, 1870-1883), concerning the causes of
secession. Elder, at another time, had written a response to the newspaper’s article “Les
Catholiques de Sud” asking the editors not to generalize about Catholic commitment to
the Southern cause.183 In this letter to Perché, Elder outlined what he believed to be the
motives for secession. It was only three months since Elder’s very apolitical counsel to
his priests in November 1860 and now he was beginning to step into the Confederate
cause fully.
“I have heard three distinct grounds given for our separation from the Union,”
Elder wrote. “Some say the Union was a kind of free association, which any state had the
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right to forsake whenever she judged it conducive to her interests—the right of
secession.”184 Elder listed for a second reason that the Union had been a perpetual
compact, not the above described free association, but this had been made null and void
by “other parties,” meaning Northern states, and so the South was free to go.185 Finally,
Elder wrote that perhaps there was no violation that required a fracturing of the states but
only “the right of self-preservation,” giving the South license to live outside the
established nation for “it was impossible for us to live in the Union.”186
In this letter Elder did not go beyond stating “what he had heard” into giving his
own opinion of secession. Taking his war record as a whole, one that is deeply
investigated throughout this entire work, it is safe to say that the Bishop of Natchez was
likely the most balanced, between spiritual and political obligations, of all the Southern
bishops. Elder did care for spiritual matters first, this is evidenced by his extensive
domestic ministry and his focus on specifically Catholic duties such as administration of
the Sacraments and in his rationale for refusing to pray for the Union (discussed in
chapter three) where he defends his position, even to his fellow Southerners, as having
nothing to do with politics but only with keeping profane things, i.e. political
partisanship, including Confederate political partisanship, out of sacred space.
This being true no one can seriously claim that Elder was not dedicated to the
Southern cause. The truth is quite the opposite and in the above letter concerning
secession Elder gives his first notice about his alignment with the Southern cause, even in
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the justifications for secession. Elder believed that the Confederate government was the
only legitimate one in Mississippi, he counseled his congregants to be good citizens and
support the Confederacy, both in spirit and on the battlefield. His war narrative, in
particular, is a good microcosm of the multi-faceted and at times deeply contradictory
ways in which Southern Catholic bishops balanced religious and secular allegiance
questions while, usually, holding firm to both identities. Elder, like the majority of
Southern bishops and Southern Catholics, was both a devoted Confederate and devout
Catholic.
Kenrick, On February 14th, wrote to McGill that he still was “full of hopes for the
Union.”187 “Much is due to Old Virginia,” he wrote, referring to the state’s abstinence on
the secession question.188 Perhaps if Virginia remained within the Union there would be
no war. Virginia was the key. In the meantime, Kenrick hoped for peace for the simple
reason that “folks need to be kept from doing themselves and others harm.”189 Folks
doing one another harm became a closer reality on February 18th when, in Montgomery,
Alabama, Jefferson Davis, late senator from Mississippi, was inaugurated as the president
of the provisional government of the seven-state Confederate States of America.
Davis, in his inaugural address, linked the Southern confederates to the American
revolutionaries of 1776. In his view, as was common to many Confederates, the South
separating from the Union was the exact same, equally patriotic, action the colonists had
undertaken in removing themselves from British dominion. Seceding from the Union,
Davis said, was merely the exercise of a right “which the Declaration of Independence of
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July 4, 1776 defined to be ‘inalienable’,” namely that the consent of the people is the crux
upon which all legitimate government rests.190 According to him, the consent of the
people had formed a government and the consent of the people could disband that
government. That Davis and Lynch would both appeal to “1776” as a justification for the
War is typical of Confederates, both Catholic and non-Catholic, and shows the early
foundations for a Confederate nation, that Thomas and Faust point out, would be
committed to reclaiming what they viewed to be the authentic meaning of America’s
founding.191
Davis argued that the Confederacy had acted in full accordance with the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights; branding the government a rebellion was to Davis
nothing more than an “abuse of language.”192 While entering into independence must be
“inflexibly pursued,” Davis claimed that the South had “endeavored to secure tranquility”
and that secession had “been marked by no aggression upon others, and followed by no
domestic convulsion.”193 “Our true policy is peace,” Davis said, because the South was
an “agricultural people” whose chief aim was a smooth running economy, free of
burdensome taxes and tariffs.194
Davis made brief comment on the need for an Executive department, an army—
“for the purposes of defense”, and a navy to protect commerce on the sea.195 No mention
was made of the prime catalyst of an agricultural people’s economy—slavery. Davis
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concluded his address asking for God’s blessing, “Reverently let us invoke the God of
our fathers to guide and protect us,” Davis said, “…with the continuance of his favor ever
gratefully acknowledged, we may hopefully look forward to success, to peace, and to
prosperity.” 196 Many Southern Catholics, especially chaplains and soldiers, and to a
lesser degree some of the bishops, would echo such language, melding faith and politics
into one entity as if the two were the same thing. This phenomenon, common to
Confederate Protestants like Davis, was just as prevalent amongst Confederate Catholics.
On March 4th, 1861, Abraham Lincoln, like Davis born in Kentucky, within a
hundred miles of the Confederate president and only eight months younger than him, was
inaugurated as the sixteenth president of the United States of America. Two days before
Lincoln’s inauguration, March 2nd, a pastoral letter Bishop of Mobile John Quinlan had
presented on January 1st appeared in the Charleston Catholic Miscellany. Quinlan began
the letter in step with his brother bishops’ call for peace and unity. “The Catholic
principle,” according to Quinlan, called for “obedience to the highest recognized
authority, and assent, without appeal to its decisions.”197 This was the only method by
which “States rights and Congressional power can move in harmony together.”198
Quinlan blamed society’s ambivalence towards Catholicism as a main reason for
the crisis. Had more people listened to the voice of the Church, there would be no
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potential war.199 But Quinlan was not as determined for peace no matter what as were
some of the other Southern bishops. He was, in fact, an ardent Confederate.
The Bishop of Mobile, speaking like the true Confederate he was, rejected any
unity that left the South, as he saw it, in a subservient and dependent position to the
North. “Better that the instrument of confederation should be rent in pieces and scattered
to the winds,” Quinlan wrote, “than that it should become a cloak of malice or a bond of
iniquity.”200 It is hard to find a more emphatically pro-Confederate statement than this.
Likewise Quinlan’s assent to the essential reactionary quality of Southern nationalism is
clear: better the Union be completely blown up than it continue in its current course. For
Quinlan the situation was cleanly split, black and white, with the only options being a
persecuted existence for Southerners within a now wayward Union or, as he preferred,
the complete and utter destruction of America so that the South could begin anew, and
apart from the North.
Elder, writing to Bishop of Chicago James Duggan, on March 5th, agreed with
Jefferson Davis’ claim that labeling the Confederates “rebels” was incorrect. In seceding
from the Union the South was following a natural course and “disloyalty” was not an
applicable term for the action.201 Elder’s March 5th letter to Duggan echoed similar
sentiments he had expressed to the Bishop of Chicago two weeks prior.
Elder had written that since the Confederacy was the only “…government which
exists here [Mississippi] de facto,” it was the duty of Catholics as “good citizens…not
only to acquiesce in it but to support it & contribute means & arms & above all to avoid
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weakening it by division of counsel without necessity”.202 Elder here announced a clearly
positive position on the Confederate war effort—a direct prescription that Catholics
should fight if needed, that duty demanded it, as opposed to what Elder, and the other
bishops, usually said, that Catholics could fight, that they were permitted, but not
required, to do so.
The move from lukewarm support of the Confederacy—itself a confirmation of
Stern, Pasquier, and Haddox’s points about Catholicism’s fit in Southern culture, it was
the “natural” position for bishops to take, and, once again in opposition to those scholars
who claim Catholics did not fit into Southern society (Moore, Gjerde, Miller, and
Wakelyn)—to clear support of the Confederacy shows how early in the war, in March of
1861 technically before the war, Southern Catholic bishops committed to the Confederate
cause and nation.203 Catholics Confederatized early in the war; the process evolved, and
ebbed and flowed throughout the war but Confederatization was present from the earliest
stages in clear public political backing of the Confederacy.
Elder made that exact point, the latter point on negative advice, of what was
permitted, in a letter to Archbishop Kenrick. His counsel was explanatory of what was
allowed by Catholic teaching, not an outright endorsement of war. “My course, & I
believe the course of my clergy, has been not to recommend secession-but to explain to
those who might inquire…[that] their religion did not forbid them to advocate it.” 204
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Elder added, “since secession had been accomplished, I have advised even those who
thought it unwise still to support our State government and the new Confederacy-as being
the only government which exists here.”205
In Mississippi, as throughout the Confederacy, not everyone was a Confederate
supporter. Historian Victoria Bynum, among other scholars as shown above, namely
Stephanie McCurry, has clearly demonstrated this.206 But, once more as Gallagher,
Rubin, and Sheehan-Dean point out, the majority of white Mississippians and white
Southerners were, however, deeply committed Confederates and so Elder’s point about
“existing governments” was largely true as corresponded to reality, a reality where the
many did in fact view the Confederacy as Mississippi’s sole extra-state authority.207
Could Elder have opposed the Confederate government? Of course. But he didn’t. He
was invested in the Southern culture and in taking up this position he was acting along
with the majority opinion in Mississippi and throughout the South proving, yet again, the
depth to which Catholics were committed to, and identified with, the Confederacy.
On April 11th Bishop Spalding wrote prophetically to Archbishop Purcell saying,
“If a blow be struck at Charleston or Pickens [Fort Pickens, Pensacola, Florida], we will
all be compelled to go out of the Union in less than three months.”208 The next day
Confederate forces led by General Pierre Gustave Toutant-Beauregard, a Catholic from
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Louisiana who was as famous for his military skill as for his social savoir-faire, fired
upon Fort Sumter in Charleston Harbor.
In one of those Civil War facts that is made for trivia, and ripe with irony, the
United States commander at Fort Sumter, Major Robert Anderson, had taught artillery to
Beauregard at West Point.209 So impressed was Anderson that he kept Beauregard on as
an assistant instructor in the subject following the latter’s graduation.210 Now in actual
war the student would put the teacher’s lessons to use to defeat him. On April 8th,
Beauregard wrote to Anderson informing him that no mail would be allowed to come
from, or go to, Fort Sumter until further instructions from the Confederate government at
Montgomery.211 The South was effectively cutting off Fort Sumter from the rest of the
Union.
The Confederate bombardment of Fort Sumter began at 4:30 in the morning on
April 12th. Confederate guns fired from multiple positions, sending shells on the fort
every two minutes. Anderson, in command of seventy troops against one hundred times
that number, held his fire until after dawn.212 When he did return fire it was only from six
guns. No match for Confederate shells launched from a variety of positions, including
Fort Johnson, Fort Moultrie, Cumming Point, and batteries on Sullivan’s Island; while
Anderson had six guns the Confederates had nearly four thousand.213
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As night fell on the 12th the Confederates reduced their fire to four shots an hour.
Full bombardment resumed the morning of the 13th.214 By mid-day a significant amount
of the wooden buildings in the fort were on fire; Beauregard wrote to Davis “Quarters in
Sumter all burned down.”215 The fire nearly made it to the main storage of ammunition
where gunpowder barrels were kept.216 The Union soldiers had held the fort bravely and
without losing a man, but with no chance of repelling the Confederate assault Anderson
agreed to a truce at two P.M. on the 13th. The fort was surrendered the following day.
Charleston, many of its citizens watching the bombardment from a variety of
vantage points, erupted into jubilation at the decisive victory and the chasing of the
Yankees from Southern soil. “We write these lines amidst the booming of cannon all over
our harbor,” the Charleston Catholic Miscellany, meaning Lynch, wrote on April 13th,
“May God in his mercy protect our homes, avenge a righteous cause, and put to speedy
flight the hirelings who already occupy, or are on the point of invading, our soil!”217
Lynch ordered a Te Deum sung, the classic Christian hymn of thanksgiving, in the
Cathedral of St. John and St Finbar after the fall of Sumter; for the Confederate victory
and because no life had been lost, North and South, in the bombardment.218 While there is
no reason to doubt Lynch’s sincerity for the latter intention there is no reason to doubt his
great joy at the news of Confederate victory either; he himself authoring the words “a
righteous cause.”219 Lynch, although there was no doubt before, at this point was a fully
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Confederatized Catholic whose allegiance was to the South, period; any previous ties to
the Old Union were severed.
The Catholic Mirror, organ of the Archdiocese of Baltimore, took a completely
different view. It reprinted an excerpt from the Richmond Whig entitled, “The Horrors of
Civil War.” The dire warning about the realties of war would prove true over the coming
four years when more than six hundred thousand men lost their life, not to mention the
countless other tragedies beyond the scope of statistical analysis. “Those who are
investing in epaulettes and swords, and, for the sport they expect from a civil war, are
sparing no pains or effort to get one up,” the Whig wrote.220 But should these people get
what they want, they will find that “civil war abounds more in horror than in pastimes,
and that blood and misery, [rather] than pleasure and profit, are its horrible fruits.”221
Myriad scholars have written about the tragic phenomenon of uninitiated youths
diving headlong into war thinking it will be a game, an adventure. One needs only to read
Paul Fussell’s classic, The Great War and Modern Memory, to see how the “spirit of
1914” quickly dissipated in the face of trenches, tanks, barbed wire, and nerve gas.222
What was true at the outset of the Great War was true a half-century earlier in America.
Recent Civil War historiography, thanks to the work of distinguished scholars such as
Charles Royster and Drew Gilpin Faust, has highlighted this long overlooked fact: war is
fundamentally about death, destruction, and suffering.223 And it is indeed an overlooked
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fact, buried amidst war stereotypes that still persist both in the academic and popular
imagination: war viewed as romantic and heroic while the fundamental fact of it being
about killing people is obscured. Few considered this reality in early 1861.
There was a final, and tragic, parting note from Fort Sumter. No man was killed
in the actual bombardment but upon surrendering the fort Major Anderson asked
permission to fire a one hundred gun salute as the U.S. flag was lowered. The
Confederates obliged the request. Midway through, a gun burst, wounding five Union
soldiers and killing Private Daniel Hough.224 The first casualty of the war was suffered
not in battle but in a salute to the flag.225 The American Civil War had officially begun.
Kenrick, on April 16th, wrote to Lynch “We [in Baltimore] all feel intense
anxiety, and pray that God may spare the country, and grant peace.”226 Even with the war
underway Kenrick focused on peace for its own sake. Intense anxiety was not restricted
to the South. James Frederick Wood, the Bishop of Philadelphia, wrote to Lynch on April
18th that, “All we can do is pray to God to save us from the dreadful…consequences of
civil war.”227 On April 21st Spalding wrote to Purcell, “The times are truly awful. I trust
no border excitement will occur to precipitate matters—precipitate is the watchword of
the Southern Confederacy.”228 Spalding here, and throughout the war, went so far in his
advocacy for neutrality that this Southern sympathizing bishop could almost be accused
of holding Northern sympathies. Spalding certainly was in favor of peace and unity and
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his rare balance on these questions, a balance not even Elder could approach, speaks to
the deeply complicated and, at times, contradictory nature of allegiance.
On April 26th Spalding wrote to R.M. Spalding that it would be “be madness for
us [Kentucky] to secede now.”229 He advocated neutrality in lieu of the alternative that
Kentucky would become a theater of war.230 Ultimately, Spalding believed that
Kentuckians would have to take sides in the conflict.231 Spalding’s constant hope was for
peace. Although he foresaw the coming war, correctly predicting the effects of a fight at
Fort Sumter, and the impossibility of Kentucky remaining neutral232, Spalding held out
for peace, no matter how impossible it seemed. “Wars & rumours of wars,” he wrote in
his journal on April 26th, “the country is on the verge of dissolution and ruin.”233 “Dona
Nobis Pacem!”234
Archbishop Kenrick’s April 26th letter to Archbishop Hughes struck a similar
chord. “We all deplore the war which threatens to assume a frightful character,” Kenrick
wrote, adding “life is scarcely desirable if we are to witness the horrors of civil war.”235
Kenrick believed that peace could only be attained by assiduous prayer imploring God’s
favor. “Many Catholics are preparing by prayer and the sacraments for the danger which
impends. I pray God to preserve the country from war.”236 For the peace-seeking Kenrick
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the country was still one country, not two nations or one country with a departed
rebellious segment. Kenrick only wanted a restoration of peace and order.
Fort Sumter did not make peace impossible. Yes, here was the first engagement of
the Civil War. Yes, in response to Sumter, President Lincoln called for seventy-five
thousand militia for ninety days service and ordered the implementation of the
blockade.237 Yet the most important step towards all out civil war was Virginia’s
secession from the Union on April 17, 1861. Virginia was the keystone of the whole issue
for many reasons. Geographically it was large, both in size and population, especially in
1861 when that section of the state that would become West Virginia had not yet itself
seceded over slavery and joined the Union.
Virginia’s proximity to the nation’s capital meant that secession would
exponentially increase the threat to Washington, D.C. Many of the Federal Army’s most
talented officers were Virginians, included among this number were James Longstreet,
George Pickett, J.E.B. Stuart, A.P. Hill, and Thomas J. Jackson. One Virginian towers
over the rest. Today Robert E. Lee is most commonly remembered as the old general
with the white beard, in command of an army, and a movement, doomed to failure; a
symbol of the Lost Cause myth, a “marble man” as historian Thomas Connelly put it.238
Lee had an impressive résumé years before he assumed command of the Army of
Northern Virginia. In 1829, he graduated second in his class from West Point. 239 He
served in the Engineer Corps in the 1830s, gained valuable experience in the Mexican-
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American War of the 1840s, and was Superintendent of West Point in the 1850s.240 Lee
was also, arguably, America’s most gifted soldier and Lincoln wanted him for the Union.
Lincoln called him to Washington on April 18th and intended for him to take command of
the army called into the field to “enforce the Federal law.”241 Lee, famously, refused.
Although opposed to secession and war, he claimed that he could not “take part in an
invasion of the Southern States,” and should the dissolution of the Union lead to war he
would retire to Virginia and “share the miseries of my people and save in defense will
draw my sword on none.”242
Lee resigned from the United States Army on April 20th. Less than a week later he
accepted the position of “Commander of the military and naval forces of Virginia,” along
with the rank of major general.243 While the position was, nominally, Virginian, it was
also, owing to Virginia’s secession, a choice for the Confederacy. The basis of
Archbishop Kenrick’s hope for the preservation of the Union, the abstinence of “Old
Virginia” from the seceded states, as he expressed it to Bishop McGill in February, was
dashed.244
The Catholic bishops of the South continued to walk a fine line between peace
advocacy and political guidance. Bishop Lynch received three letters in six days from his
fellow Southern bishops in May of 1861. On May 9th, Elder, who had been informing his
Natchez congregation that their Catholic faith did not prevent them from supporting
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secession, and that the Confederacy was the sole legitimate government in the area, wrote
to Lynch saying, “We are continually offering up our prayers for peace. God grant it to
us.”245
Elder’s letter was focused solely on peace, as strong in that commitment as was
the usual outlook of Kenrick and Spalding. Elder, commenting that “the times are evil,”
placed his faith in God.246 The remedy to the current situation was “only in the hands of
God”; Elder believed that the “best thing we can do for our country is to go forth to work
to sanctify ourselves and our flocks.”247 Elder placed blame for the breakdown of the
country equally upon North and South lamenting that had there been “more Saints among
us there wd. have been more charity, patience & wisdom & more guidance for God.”248
The same man who gave counsel to support the Confederacy hoped that the entire war
could have been prevented in the first place by Christian virtue.
Elder blamed spiritual laxity as a main cause of the war. It was the lack of saints
that was a root cause of the conflict. Elder, because part of the conflict’s origins lie in the
religious realm, believed that it was religion that could repair the damage. Lynch, three
days later on May 12th, received a letter from Kenrick in which the Archbishop of
Baltimore claimed “public spirit is completely crushed.”249 Perhaps at this time Kenrick
too had finally abandoned hope for peace, believing that it was at that point impossible,
that the Union could not be saved without war.
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The third letter, on May 15th, from Bishop of Richmond John McGill, was of a
different tone. McGill, perhaps thinking of how to live out his secular obligations as an
authority figure in the South, and how to convey this to his congregation, asked for
Lynch’s advice on the crisis. “This is all entre nous,” McGill wrote, “and a mere
expression of thoughts which force themselves on my mind.”250 The letter is interesting,
and further evidence of the complex spiritual-political balance of the Southern bishops,
because it is very partisan and a stark contrast to McGill’s February pastoral that was
wholly devoid of Confederate partisanship and politics of any kind. Perhaps this is due to
the war’s chronology. In February the war had not yet begun. Now, in May, it was time
to take sides and McGill showed his Confederate allegiance. He was now Confederatized.
McGill began his letter demanding Lynch to “give me your views on some of the
moral questions presented by the present circumstances of our poor country!”251 The
Bishop of Richmond then posed three questions. Is not justice on the side of the South, is
not the North acting unconstitutionally, and can a person volunteer in Lincoln’s army
without this constituting a sin?252 It is unclear at first why McGill would think enlisting in
the Union army could be sinful, especially when considering that the Church took no
official position on the war. But it becomes patently clear why McGill would say this
when considered from his growing Confederate loyalty. It is a sin because to be against
the South is a sin. That was the logic of those, like Jefferson Davis, who conflated
Southern politics with the will of God and why Drew Gilpin Faust’s assertion that
Christianity was the base of Southern nationalism is so poignant—the deepest
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justification for the actions of the Confederacy was that God was on their side; that was
the line of thinking anyways.253
McGill concluded that it was immoral to furnish the Union with Catholic
chaplains from Southern priests as the North comes as “an invading enemy.”254 He
further claimed that Virginia was being oppressed and that “I cannot be blind as to which
side seeks to domineer and oppress, and which presents just claims.”255 By this time, May
1861, there is no doubt that McGill supported the Confederacy. No significant battles had
yet been fought and already he viewed the North as an aggressive invader and the South
as a victim with just claims for separation. McGill’s claim that “we are praying for peace,
or at least a peaceful arrangement,” might have been a sincere Christian hope for peace
yet, owing to the context of his comments, it is unlikely. McGill, by “peaceful
arrangement,” was not speaking of Kenrick’s peace, a peace for its own sake and within a
preserved Union. He was most likely speaking of a favorable “arrangement” whereby
peace meant the Union would allow the South to go its separate way and begin its own
national destiny.256
Bishop Elder is perhaps the best example amongst the Southern bishops of
balancing dual spiritual and political allegiances, or of being able to at different times
take equally strong political and apolitical stances, seemingly moving effortlessly
between the two. At times Elder appeared to be fully behind the Southern cause. But this
secular devotion was often subordinated to his religious obligations.
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Elder, commenting on Catholic allegiance to the Confederacy, in a statement
published in the Charleston Catholic Miscellany on May 11th, 1861, chastised those who
would preach politics from the pulpit. Elder, foreshadowing his defiance of a prayer
request for Lincoln in 1864, an event that would earn him lasting fame, argued that
politics must be kept out of the churches. Peter Richard Kenrick, Bishop of St. Louis and
brother of the Archbishop of Baltimore, held similar views. When asked to fly the U.S.
flag over his Cathedral, a Cathedral in a Union state, albeit a very “southern one,”
Kenrick refused saying, “No other banner may be placed there, for already there stands
one which alone shall stay, the banner of the Church.”257
Elder expressed it equivalently, yet adding, in his opening sentence, a nod in favor
of Catholic loyalty to the South—once more, evidence of the inextricability of faith from
politics during the Civil War. It was as if the two were glued together. If this sounds
paradoxical it is. But this is precisely what makes paradoxes paradoxical—two things that
cannot exist simultaneously somehow do. Even in statements seemingly wholly religious
politics often are found, even in traces. For Elder, Southern Catholics’ Confederate
commitment was an obvious fact but the Church, and Church property, was sacred and
should not be contaminated by political paraphernalia. He said:
No Catholic, no Irishman at the South need vapor or make a fool of himself to
prove his loyalty; and the Catholic priest or Bishop who would read political harangues
or military proclamations from his pulpit, or display the Confederate Flag from his
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steeple, would be suspected of unsound mind. Were any foolish mob to make such a
demand, neither priest nor person amongst us would comply it.”258
Other Catholic clerics were beginning to place the blame squarely on the North.
For them it was simple: the cause of the South was just and the North unjust. Bishop
Quinlan, who had written in his January 1st pastoral letter that dissolution would be
preferable to a union that served as “a cloak of malice or a bond of iniquity,” now called
for the South going its separate way, permanently.259 “We must cut adrift from the
North,” Quinlan wrote to Lynch on May 18th, “we of the South have been too long on
‘leading strings’.”260 Fr. Perché, editor of Le Propagateur Catholique, wrote to Elder the
following day saying it was the duty of Southern Catholics to rebuke what he termed the
fanatical and abolitionist Catholic clergy of the North and West.261
Bishop Martin John Spalding, a thorough devotee of peace from the outset of the
crisis, did not agree with Perché nor did he endorse Quinlan’s separatism. Catholics
needed to place spiritual matters above politics, there was no hope for peace if natural
avenues alone were pursued. Catholics needed to “do their part to impede catastrophe by
repentance, fasting, and prayer.”262 These actions alone might “avert or at least mitigate
the awful calamity,” one that would doubtlessly “arm brother against brother in fratricidal
strife. And would result in wide-spread ruin to the whole country.”263
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Spalding, like Kenrick, even when the war had officially begun, held out hope for
peace and a preserved Union even though he, in Louisville, was decidedly in favor of the
South. This is an important point and one more example of the paradoxes of allegiance—
always multifaceted, seldom simple to understand. Spalding favored the South. He
viewed himself and his state as Southern although his state, Kentucky, remained in the
Union. Yet as a Catholic bishop, and one who prioritized the faith above political
considerations, he seemed, throughout the secession crisis, content to see his state and the
South remain within the Union because of peaceful conciliation rather than have
Southern independence won on the battlefield.
On May 19th Jean-Marie Odin, newly installed Archbishop of New Orleans,
delivered a pastoral letter that was, in essence, a greeting to his new congregation. The
Archbishop made clear that the first priority would be to his congregants’ spiritual needs;
to the work that would aim at saving their souls. Everything else would be of secondary
concern. “Our first duty is to our flock,” Odin said, “and we will have no sweeter
enjoyment…[than] to go through your towns and villages, announcing the word of
Salvation, to communicate to them the gifts of the Holy Ghost.”264
Odin promised to solicit the aid of local pastors for the purpose of “procuring the
glory of God and the salvation of souls.”265 Odin concluded his letter asking the
congregation to pray—to Jesus Christ, to New Orleans patron St. Louis, and to ask for the
Blessed Mother’s intercession.266 June 1861 witnessed some minor skirmishes. On the
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3rd, in Barbour County, Virginia, Union forces led by General Thomas A. Morris
defeated a Confederate outfit at the Battle of Philippi; in a battle where Union forces
outnumbered their enemy almost four to one, the combined casualties totaled less than
twenty men.267 The battle’s larger significance was emboldening the citizens near
Philippi, and the western Virginia counties, to break away from the state and the
Confederacy.268
The armies met a week later at the Battle of Big Bethel, near Hampton,
Virginia.269 The Union Army outnumbered the opposition by nearly seven hundred men
(2,500 to 1,800) yet the Confederates, led by General John B. Magruder, were victorious;
the effects of this battle were to repair damaged Confederate morale after the loss at
Philippi and, more importantly, to discourage further Union activity on the Virginian
Peninsula.270 On June 20th, during a session of the Second Wheeling Convention,
Virginia’s western counties split from the state and formed the new Union state of West
Virginia.271
Elder, On July 16th, the feast day of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, and five days
before the battle that is now recognized as the first major engagement of the War, wrote
to Lynch that Southern clergymen should do “…anything we of the South can & ought
to…to abate the war fever among the clergy & Catholic laity of the North.” 272 Elder was
hoping for peace from a distinctly Southern position, and echoing Perché’s analysis of
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Northern clergy, that the war was wholly the fault of those in the North, Catholics
included.
On July 21st, Union and Confederate forces, the former under the leadership of
Generals Irvin McDowell and Robert Patterson, the latter commanded by Joseph E.
Johnston and Fort Sumter hero Beauregard, met near Manassas Junction in northern
Virginia, close to Washington, D.C. The battle known alternately as “First Manassas” (by
the South) and “First Bull Run” (by the North) was the first major land battle of the Civil
War. McDowell, in command of anywhere from 28,000 to as high as 37,000 men planned
to divide his force into three columns, two attacking the Confederate forces at Manassas
Junction while the third flanked around the Southern right to threaten Richmond.273 The
Southern force had approximately thirty thousand (estimates say 31,000) men.274
The fighting was fierce. The Northern troops were coming in droves and many
Confederates were still in flight, retreating from the advancing Union line as the morning
turned to afternoon.275 A professor turned Confederate commander named Thomas J.
Jackson had assembled his men at the edge of the woods, a perfect cover against
Northern fire and a position that would enable his men to engage the oncoming Yankees
at close range while simultaneously flexible enough to support regiments if needed. 276
Confederates continued to flee the oncoming attack until General Bernard Bee,
seeing the strength of Jackson’s position, rallied the troops, saying “There stands
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Jackson, like a stone wall. Rally behind the Virginians!”277 Jackson would no longer be
called Thomas but by another, significantly more recognizable, name; soon after uttering
his famous phrase Bee was wounded. He died the following day, but his directive was
heeded and ultimately brought the Confederates victory.278
“The details of the battle fought on Sunday last are full enough to enable us to
judge its result,” the Catholic Mirror reported on July 27th, “we now see that the war
which we are waging is one which will task our utmost strength and… we cannot hope to
escape from it.”279 The Mirror did not view the future with hope. “We now see that it is
destined that the people of this once happy country should agree together to cast into this
fearful fire of civil war, their own lives and the lives of their children...”280 The Mirror,
like many of the bishops, did not see the war in terms of a righteous struggle for
independence but a horrible calamity that would bring great devastation.
In August of 1861 an important debate over the Civil War, specifically its causes
and the assignment of blame, took place between Bishop Lynch and Archbishop Hughes,
two of the most politically invested bishops of the war. Lynch instigated the argument
with his “Letter of the Bishop of Charleston,” on August 4th. “All the hopes cherished last
spring of a peaceful solution have vanished before the dread realities of war,” Lynch
began, before asking, “What is still before us?”281
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Lynch predicted a massive, all out war, with the two belligerent sections
“marshaling hundreds of thousands of men” against one another.282 But who is to blame
for this? Lynch, against many who said the South was at fault for firing on Fort Sumter,
argued that “responsibility falls, should fall, on those who rendered the conflict
unavoidable.”283 It not surprising in the least that Lynch placed the blame on the North;
like Elder and Perche, he believed the North was fully at fault in a general sense and,
particularly too by way of their abolitionism.
“The South years ago, and a hundred times, declared that the triumph of the
abolition or anti-slavery policy would break up the Union,” and, according to Lynch,
what was most grievous was the “dogged obstinacy of the Black Republicans at
Washington [who] last winter made all the South secessionists.”284 Lynch, referring in the
previous statement to the old southern trope that secession was forced upon the South by
abolitionist rhetoric more inflammatory than the Southern fireaters, moved his argument
into the economic realm. He claimed that “even a child could see the vast benefits to all
from this [North-South economic] cooperation,” stating that the South’s production of
cotton, tobacco, sugar, and rice, coupled with Northern manufacturing and grain
production produced a system of mutual harmony and prosperity.285 Here is a good
example of historian David Potter’s argument in Impending Crisis that Northern and
Southern antebellum differences need not be antagonistic; they could be, as Lynch
argued, mutually beneficial.286
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Lynch argued that the Union, “taking up anti-slavery, making it a religious
dogma, and carrying it into politics,” had caused disunion and war.287 “What could the
South do but consult its own safety by withdrawing from the Union?,” Lynch asked, in
the face of “unconstitutional laws and every mode of annoying and hostile action,” the
culmination of which was Lincoln’s election.288 Lynch claimed that secession was forced
upon the South, the only other option being “tame submission” to what he viewed as
Northern oppression.289 The South “desired to withdraw in peace,” but the war has been
forced upon them.290 And this war, according to Lynch “unnecessary in the beginning,
will only bring ruin to thousands in its prosecution. It will be fruitless of any good.”291
Lynch concluded his letter saying:
At its conclusion [the war] the parties will stand apart exhausted and embittered
by it; for every battle, however won or lost, will have served but to widen the chasm
between the North and South, then to render more difficult, if not impossible, any future
reconstruction. This mode of attacking the South can effect nothing beyond the loss of
life it will entail, and the temporary devastation that will mark the track of the armies…
The separation of the Southern States is un fait accompli. The Federal Government has
no power to reverse it. Sooner or later it must be recognized. Why preface the recognition
by a war equally needless and bloody? Men at the North may regret the rupture as men at
the South may do. The Black Republicans overcame the first at the polls, and would not
listen to the second in Congress, when the evil might have been repaired. They are
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responsible. If there is to be fighting, let those who voted the Black Republican ticket
shoulder their muskets and bear the responsibility. Let them not send Irishmen to fight in
their stead, and then stand looking on at the conflict, when, in their heart of hearts, they
care little which of the combatants destroys the other.292
Lynch’s concluding remarks are a standard defense of the Southern position that
have nothing uniquely Catholic about them and could have been put forth by any
Southerner, Protestant or otherwise. Lynch made clear that North is fully to blame for the
war and that the war itself was pointless. Because, according to him, it was a one-hundred
percent certainty that the separation of the country was a permanent rupture, the North
would only add to a mounting total of death and destruction by prolonging it. The only
proper course of action for the North was to end the war and allow the South to go in
peace; to allow the South an independence that was both their natural right as well as
something they had forced onto them by an oppressive Union.
Archbishop Hughes’ reply came less than three weeks later, on August 23rd. The
Archbishop thanked Lynch for his letter, surprised that the mail routes have remained
intact, as they did “during happier years, when all the States, North and South, found
their meaning in the words, ‘E Pluribus Unum.’ ”293 Hughes met Lynch, and the South,
on common ground. He said that he is an advocate for states’ rights, giving, as an
example, that neither South Carolina nor Massachusetts has any right to interfere with the
other’s internal affairs.294
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Yet, Hughes added, those same sovereign states gave consent to a Federal
government, and the rule that came with that, in signing the Constitution.295 This was a
free choice, uncoerced. Therefore, Hughes argued, no state had the right to secede on a
whim, and certainly not under the arbitrary reasons Lynch stated.296 It was “a great
mistake”, Hughes wrote, for the South to assume that “the Federal Government and the
people of the North are determined to conquer and subjugate” the seceded states.297 The
South was acting in open rebellion and employed a manufactured victimization as a
rationale for their actions. “I would say that the mind of the North looks only to the
purpose of bringing back the seceded States to their organic condition,” Hughes
concluded, “ante bellum.”
The exchange between Lynch and Hughes is a good example of how the Catholic
bishops of the North and South understood allegiance. Just as the Church did not split
over slavery, the Church hierarchy didn’t differ in their spiritual allegiances. Both Lynch
and Hughes sought peace, the former lamenting the dashing of “cherished hopes for a
peaceful solution,” the latter claiming that no one “desires more ardently than I do the
advent of that bright day on which we shall all be reunited in one great, prosperous, and
happy country.”298 But this desire for peace was tainted by politics and by this point in
the war both of these men’s conceptions of peace were rooted in the politics of their
respective side. What might have began as a Christian intention for peace, a Kenrick style
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peace for its own sake, out of brotherly love, was transformed by this point in the war to a
distinctly political peace, one by which each section sought its own advantages.
Lynch justified Southern independence in a manner typical of Southerners.
Hughes defended the Union in a manner typical of Unionists. Lynch wanted
a peace that left the South an independent nation. Hughes wanted a peace that came after
the North had quelled the rebellion and restored the nation to unity. Both men made it
clear that they were, even if in an implied sense, okay with a war deciding these
questions. Lynch pretended that somehow the South had been forced into seceding from
the Union while Hughes likewise imagined that the North wanted nothing more than to
calmly restore order. Both sought a politically conditioned peace.
On September 9th, Bishop Verot presented a pastoral letter that, unlike the LynchHughes debate, had nothing political in it. “We feel it a duty incumbent on us to exhort
you to earnest and frequent prayer,” Verot wrote, “in view of the calamitous times which
have come upon us.”299 The whole country has been plunged into “grief, distress, misery,
and intense suffering.”300 Verot encouraged his congregation to “pour fervent
supplications to the throne of grace, that the Almighty may shorten the days of our
affliction, quell the waves that have risen against us and threaten to engulph us, and grant
to us once more the blessings of an honorable, lasting peace.”301
Verot faulted personal sin as a prime reason for the War. For Verot, the War was
a just punishment for a nation that had gone astray; politics, economics, slavery, to Verot
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all these were secondary causes for the war. Sin was the primary issue.302 In this vein
Verot argued in lockstep with many Protestant Christians who believed the same. 303 And
these Southerners, Catholic and Protestant alike, wholly differed with Northerners in their
understanding of what sins were to blame for the war’s outbreak. For the North,
Southerners’ social cornerstone, slavery, was the primary sin.
American Catholics living overseas, news of the war trickling over to them with
great delay, also hoped for peace. Thomas Sim Lee, a nineteen-year old Marylander who
was studying at the North American College in Rome (he was ordained a priest in 1866),
wrote to his father in November. Lee explained that Rome was “a very good place” for
someone studying for the Church as “the richest marbles and the finest paintings”
adorned the churches, and art and culture was in the air he breathed.304 But, as Lee noted,
Rome and America were also enveloped in peril. “When I came here nine months ago,”
Lee wrote, “Rome was in as much danger as Washington is at present…God send a
speedy peace to America!”305 Peace was a constant hope for Catholics in the South, in the
North, and overseas; the interesting nuances dealt with what kind of peace this should be.
That was where the true differences became most apparent.
While the fighting tapered down near the end of the year, another type of disaster
struck Bishop Lynch’s Charleston diocese. A fire broke out on the Cooper waterfront and
strong winds soon swept the conflagration into the city.306 As Lynch went to the Convent
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of the Sisters of Our Lady of Mercy to warn them, soldiers rushed to assist frenzied
citizens.307 There was no time to address the fire in the Cathedral; in addition to the
charred church, Lynch’s residence and the seminary library were destroyed, along with
his miter, crozier, vestments, and the many personal valuables congregants kept stored
within.308
Miraculously no one died. Truly remarkable considering that five hundred and
forty acres in Charleston, along with five hundred and seventy-five homes, were affected
by the fire.309 Unfortunately for Lynch and the Diocese, the insurance policy on the
church property had lapsed.310 Nothing was covered. Bishop Verot did much to help
Lynch. In a letter from Dec 23, 1861 Verot wrote:
Rt. Rev. Dear Sir, I cannot express how much the calamity which has fallen upon you has
afflicted me. I was in Augusta at the time of the awful visitation, & ordered a collection there for
you & the loss of Cathedral & house. The collection brought nearly $370. The rest not collected
here yesterday 330 or 340 & some here will probably come in. Enclosed you will find my check
for 700 dol. I will start immediately after Christmas for Macon, Columbus, & Atlanta, where I
intend also to take collections for the same purpose. From Atlanta I will proceed to Jackson or
Natchez where Bsp Elder will meet me to give a retreat to his clergy...311

Lynch, while others would help too, would spend the rest of his life working to
recover the near half-million dollars worth of damage.312 In sum, and as said, following
the Battle of First Manassas the War had reached an impasse. Secession hadn’t resulted
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in amicable separation. The hope that peace could still be reached following Fort Sumter
was thoroughly dashed when Virginia left the Union. First Manassas was an eye-opening
battle that removed lingering notions that the War would be any combination of short,
bloodless, or game-like.
Yet for all the moving parts, political and military, 1861 ended without anything
resolved save for the reality that the War was here to stay. The battles of historical
significance, the tragic battles of unprecedented death tolls and carnage, all that lay in the
future. All that was certain by the end of 1861 was that secession was not an isolated
action but a legitimate region-wide movement, that the Confederate States were indeed a
de facto nation regardless of the lack of official recognition from the North and other
countries, and that both sides were willing to fight and die for their principles. How all
this would play out was then, obviously, unknown.
The Southern Catholic bishops’ response to the secession crisis varied. While all
of the Southern bishops counseled their congregations to preform Catholic actions
(personal prayer, public prayer like novenas and special Masses, fasting, and almsgiving)
for the goal of God’s blessings and a peaceful solution to the growing conflict, the
peaceful situation itself was up for great debate. Peace was sometimes a hope untainted
by politics. But, more often than not, peace meant a pro-Southern peace for the bishops
who we all committed to the Confederacy, even in the weakest attachment of Spalding
who was still thoroughly a Southern sympathizer. The bishops Confederatized early in
the war and remained, throughout the conflict, deeply involved in the politics and cause
of their new nascent country.
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ON THE BATLEFIELD: CATHOLIC CHAPLAINS AND CATHOLIC SOLDIERS,
1862-1864
Southern Catholic chaplains and soldiers were politically committed
Confederates. They were just as ardent Confederates as their Protestant brethren, as any
fellow Southerner and Confederate. And this reality highlights the foundational goal of
this dissertation: to demonstrate the depth of Catholic commitment to the Confederacy.
Evidence for Catholic soldiers’ Confederate allegiance is straightforward: by and
large they chose to fight and die for the Southern cause. In this way they were very much
like any other Confederate soldiers, a majority of whom volunteered to fight. Why did
these Southern Catholic soldiers fight? What were there motivations? James McPherson,
in his book For Cause and For Comrades, said it best when he wrote "the motives of
many volunteers were mixed in a way that was impossible for them to disentangle in their
own minds."313
So it was with Southern Catholic soldiers. Myriad motivations, as David Potter
has shown—arguing that nationalism is about the very combination of many loyalties,
and identities, and allegiances into a larger group identity, a group identity fashioned
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precisely from a great conglomerate of beliefs— all factored in to the decision to fight.314
What this dissertation argues is that one dominant factor—in keeping with the work’s
Confederatization thesis concerning Catholic commitment to, and involvement in, the
Confederacy—was a shared value system that Catholics and Southerners had regarding
tradition, conservatism, and the “best ideals” of Western Civilization, as they saw it, in
addition to acknowledging Christianity as the base of their Southern nationalism, and
how this factored into ideas about the War and what the Confederate Nation would stand
for.
This has been explained in the introduction but it is worth repeating. Southerners,
as Emory Thomas and Drew Gilpin Faust identified decades ago, looked back to the past,
to a glorious past as they saw it, in constructing their vision of what the Confederate
Nation would be.315 They believed, Thomas points out, that the South was the true heir to
Western Civilization, therefore the Civil War’s revolutionary aspect would be, in fact, a
restoration, recapturing the glory of times gone by not just limited to Western Civilization
and Europe but, also, the “ideals of 1776,” the true foundational principles of the
American nation that had by the middle of the nineteenth century, especially in the North
as Faust points out, given way to materialism and secularism.316
The Catholic Church, as Thomas Haddox shows, fits the above national vision
perfectly.317 The Church is a conservative institution desirous of upholding tradition and,
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as the South viewed itself as the holder of true Western Civilization and European
culture, so too the Church looked at itself as the authentic depository of the Christian
faith; the apostolic faith two millennia old that had fashioned the very European culture
that Southerners held dear to out of the ruins of the Roman Empire. That Christianity was
the very foundation of Southern nationalism, as Faust argues, only helped to cement the
compatibility for Southern Catholics between their faith and the cause they would
support.318 This Christian base that Faust identifies was a thoroughly Protestant one but,
in comparison to a North seen as secular and materialistic, a North that a Catholic
Confederate diplomat would describe as the land of puritanical witch-hunting convent
arsonists, while lauding the South as the “natural ally” of the Catholic and foreigner, it is
not difficult to see why many Southern Catholics, agreeing with this analysis, found the
South, Protestant though it was, much more Catholic friendly than the North.319
This connection between Southernism, so to speak, and Catholicism, forms the
backbone for understanding this work’s Confederatization thesis and explains why
Southern Catholics so heartily supported the Confederate cause. Southern Catholics, like
non-Catholic Southern Confederates, were constantly appealing to “1776” and an
authentic national vision because they subscribed to the belief that the Southern nation
would in fact be a more perfect Union than the one recently seceded from.
This is seen throughout the work and especially in this chapter from soldiers and
chaplains. One chaplain, Father John Bannon, when he was later in the war sent on a
diplomatic mission to Europe employed the “1776” argument as his very thesis for why
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the South was justified. The other factors that made up soldiers and chaplains reasons to
fight will be discussed in this chapter but, in this author’s opinion, they are all subsumed
to the reality that Southern Catholics, who already very much identified with Southern
culture by the time of the war, as Michael Pasquier and Andrew Stern have shown, saw
the connection in shared ideals between the Church and the Confederacy and, therefore,
heartily supported the Confederate nation and its war effort.320
Chaplains demonstrated their Confederate political commitment by assuming the
same hardships as soldiers—enduring long marches over rough terrain, extreme weather
conditions, lack of food, and the ever-present specter of death. They too, as will be shown
in the detailed expositions of the wartime records of Father John Bannon and Father
James Sheeran, in particular, deeply identified with the reactionary nationalistic vision of
the Confederacy.
Chaplains, in their spiritual duties, tended to men’s souls by offering the
Sacraments, especially the Holy Eucharist and Confession, and helping dying men die
well, in a state of grace. To die in a state of grace is the aim, and necessity, of
Catholics—doing so means eternal life, dying in mortal sin means eternal hell. Much is
discussed within this chapter about the “Good Death.” This chapter builds off the work of
Faust’s book This Republic of Suffering that is an essential commentary on death and the
Civil War.321
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Chaplains worked tirelessly to provide Confession for men, a Sacrament where
the priest, acting as a conduit of God’s mercy, absolves penitents of their sins. Father
John Bannon once heard thirty confessions in three hours, typical of a chaplain’s
ministry.322 Bannon was also a regular on the front lines, braving bullets and death in
order to avail himself to the men he served. As George Rable writes, chaplains’ actions
on the field of battle were a litmus test of their authenticity: those who risked their lives
to serve men, taking no heed of personal danger, won great admiration.323
Soldiers attended camp prayer meetings, were committed to personal prayer (a
harder fact to establish due to the exact personal nature of the matter, yet referred to by
men in their writings) and partook of the Sacraments. It was reception of the Sacraments,
in particular the Holy Eucharist at Mass, that most distinguished Catholic religious
worship from Protestant worship; the latter centered on Bible reading and preaching.
While this chapter does not engage in extensive Catholic-Protestant comparisons there is
a brief note on similarities and differences in religious practice.
This chapter builds off the work of Michael Pasquier and George Rable when
discussing Catholic prayer life and the historians Jay P. Dolan and John McGreevy, both
of whom have written extensively on devotional Catholicism, factor into the discussion
as well.324 This chapter is a two-part exposition. The first part deals with chaplains and
solidiers’ political commitment to the Confederacy; the second with their religiosity. In
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the first section there is discussion of the “civil religion” phenomenon, defined by Robert
Bellah as a “public religious dimension” by which a nation expresses a “set of symbols,
beliefs, and rituals” that bind its citizens together in a “religious self-understanding,” and,
rather than being an amalgamation of various religious currents, is itself a separate
entity.325 Bellah points out that civil religion is not “national self-worship” but a
“subordination of the nation to ethical principles,” a common spiritual language that
gives a nation’s citizens the feeling of a higher purpose, of God’s favor upon the
nation.326
To what degree did Southern Catholics engage in civil religion? How common
was it for them to conflate their authentic religiosity with psuedoreligious civil religion?
To what degree did Southern Catholics see their faith and their political commitment as
one entity and the fate of the Confederacy as an integral part of God’s plan? This chapter
addresses these questions while also, when moving into the second section treating
Catholic chaplains and soldiers’ religiosity, providing a brief examen of Protestant
worship. Civil War chronology, left off in the last chapter at the end of 1861, is mixed in
throughout as is appropriate for contextual purposes.
While this chapter’s main historiographical aim is to continue the exposition of
the Confederatization thesis and to continue showing the full involvement of Southern
Catholics in the life of the Confederacy, there is a thorough discussion about Confederate
soldier’s wartime perseverance in this chapter as well. This has become a topic of interest
for Civil War scholars. Why did Confederates keep fighting even after their cause seemed
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to have no chance at success? To what did these men cling to in order to keep fighting.
For this topic the work of Gary Gallagher, Anne Sarah Rubin, and Aaron-Sheehan Dean
is very important.327 But, in this author’s opinion, none is more important than Jason
Phillips’ Diehard Rebels.328 Phillips shows, persuasively, the multi-faceted reasons for
Confederate commitment even in, and especially in, the late stages of the war and lends a
critical support to the late war experiences of this chapter’s characters.
Five men form this chapter’s foundation. These are the chaplains John Bannon,
James Sheeran, and Louis-Hippolyte Gache, and the soldiers John Dooley and Felix
Pierre Poche. These five men do not constitute the exclusive content of this chapter’s
argument. Other chaplains besides Sheeran, Bannon, and Gache are presented and
analyzed as are other soldiers besides Dooley and Poche. At times the soldiers are
presented en masse: a chaplain mentioning hearing a group praying the rosary, or a report
about a number of soldiers who came to confession or attended Mass.
This chapter does not pretend to the claim that three chaplains and two soldiers, in
addition to the larger analysis, are representative of the entire Southern Catholic
chaplaincy and solider corps. A representative argument is better made in the first chapter
because there were only eleven bishops, as well as in the third, because the religious
sisterhoods, also less numerous than the body of Catholic soldiers, were so uniform in
their religious and medical formations.
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What is true of the bishops holds true, even if in slightly lesser degree, with
chaplains. There were more chaplains than bishops, twenty-eight to eleven, yet the
number is not so large as to allow great nuance and diversity. Analysis of the soldiers is
the least representative. There were tens of thousands of Catholic soldiers in the
Confederate ranks. It is not possible to tell their story in such a way as to speak for the
whole group—as is possible, to an extent, with the bishops and the Sister-nurses and the
chaplains. That is why many reflections on Catholic soldiers’ religious devotion are
presented en masse. Because when the concentration of Catholic soldiers was high, at
Mass for example, one can see a united religious fabric, and infer a communal spiritual
intention that becomes more statistically relevant owing to the large gathering. This
chapter is therefore a presentation of a handful of Southern chaplains and soldiers and
how they understood the relationship between their faith and their service to the
Confederacy. A relationship that was not in tension but mutually reinforcing. The men on
the battlefield, both chaplains and soldiers, were devout Catholics and devoted
Confederates.
Quality has been selected over quantity. Rather than attempt to somehow tell the
story of all Catholic soldiers, which is not possible, or even a large segment from which
broad conclusions as drawn, as Gallagher, McPherson, and Sheehan-Dean do, for
example, the author has chosen to deeply focus on two soldiers, John Dooley and Felix
Poche, treating their own wartime experiences with great attention, in order to give the
reader a detailed example of how these two Catholic soldiers answered spiritual and
political allegiance questions. The goal is, in some ways, to present a documentary style
look into the life of the Catholic solider.
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The goal is therefore not, in anyway, to have this chapter be a Catholic version of
McPherson’s For Cause and For Comrades or Sheehan-Dean’s Why Confederates
Fought. The focus here, in this chapter on a few men, a deep focus, is much different
from the approach taken in McPherson and Sheehan-Dean’s books finding trends from a
large base of soldiers. Also, while the above historians are deeply concerned with why
soldiers fought this dissertation, which is primarily about Catholic Confederatization,
does not so much investigate the reasons for why Catholic soldiers fought but, in showing
that they did fight, and that they were very much involved in the Confederacy, aids this
work’s Confederatization thesis.
The soldiers Dooley and Poche are selected for their backgrounds—the former
was thoroughly Irish, as the majority of immigrant Southern Catholics were, yet he was
not himself an immigrant, rather a Virginian, born of immigrant parents, who attended
Georgetown University before entering the Confederate army. Dooley, as Gallagher and
Sheehan-Dean point out was true of all soldiers, described multiple reasons for why he
was fighting the war. Dooley fought for his community, deeply identifying with the
surrounding Southern culture of his native Richmond long before the war. He fought for
his family, a family that his father had taught him owed their life and success (his father
was a wealthy furrier and hatter) to their immigration to the South from Ireland. Dooley
was also a committed Confederate nationalist, referring to the South as “Our Country” as
early as April 1861 when resigning his studies at Georgetown.329
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Poche was thoroughly French yet, like Dooley, not an immigrant either but a
citizen of America’s most Catholic state, Louisiana. Poche was likewise a devoted
Confederate from the beginning of the war and his obsession with rumors, hoping that
even the wildest stories of Confederate success might prove true, confirm Phillips’ thesis
in Diehard Rebels about the morale boosting effects, even if these were of the mirage and
opiate variety for they almost always proved false, of rumors.330
These two soldiers, Dooley and Poche, one from the Eastern theater and one from
the Western theater, one from the Confederacy’s capital state and the other from its most
Catholic one, both born American citizens yet with a rich immigrant heritage and each
representing the dominant immigrant heritage of Southern Catholics provide an
accessible and understandable window into the world of Southern Catholic soldiers.
This chapter’s main source base is the character’s own personal writings, their
wartime journals and diaries in particular. These accounts, while at times incredibly rich
and detailed and an excellent view into these men’s lives, must also be taken with a grain
of salt. Self-presentation is endemic to diaries and journals. Authors, both intentionally
and unconsciously, selectively edit or embellish where they see fit, presenting a narrative
that is at times highly influenced by personal biases. The goal here will be to maintain a
healthy degree of skepticism, to not swallow whole each personal account as if it was
indisputable fact, while also keeping in mind that sometimes the plain and apparent
meaning of something is just that—plain and apparent. To, in other words, strike the
proper balance between full acceptance and invincible skepticism where good historical
analysis lies.
330
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John Bannon was born in Ireland in 1829. He was ordained a priest in 1853 and
soon moved to America, settling in St. Louis, Missouri where he became pastor of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception; in 1858 he was assigned to St. John’s Parish.331
Father Bannon, s southern sympathizer, decided to join the war effort and left his parish
to become chaplain of the 1st Missouri.332 He gained notoriety from his bravery on the
battlefield and his tireless devotion to his men’s souls. Most notably, Bannon served as a
Confederate diplomatic agent to Europe and is credited with stemming some Irish
immigration into the Union ranks.333 He was a virulent Southern nationalist and proved
his commitment to the Confederate cause by even overstepping his priestly faculties and
firing cannons and, in serving his diplomatic mission, showed that his Confederate
commitment was not contained to the American continent. He returned to Ireland via his
diplomatic mission, became a Jesuit, and never returned to America, earning a reputation
as one of Ireland’s greatest preachers.334 He died in 1913.
James Sheeran was born in Ireland in 1819. He immigrated to Canada at the age
of twelve moving shortly thereafter to McConnellsville, Pennsylvania by way of New
York City.335 He moved once more, this time to Monroe, Michigan, where the married
Sheeran, father to a son and a daughter, operated a successful tailoring business.336
Sheeran became a widower in 1849.337 Six years later he joined the Redemptorists, was
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ordained a priest in 1858, and was assigned to New Orleans.338 Although Sheeran had
been in the South but three short years he was, by 1861, “an ardent Southerner in his
thoughts and affections.”339 Sheeran became a chaplain in the Army of Northern Virginia
in September 1861 and served throughout the war.340 Following the war he was active in
helping New Orleans’ citizens who were suffering form the 1867 Yellow Fever
Epidemic.341 Later on, he was transferred north to a parish in New Jersey and died, at the
age of sixty-two, in 1881.342
Louis-Hippolyte Gache was born in France in 1817. He became a chaplain in the
10th Louisiana Volunteer Regiment and much of his wartime correspondence is addressed
to his brother priests at Spring Hill College in Mobile, Alabama.343 His devotion to the
Daughters of Charity, an order that contributed largely to Civil War Sister-Nurses, can be
attributed to his sister Marie Therese, a Carmelite nun in France.344 Gache, a Jesuit,
believed, in line with his order, that the war, no matter how devastating, might improve
the position of Catholics in the South.345 This is a small insight into the prevalence of
“Confederatization” ideas among Southern Catholics during the War, the belief that the
War afforded Catholics the opportunity to demonstrate their societal integration, and their
acceptance of cultural mores, by way of the battlefield, and is but one more example of
how deeply Confederate Southern Catholics were—the war would not only help the
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Confedrate nation but Confederate Catholics too. Gache survived the war and died in
1907.
John Dooley was born in Virginia, the son of Irish immigrants, in 1842. His
family was quite wealthy and popular in a Richmond that was, according to Dooley, “a
gracious and friendly place” to live in the 1840s and 50s.346 In 1861, Dooley was a
student at Georgetown University but, like many fellow Southerners, he chose to
withdraw upon the commencement of hostilities and he enlisted in the Confederate
army.347 He joined the Old 1st Virginia Infantry Regiment, “the most famous regiment in
the history of the US Army,” according to historian Douglas Southall Freeman.348 Dooley
was wounded at Gettysburg, captured, and spent the remaining war years as a prisoner.
Dooley, after the war and disillusioned with the vanities of the world, as he explained it,
entered the Novitiate of the Jesuit Order in 1865.349 Stricken with a lung condition in
1868, he spent the remaining five years of his life in and out of the infirmary.350 He died
in 1873, at the age of thirty, nine months before the date of his priestly ordination.351
Felix Pierre Poche was born in 1836 in Convent, Louisiana. Poche was young,
educated, and successful (a lawyer), when his state withdrew from the Union.352 He
joined a Confederate Brigade Commissary, without rank, in 1863 and spent the next three
years on scouting missions in Western Louisiana, along the Arkansas border, and in 1865
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he traveled as far east as Meridian, Mississippi.353 Poche, a devout Catholic, and deeply
devoted to his wife Selima, with whom he had nine children, shows this commitment in a
Civil War journal that is dominated almost entirely by references to his faith and his
family, often both together. Poche, who assumed leadership of a squad of scouts in 1864,
continued to lead a squad until May of 1865 when he surrendered to Union forces.354 He
was home five days later.355 Poche died in New Orleans in 1895.
Chaplains and Soldiers’ politicization (their Confederatization)
Father Bannon, by February of 1862, had been a chaplain with the First Missouri
for a couple of months. Bannon’s decision to join the Confederacy was solely of his own
volition. He was not asked to do so nor was he conscripted. He believed in the
righteousness of the Confederate cause and wanted to personally support it with his direct
involvement.
Bannon left St. Louis in December of 1861 in disguise, wearing a false beard in
order to avoid Federal authorities.356 Bannon, an ardent Confederate, believed
Southerners were “crusaders” fighting a “holy war” in defense of their homes and
families.357 Harry Stout, in his recent (2006) book Upon the Altar of the Nation, argued
that it was precisely because men viewed the war as “holy crusade” that the brutality and
scale of fighting became so exaggerated.358 It is clear that Bannon, like so many religious
Confederates, Catholic and Protestant, blended the sacred and secular into a larger,
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cohesive, mission; or, in simpler terms, into a Confederate civil religion. Such rhetoric
was typical of Jefferson Davis and shaped much of the Southern leadership’s wartime
outlook. Confederate self-assurance that God was on their side was a conviction that kept
the South fighting past the point of a reasonable hope for victory and an attitude that
formed, in many ways, the post-bellum Lost Cause myth of the chosen nation chastised
yet destined to rise again.
A Confederate soldier remarked that Bannon was “everywhere in the midst of the
battle when the fire was heaviest and the bullets thickest.”359 The interesting thing is what
Bannon was doing “in the midst of battle”: discharging his spiritual duties, tending to
wounded men spiritually providing them with Holy Communion and Confession and
though a non-combatant, serving as an example of bravery to those around him.
Bannon’s spiritual service is elaborated upon further along in this chapter but, like the
bishops, it was not uncommon for spiritual and political duties to be lived out side by
side. Here Bannon, a deeply committed Confederate on the front lines of battle was
fighting a different kind of war, a spiritual war to bring men closer to God while,
simultaneously, having freely chosen to expose himself to danger because he believed in
the Confederate cause.
A Confederate general called Bannon “the greatest soldier I ever saw.”360 Bannon
believed that “no men fight more bravely than Catholics who approach the sacraments
before battle.”361 In regards to his own personal bravery, Bannon believed he was doing
God’s work and that his only mission was fulfilling this obligation. The possibility of
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death bothered him little. “If I am killed, I am not afraid to meet my fate. I am in God’s
keeping. His holy will be done.”362 It is at times unclear what Bannon meant by “God’s
work.” While his authentic Catholic religiosity is not debatable his passionate love for,
and defense of, the Confederate South makes it sometimes difficult to discern when
Bannon was being Catholic, when he was being Confederate, and when the answer is
both.
The Union army won signal victories in Tennessee early in 1862. On the morning
of February 6th, Union Flag Officer Andrew Foote led the assault on Fort Henry,
commencing a bombardment that, after seventy-five minutes of firing, resulted in
Confederate General Lloyd Tilgham’s surrender.363 Ten days later, the Union army
defeated the Confederates again at Fort Donelson, twelve miles from Fort Henry. 364
For the Union, following a year of uneasy stalemate and outright defeat (First
Manassas), and acceptance that the South would not go away quickly or quietly, here
were their first two major victories of the War. Strategically the victories gave the Union
army control of the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers and the whole of Middle
Tennessee was now open.365 Nashville fell to the Union on February 23rd; a day after
Jefferson Davis was elected to a six-year term as President of the Confederate States of
America. 366
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The Church was busy trying to furnish chaplains to serve the many Catholics
within the Southern ranks. During the war the Catholic Church provided twenty-eight
chaplains out of a South wide total of two hundred and seventy-eight priests.367 Southern
chaplains were paid fifty dollars a month (in comparison to the eighty dollars northern
chaplains received).368 All of these men were well educated, beyond the college level.369
Two of them, James Sheeran and Louis-Hippolyta-Gache, were as committed to the
Confederacy as Bannon.
Once Sheeran encountered a wounded Union prisoner who claimed he was not in
favor of Lincoln.370 The man said that he was fighting only to preserve the
Constitution.371 For Sheeran this stance was problematic “My parting advice to him was
this,” Sheeran wrote, “before going to bed every night try and recall to your memory the
number of times Abe Lincoln has perjured himself by violating the Constitution since his
introduction into office.”372 “Then put your hand to your breast and ask yourself in the
presence of God,” Sheeran wrote, “if in fighting for your perjured President, you are
fighting for the Constitution of your country.”373 Sheeran’s remark about the Constitution
is important. It fits the aforementioned Catholic ascent to the Southern nation’s
reactionary revolution; a driving force behind Catholic Confederatization. Sheeran
believed that a reason, at least one of the reasons, that the South was justified in seceding
was that the Union leadership had been unfaithful to the Constitution. Lincoln, in his
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view, was no longer upholding the authentic foundational ideals of the nation. Perhaps
new leaders and a new nation would.
Sheeran, at another time, upbraided a Northern prisoner from New York for
telling the chaplain that he had joined the Union ranks to “put down this rebellion, and I
will fight till I die for the flag of my country!”374 “I told him plainly that such talk was
mere nonsense,” Sheeran noted, adding that there was “No Union (his emphasis)” to fight
for, no rebellion to put down, and that the Southern people were “merely defending their
national and constitutional rights.”375 Sheeran, having defended the Southern position as
any typical Confederate would, and did, highlighted his belief the South was
authentically in line with the original American design. His words “national and
constitutional rights” show that he viewed the South as a country, a sovereign nation
simply acting in accord with the rights flowing from that status. Sheeran added a parting
blow when he told the New York prisoner that he didn’t believe his pledge to die for the
American flag was sincere considering that “his present condition as a prisoner showed
that he did not mean what he said.”376
Gache, of the Tenth Louisiana Volunteer Regiment, claimed that pursuing
retreating Federal troops was “the greatest thrill of my life” while gleefully reveling in
the sight of “shells exploding in the midst of those confused and terrified troops.” 377 And
while Gache’s service to wounded men on the battlefield, particularly in the spiritual
realm, preparing them to die and meet God, is without question, he once was relieved
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when a dying Catholic solider told him he was “a Democrat too.” 378 Gache, a full
supporter of the South’s social mores, noted that being a Democrat meant that the man
“had done nothing to merit Southern wrath” as he was not an abolitionist. 379
This example is a much stronger case for Catholic participation in civil religion
than Sheeran’s quote above. Gache, in the midst of a sacred duty for a priest, preparing a
dying soldier to meet God, was so invested in Southern politics that even in the middle of
this deeply spiritual scene he felt “relief” that this Northerner was also not an
abolitionist—as if such a thing could matter at that moment. But for Gache, it did, and
this speaks volumes to the deep intermingling of faith and politics within his psyche. It is
likewise one of the few, in reality the only, examples where a Catholic brought politics
into the realm of the Sacraments. Even the most politically passionate Southern
Catholics, in particular priests, consistently abstained form any political discourse when
dispensing the Sacraments—in particular when hearing Confessions or celebrating Mass.
George Rable, in his book God’s Almost Chosen Peoples, points out that the
litmus test of a chaplains’ respectability before soldiers was whether or not they were
with the men through all phases of the war, both in the camps, on the march, and on the
battlefield.380 As Rable puts it, for the chaplains “in many respects, it came down to a
willingness to live with soldiers and share their hardships.”381 Southern Catholic
chaplains passed this test. Sheeran, who was described as “the most dedicated of
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Southern patriots,” slept in the same places soldiers did, often on the ground of a
battlefield, ate their rough fare, and marched alongside them.382
Sheeran once reflected, while “laying down on a bed of gravel” to sleep, that he
wished to think of “those heroes of mortification, whose names adorn the calendar of the
Church” for inspiration.383 He mentioned Saint Rose of Lima, who chose a “log of wood
for a pillow and the bare ground for a couch,” as one of the saints who came to his
mind.384 “I fear however these meditations did not profit me much,” Sheeran conceded,
because instead of giving the saints credit for their hardships he “considered these very
mortifications as child’s play compared with what Confederate soldiers had to endure and
I, of course, among the latter.”385
Sheeran had completely united the Confederate cause with his Catholic identity.
They had almost become one and the same; to serve God was to fight for the
Confederacy, and vice versa. This is, undoubtedly, an endorsement of the Confederate
civil religion. For Sheeran, he and the soldiers of the South were almost saints in the
making, certainly the bearers of a type of redemptive suffering that was at once both for
God and country. This is an exact example of Randall Miller, Harry Stout, and Charles
Reagan Wilson’s point in the opening of their edited volume, Religion and the American
Civil War, where they argue that Southerners quickly blurred the distinction between the
secular and sacred and began to view the South as holy, as specially chosen and protected
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by God.386 Wilson had previously stated this in his 1980 Baptized in Blood, arguing that
religion was a guiding influence in the construction of Southern culture and over time the
two melded into one identity—hence why Stout would later claim that Southern
clergymen not only refrained from war criticism but endorsed the conflict.387 Or, to make
an analogy to Bellah’s Civil Religion in America, Confederates began to see the South as
a new Israel, a chosen people providentially guided.388
Sheeran, in this example, is doing precisely that. “Happy would we have been or
at least thought ourselves that night had we a round log for a pillow, or smooth ground
for a bed,” Sheeran wrote, concluding with “Just think of it! A sharp fence rail under your
head and rocks from the size of an egg to that of a cannon ball under the wearied
body.”389 Sheeran raises battlefield suffering to a spiritual level, even taking it beyond
the intensity of saints’ mortifications, and in doing so argues that to fight and die for the
Confederate cause is to, in a sense, fulfill a religious as well as a political duty. Sheeran’s
Civil War story speaks to the reality of what historians, among them David Potter and
James McPherson, have written regarding the fluidity and complexity of allegiances.390
Gache shared Sheeran’s penchant for biting remarks about the North. In a letter to
his colleague at Spring Hill College in Mobile, Alabama, the Reverend Phillipe de
Carriere, Gache told him that “the Yankees are just no good” and that he could not “abide
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them.”391 For Gache, a “Yankee” was not just a Northerner fighting for the Union but
anyone opposed to Southern values and the Confederacy. Gache, for some unspecified
reason, suspected Carriere of Yankee sympathies and told him to “make haste to become
once more a true and loyal Southerner.”392 Gache, unsatisfied with Carriere’s progress in
this matter, wrote to him again two months later disappointed that while he had thought
Carriere was “only a skin deep Yankee,” he had come to believe that he was “a doubledyed Yankee…right to the very substance of his soul.”393
That Confederates had nothing good to say about the Union is not news. It is in
fact perhaps the most obvious fact of the war. Such language is found plentifully in the
writings of Southern Catholic chaplains and soldiers. According to John Dooley, the
North was “the land [led] by a party of brutal men, uneducated, unrefined, unprincipled,
inhuman, criminal, and perjured.”394 Yankees were fanatics and brutes, and to be a
“friend of Yankeedom” one had to be likewise fanatical, brutal, and, above all,
hypocritical.395 Felix Poche, the Catholic solider whose diary reveals a deeply devout
religiosity, like Sheeran ridiculed Lincoln as “[King] Abraham 1st” and noted, at the
war’s conclusion, that the President’s assassination was “consoling news.”396 Dooley was
sad to hear the news of Lincoln’s assassination, calling the crime a “horror,” while in the
same sentence referring to the late president as the “monster [who] was got rid of.”397
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Catholic chaplains and soldiers proved their allegiance to the Confederacy by
volunteering to join the ranks of the army and by their words, which displayed an
unbending faith in the righteousness of the Southern cause and a deep dislike, at times
hatred, of the enemy, largely uncommon to the Southern Catholic episcopate and not
present at all with Southern Catholic Sister-nurses. Henri Garidel, a New Orleans lawyer
turned solider in Richmond during the war (although he did little actual fighting398),
expressed a common sentiment among Southern Christians of all professions, when he
wrote late in the war “God is on our side. I am sure that ours is a just cause.”399
Confederate losses in the Western theater, beginning in February at Forts Henry
and Donelson, and continuing at Shiloh, in April, the first major battle of the war, were
tallied once again at the end of the month when New Orleans fell to Union Admiral
David Farragut.400 The Catholic Mirror noted, laconically, “the reported occupation of
New Orleans by the Federal troops is now fully confirmed.”401 The northern occupation
of New Orleans, under the command of General Benjamin F. Butler, was a time when
“the clouds grew darker” in the South, as expressed by Mary Anny Murphy, a New
Orleans girl who became Sister Marietta of the Kentucky Sisters of Loretto.402 By June,
the Western Confederacy was virtually completely controlled by the Union. Memphis
would soon fall (June 6), and on the Mississippi River, Vicksburg was the lone major city
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left in Southern hands.403 Portions of Alabama and Mississippi, much of Tennessee, and
all of Kentucky were Union possessions.404
It was events in the Eastern theater that ultimately saved the Confederacy from
defeat. Once again, as at First Manassas, Stonewall Jackson played a critical role.
Jackson’s work in the Shenandoah Valley, his famous “Valley Campaign,” greatly
complicated the North’s plan of attack. Jackson was successful even in defeat. His lone
loss, at the First Battle of Kernstown (March 23rd), compelled Lincoln to send troops
earmarked for the Peninsula to support Union forces in the Valley.405
Jackson won crucial battles at Front Royal (May 23rd) and Winchester (May
25th).406 Following victory at the Battle of Port Republic (June 9), Jackson marched
eastward to join the Army of Northern Virginia at the Seven Days Battles.407 By the time
Jackson arrived in eastern Virginia, in late June of 1862, Robert E. Lee had assumed
command of the Army of Northern Virginia. This assignment for Lee, the post that
defines his legacy, came by pure chance. Joseph E. Johnston, who had been in command
of the Army of Northern Virginia, was wounded (non-fatally) at the Battle of Seven Pines
on May 31, 1862.
Lee stepped in as the replacement and had immediate success. At the Seven Days
battles he effectively ended the Peninsular Campaign.408 His army drove McClellan from
the Richmond area and ended the immediate threat of total defeat. Lee, by the end of the
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summer, had marched northward and was, by August, fighting in northern Virginia with
an eye on an invasion of the North.
Both Dooley and Sheeran’s war journals begin in August of 1862. These
accounts, generally unknown to even professional historians, shed new light, and new
perspectives, on well known battles and, more importantly, show how thoroughly
Confederatized, how fully invested in the Confederate nation and cause, Southern
Catholics were.
Both Sheeran and Dooley were at the Battle of Second Manassas; August 28-30,
1862, a Confederate victory in which the Army of Northern Virginia defeated Union
General John Pope’s Army of Virginia sending the latter in retreat towards
Washington.409 In the wake of the battle, the U.S. capital was stricken with panic.410
Never mind that the defeat itself hadn’t been a clean rout, nor could the South overwhelm
the city, its army still having a numerical disadvantage, what mattered was the perception
of events: Lee as a new Alexander the Great, an unstoppable force methodically
marching northward towards inevitable Southern victory. Returning soldiers told tall tales
of great destruction, extra weapons and money were sent to reinforce New York against
possible Southern attacks, and the fear of an imminent Confederate takeover was
palpable.411
For the still green Dooley, Second Manassas was filled with excitement and
terror. Dooley recalled the three days as replete with intense sun, the smell of gunpowder
everywhere, and an acute personal fear. “Oh, how scared I felt! If I could only stay out of
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the fight with honor how gladly I would have done so!”412 Although Union troops
couldn’t see Dooley and his men, “they keep a-feeling for us,” not a pleasant thought
Dooley wrote, especially when considering the possibility of being shot at any time.413
Dooley did not see much direct action at Second Manassas but he witnessed the
dread realities of war. He noted “at every step” there were “piles of wounded and slain
and their feet are slipping in the blood and brains of their comrades.”414 Gache had
similar comments following fighting in Virginia a week before Second Manassas,
writing:
I was overwhelmed by a profound sadness: so many men only a few hours before so full
of life now lying wounded, mutilated and grotesquely contorted: some dead; some in their last
agony; some struggling desperately for life; some still fully conscious and therefore able to suffer
more keenly, were calling out for doctors, for wound dressers; for something to drink, for help.415

While the brutality of war seems to be an obvious fact, it has too often been
historiographically neglected in narratives focusing on great men, glorious battles, and
politics. Only recently and thanks to historians such as Faust, Stout, and Charles Royster
has the brutality of the war, the very scenes described above by Dooley and Gache been
put front and center in Civil War scholarship.416 This is a welcome addition because
while terrible and gruesome, such descriptive scenes and a focus on death temper the all
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too common whitewashing of suffering in narratives promoting war as glorious and
almost game-like.
Jefferson Davis had predicted in his inaugural address (the second one, in
February 1862) that Maryland would soon join the South; this was never closer to
realization than in September of 1862.417 Lee had the South moving in the right direction,
victory following victory, and nothing was more indicative of Confederate prowess than
the first invasion of the North. To date, the war had been fought on Southern soil; in
Mississippi, in Tennessee, in Louisiana, in Virginia. Now it would be fought within
Union territory. Southern leaders hoped this would be the catalyst many Northern
Confederate sympathizers needed to get off the fence, especially in the most southern
Union state of Maryland.
The Confederate army entered Maryland in September. Dooley, on the one hand,
saw the reception in Frederick as hostile, reasoning that people were either outright
Unionists or afraid they were being watched.418 On the other hand, “many in Frederick
[were] bold enough to cheer as we passed, feeling that we were the last representatives of
free government.”419 Dooley thought that Marylanders believed if the Confederacy fell
“the right of self government or the rights of States and peoples to govern themselves
would fall with us,” and “despotism more galling than any tyranny of Europe would be
forced upon the land.”420
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This work’s Confederatization thesis that draws from shared Catholic and
Southern values, histriographically buttressed by Thomas and Faust’s explanations of the
reactionary quality of Southern nationalism and the work of Haddox on the congeniality
of Catholicism within the Southern cultural sphere, is on full display here in Dooley’s
above comments. Dooley, a devout Catholic, was a devoted Southerner too and these
dual facets of his identity, two parts among many, led him to believe that the developing
Southern nation was indeed a last hope for self-government—a democratic ideal
foundational to the Founding Fathers that Dooley and many Southerners, Catholic and
non-Catholic, believed had failed in the Union and could only be salvaged in the
Confederate nation.
Sheeran shared Dooley’s undiluted Confederate partisanship. The North had used
liberty as a “cloak for their disorganizing principles.”421 The North had “enkindled the
fires of social and political discord.”422 Fault for the war lay with the North alone.
Frederick, according to Sheeran, was a “beautiful city,” and he rejoiced at seeing the
Confederate flag flying in town.423 He was very grateful for a good supper, a clean shirt,
and hot soapy bath, “luxuries I had not enjoyed for over three weeks.”424 Staying that
night with Jesuits, as opposed to his familiar place on the ground of a battlefield, Sheeran
wrote that “I found myself within the peaceful walls of a convent. Before me was the
image of my crucified Savior, near me was that of His Immaculate Mother.”425
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The Battle of Antietam (Sharpsburg by the Southern name) was fought on
September 17th, 1862. The South’s failure at Antietam and subsequent retreat ended the
first invasion of the North and threw a cog in Lee’s seemingly invincible war machine.
The fighting itself was legendarily brutal with the battle remaining to this day the
bloodiest single day in American history with Union and Confederate causalities nearing
twenty-five thousand.426 The course of the war had changed in three ways: The
Confederacy’s march on Washington had been repelled, a new appreciation for the
carnage of war was gained by both sides, and in the wake of the battle President Abraham
Lincoln issued his Emancipation Proclamation, effective January 1, 1863.
The battle, as Dooley recounted, was a gluttony of explosions, terror, and
excitement. Dooley, as the Union barraged the city of Sharpsburg on September 16th,
wrote that “the men around me said it was the severest shelling they had ever
witnessed.”427 “Every shell went screaming, whistling, whining over our heads, and not a
few burst near by us,” Dooley wrote, confessing that as he had never seen something like
this before the spectacle was “perfectly thrilling.”428
Dooley’s journal is full of reflections like this. He demonstrated his devotion to
the South not simply by volunteering to fight for the Army, but in doing so with passion,
almost joy. Dooley seemed to “give his best” at soldiering, no platitude in a war filled
with many soldiers who shirked battle, purposely straggled behind, or even deserted.
Even when Dooley was scared, and that was often the case, he seemed to be a natural
soldier, at home on the battlefield and willing to do his part.
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The following day, September 17th, was, according to Dooley, a day that would
“not be easily forgotten by those who participated in the sanguinary battle of Antietam or
Sharpsburg.”429 Dooley, fighting in the cornfields, recalled his retreat that day as being as
much about honor as it was survival. As he fled the oncoming Federal soldiers Dooley
made sure to turn around “frequently” so as to avoid being shot in the back, “so
disgraceful a wound.”430 The battle ended inconclusively. But the battle’s effects, from
Southern withdrawal from the North to Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, were
monumental Union victories.
Lee, the Army of Northern Virginia, and the Confederacy, rebounded from the
disappointment at Antietam with victory at the Battle of Fredericksburg, fought in
Virginia in December.431 Dooley, whose descriptions of battle are usually long and
detailed, mentioned only that he was part of building a stonewall.432 This small detail was
not trivial. The Southern stonewall on Marye’s Heights had disastrous effects for the
attacking Union army.433
Time and again the Union army tried to break the Confederate defenses behind
the wall. Assault after assault failed until more than twelve thousand Union soldiers lay
dead on the field.434 Bannon, when on his diplomatic mission to Ireland, cited
Fredericksburg and the decimation of Meagher’s Irish Bridge against the stonewall as
evidence that the North viewed Irishmen as nothing more than cannon fodder.435
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Fredericksburg was a terrible example of the modern warfare that would become all too
common in the years to come; defensive tactics supported by machine gun
entrenchments, fighting block to block in city streets, massive and quickly tallied
casualties.436 Following Fredericksburg, both North and South settled into a winter
hibernation of sorts that would last into the early months of 1863.
On January 7th, Bishop Quinlan wrote a letter to Confederate Secretary of the
Navy Stephen Russell Mallory, himself a Catholic. Quinlan advocated for Father Bannon
to be granted an official chaplaincy within the Confederate army because, since leaving
St. Louis more than a year prior, Bannon had be living off the generosity of soldiers as all
the money he had brought with him had been expended.437 The depth of Bannon’s
involvement notwithstanding, he had, to the present moment, been working in a volunteer
capacity—perhaps even greater evidence of his devotion to the Confederacy.
“John Bannon of St. Louis,” Quinlan wrote, “with a noble sacrifice of all self
interest, relinquished his comfortable position of Pastor…[and] ever since then, he has
been the faithful Apostle to about 1,800 Catholic Missourians of Price’s Army ; he has
been in the trying conflicts of Elkhorn, Farmington and Corinth & is yet with the same
army.”438 Quinlan noted that Bannon had not received a cent of public money and asked
Mallory to backdate his commission to February of 1862 in order that the chaplain could
receive full payment for his service.439
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“I know it does not belong to your department,” Quinlan concluded, “but I am
sure, for the Sake of our cause, and the spiritual interests of so many brave men you will
do all you can to obtain the granting of this request.”440 The request was granted. Bannon
was appointed an official chaplain of the Confederate army in February 1863. He
received nearly one thousand dollars and was guaranteed a stipend of eighty dollars a
month going forward.441
Quinlan’s phrase “for the sake of our cause” is an interesting choice of words
when paired with the expected “spiritual interests.” The latter is unsurprising. A Catholic
bishop’s primary concern is souls and priests are an indispensable conduit of God’s
grace. Yet Quinlan claiming the Southern cause as his own, as that of the Southern
Catholics bishops, speaks to how deeply committed he was to the Confederacy. Quinlan’s
note that Bannon’s guaranteed compensation would advance the Southern war effort is
not an empty phrase or political rhetoric. Quinlan, as shown during the secession crisis,
was amongst the most politically dedicated Southern bishops, maybe only a tick below
Patrick Lynch. Quinlan, like Sheeran, found little complication in simultaneously
advocating for the faith and the Southern cause. For him, as for the majority of Southern
Catholics, religion and politics were not in tension, they were reinforcing aspects and but
two parts of a larger allegiance given in equal measure to the Catholic Church and the
Confederate nation.
On May 1st, Port Gibson fell to Grant and the Union Army. Vicksburg was now
the goal. The second most important battle of the western theater in 1863 was fought at
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Champion Hill, on May 16, 1863. Champion Hill, twenty miles east of Vicksburg, was
the final showdown between Grant and Pemberton before the actual siege of the city
commenced. Confederate loss at Champion Hill forced Pemberton to retreat westward
into the safety of Vicksburg, a stronghold that he would emerge from only in surrender.
What Grant wrote to Halleck on May 25th would be completed successfully in five
weeks: “Vicksburg will have to be reduced by regular siege.”442
As Grant’s army in the West prepared the assault upon Vicksburg, the Army of
Northern Virginia suffered an irreparable loss in the East. Lee’s army had won a decisive
battle at Chancellorsville (May 2-10) but it came at an enormously high cost.443
Stonewall Jackson, returning from battle in the dusk on May 2nd, was mistaken for the
enemy and shot three times by friendly fire, twice in the left arm requiring amputation.444
He died within a week.
Jackson’s death was deeply felt in the South. Dooley spoke for many when he
wrote in his journal, “Who will fill great Stonewall Jackson’s place, who indeed can ever
replace our noble hero, so pure, so truly great?”445 Jackson’s name would live on in great
fame, Dooley correctly predicted, long after the “dastardly government against which he
drew his unblemished sword, shall for centuries have lain in ruin and disgrace.”446
Dooley’s second prediction was, of course, incorrect.
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Sheeran didn’t have a comment about Jackson at Chancellorsville, probably
because he was still overwhelmed with the battle scenes he had witnessed. The “dead
bodies of the enemy lying in every direction,” he wrote, “some with their heads shot off,
some with their brains oozing out, some pierced through the head with musket balls.”447
The terrible losses notwithstanding, the Confederates had once again won in the East and
following Chancellorsville preparations were made for a second invasion of the North.
This second invasion would be the final Confederate invasion of the North.
Bannon made it safely inside Vicksburg’s walls on May 18th. Devoted
Confederate that he was, Bannon engaged in warring activities outside the scope of his
priestly duties. During the siege, Bannon worked as a cannoneer with an artillery team.448
He supposedly knew each cannoneer’s duty “as well as he knew the Bible,” having
served with a gun crew at Pea Ridge and perhaps others battles as well.449 Bannon did
everything; swabbing the barrel with a sponge, ramming down powder and canister, even
firing the cannon.450
Bannon, in these actions, showed perhaps the strongest example of chaplains’
commitment to the Confederacy. He obviously believed so strongly in the Southern cause
that he was willing, on multiple occasions, this being but one example, to overstep the
bounds of his priesthood and become, for all intents and purposes, a soldier. His spiritual
duties were not put to the side, he never just worked with cannoneers. But that he
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engaged in fighting at all is a remarkable testament, a scandalous testament to some, of
his deep Southern partisanship.
Bannon manning guns is perhaps also the strongest case for Catholic involvement
in Confederate Civil religion during the war. To return to Bellah, this does not mean that
Bannon became a syncretist, that he blended his Catholicity and his Confederatism into a
new, synthetic faith. 451 Bannon, throughout the war and throughout his life, was and
remained an ardent, orthodox Catholic. But he held to the Confederate civil religion, as
Bellah shows, in a parallel fashion, on the side, and nowhere more than here did the depth
of his Southern commitment shine through.452
Bannon believed so strongly in the Confederate war effort that he was willing to
make the ultimate demonstration of his support—to join the battle in direct, personal
fashion. And because Bannon was indeed a devout Catholic, and knew that priests
shouldn’t be firing cannons, to put it plainly, this is only further evidence of his
acceptance of Confederate civil religion—the possible reasoning being that God
understands, God will forgive this indiscretion because ultimately God is for the South.
As Harry Stout has argued, the Confederate belief that God favored their cause ran so
deep that it almost seemed that no act in service of that cause could be problematic
because to fight for the South was to become a new crusader, a holy warrior. 453
Vicksburg, besieged by Grant and the Union Army since the middle of May, was
utterly fatigued and near capitulation when the Civil War’s most famous battle
commenced. Fought in southern Pennsylvania over three days, July 1st through the 3rd,
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the battle of Gettysburg began by happenstance when he armies basically ran into one
another on July 1st and fighting commenced; the first day saw brief skirmishing and much
of the Confederate reluctance to attack in full, and pursue the Union army, is credited to
Lee’s ace cavalryman J.E.B. Stuart’s mysterious “disappearance” that left the army
without valuable reconnaissance information.454
The most important battle fought on the second day, July 2nd, occurred at Little
Round Top, a hill at the far end of the Union army’s left flank.455 Two of General James
Longstreet’s divisions, commanded by Lafayette McClaws and John Bell Hood, led the
attack up the hill, an attack that did not begin until five pm that day.456 Multiple times the
Confederates charged up the hill, but they could not take it. The fighting was intense,
ending in hand-to-hand combat after Union Colonel Joshua Chamberlain initiated a
successful bayonet charge down the hill.457 Chamberlain, post war president of Bowdoin
College and governor of Maine, received the Medal of Honor for his actions that day and
was, later in the war, promoted to the rank of Major General.458
Pickett’s charge, the most famous portion of the most famous battle of the War,
took place on July 3rd, 1863. Lee ordered an attack against the center of the Federal line,
across a mile of open ground, the now famous “clump of trees” on Cemetery Hill the
objective point for the converging, attacking, armies; the Confederate cannonade upon
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Cemetery Hill began at one o’clock.459 Dooley, who lay prostrate on the ground during
the cannonade, wrote that he would never “forget those scenes and sounds. The earth
seems unsteady beneath this furious cannonading, and the air might be said to be agitated
by the wings of death. Over 400 guns nearly every minute being discharged!”460
When the guns fell silent, and the time came for the march across the mile of land
where Federal men and guns awaited, Dooley wrote that “there is no romance in making
one of these charges.”461 “When you rise to your feet as we did today, I tell you the
enthusiasm of ardent breasts in many cases ain’t there [his emphasis, here and later],” he
said, adding that safety, rather than personal or national glory is the pressing concern,
“the thought is most frequently, Oh, if I could just come out of this charge safely how
thankful would I be!”462
Scared? Definitely. Dooley notes that not a few men fell to the ground, fainting
from the “suffocating heat and the terrors of that hour.”463 But when the “time appointed
for our charge is come,” Dooley responded dutifully.464 He, alongside thousands of men,
marched forward, towards the cannons, the “black heavy monsters,” spewing “flame and
smoke and storms of shot,” upon the charging Confederates.465 Dooley marched on
through the fire, soldiers falling beside him, and ever present gore around him—the
moments when men’s “life blood bespatters your check or throws a film over your
eyes!”466 Dooley soon neared the Federal position. Around him he saw the Confederate
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officers Garnett, Kemper, and Armistead closing in as well.467 Thirty yards from the
Federal guns Dooley was shot; one bullet through each thigh.468
As Dooley lay on the battlefield, all he could do was wait to hear if the charge had
been successful or not. “We hear a new shout, and cheer after cheer rends the air. Are
those fresh troops advancing to our support,” Dooley wrote, “No! no! That huzza never
broke from southern lips. Oh God! Virginia’s bravest, noblest sons have perished here
today and perished all in vain! Oh, if there is anything capable of crushing and wringing
the soldier’s heart it was this day’s tragic act and all in vain!”469
Was Dooley’s Catholic faith, and his faith in providential blessing upon the
South, rattled by the events at Gettysburg? Certainly one could understand if it was.
Dooley has been shot through both of his legs and left for dead while the cause he was
fighting for failed, and in spectacular fashion. Historian Anne Sarah Rubin argues that the
Confederate loss at Gettysburg was not a damaging as historians, and really the popular
imagination, have come to believe.470 She is right; Confederate soldiers continued to fight
for their nation to the end of the war, they remained deeply committed to the Confederate
nation long after Gettysburg, and war weariness late in the conflict should not be
interpreted as withdrawal of support rather it was just that—war fatigue.471
While post-Gettysburg the Confederacy still had chances at gaining
independence—the great loss of Northern morale in 1864 a good example, they
themselves suffering from war fatigue, and the threat of the Peace Democrats wining the
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presidential election and letting the South go their way—one can not underestimate the
effects of the “twin defeats” of 1863. The Confederacy’s loss in Vicksburg the day after
the failure of the Gettysburg campaign was monumentally important and even if the war
was not over by any means at this point one cannot, simply because soldier’s kept
fighting and kept believing in the Confederate nation, dismiss these losses as anything
less than the crushing blows they were.
Historian Orville Vernon Burton points out that in these twin defeats “not only
had Lee’s forces been sent reeling back toward Virginia,” never again to attempt a
Northern invasion, but, the loss at Vicksburg was so important that “West of the
[Mississippi] river, Texas, Arkansas, and portions of Missouri would fight on for nearly
two years, but essentially they had been knocked out of the war…with the subsequent
Union victory at Port Hudson, the heart of cotton’s kingdom and the Mississippi River
were now firmly under federal control.”472
Dooley’s reward for surviving the charge would be two years in prison camps.
Was his faith rattled? The short answer is yes, but it was his faith in the South and the
war effort, not his Catholicism, that suffered. Dooley, as will be shown later in this
chapter, maintained his strong Confederate partisanship while imprisoned but by the end
of the war he reached a critical moment of reflection where, embittered by the war, he
regretted his initial decision to join the army and wished that he had instead began
studying for the priesthood.
Whatever Confederate civil religion Dooley subscribed to was destroyed by, and
by the end of, the war. But, critically important, he remained a devoted Confederate right
472
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up until that moment—the end of the war; even a half of the war spent imprisoned did not
shake his faith in the Southern nation. His later bitterness came only when Confederate
defeat was official and complete. Dooley’s Catholic faith remained intact and he made
good on his intention to become a priest entering the Jesuit novitiate in 1865. 473
The same day of Pickett’s Charge, Grant was preparing to win Vicksburg for the
Union. The month and a half long siege had worn down the entrenched Confederates.
Grant wrote to Pemberton that it was the latter’s choice when to stop “the useless
effusion of blood”, and all he had to do was consent to unconditional and immediate
surrender.474 Grant again wrote Pemberton later that day, July 3rd, informing him that he
would march into the city at eight A.M. the following day.475 After roll calls were made
out, and paroles signed by the officers, the Confederate men would leave the city, “the
rank & file will be allowed all their clothing but no other property.”476
Dooley made it safely through the night of July 3rd/4th, lying immovable, and
bleeding, on the spot where he had been shot hours earlier. A prisoner for only one day,
Dooley asked a Irish solider from Massachusetts, who had initiated the conversation, how
was it possible that he was fighting for the Union?477 “How could he consistently turn his
back on his principles and for the pitiful hire of a few dollars to do all in his power to
crush a brave people asserting their right of self government?,” Dooley wrote.478 By “his
principles” Dooley meant the legacy of the 1848 Young Ireland movement that had
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fought for home rule.479 It was, again, the same train of thought that envisioned the
Confederate nation as the holder of true democratic virtues, of being the true successors
to the original intentions of the Founding Fathers, and this “right” to leave the Union and
form a new country should be self-apparent.
What “would Mr. Mitchel [John, leader of the 1848 movement] think of him,”
Dooley wrote, “now that he was engaged in the cause of tyranny, fighting against
honesty, Justice and right, and moreover against those very gallant young men he was
asking to hear of?”480 Dooley wrote that the Massachusetts Irishman began to cry.481
“Perhaps we were too severe towards him,” Dooley wrote, “but when we see the
Irishman supporting so foul a tyranny as ever blackened the pages of any history, our
indignation cannot be but moved.”482
By July 9th Dooley reported feeling better. He and his fellow prisoners were
moved to Fort McHenry in Baltimore483. There, in what a Confederate prisoner termed
“the black hole of Calcutta,” and where Sheeran would later be imprisoned, Dooley
celebrated his twenty-first birthday.484 Dooley, convinced Marylanders were as staunchly
Confederate as he was, claimed that at Fort McHenry the guards, “by winks and nods,”
made it clear they were Yankees in name only.485 “The colors under which they are
maneuvering are not in accordance with the feelings of their hearts,” he added.486
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Dooley, captured in the summer of 1863 was not paroled until February of
1865.487 He never complained nor questioned the righteousness of the Southern cause,
not, at least, in the pages of his journal. He, like all prisoners, endured horrible food and
horrifying living conditions, temperatures well over one hundred degrees, and various
moves from “the black hole of Calcutta” to the “black hole” of Johnson’s Island,
Pittsburg.488 It was not until the very end of the war, as mentioned above, and later
described, that Dooley began to doubt the South’s righteousness.
Bannon, following the siege of Vicksburg, left his chaplaincy with the First
Missouri, traveled to Richmond, and told Bishop McGill he would perform any duty
assigned to him.489 A few months later, Bannon ran the blockade and was on the Atlantic,
heading to Ireland and Europe on a mission to gain foreign recognition for the
Confederacy. Bannon’s diplomatic service would earn him equal praise and recognition
as did his time on the battlefield. It would likewise serve as further proof of his ardent
dedication to the Confederacy.
Sheeran’s imprisonment in the fall of 1864 gained him lasting notoriety for his
defiance of Union authority, similar to Bishop Elder’s defiance of Union authority that is
discussed in the next chapter. The bottom line of Sheeran’s imprisonment is this: his
Catholicism had long been on display in the work of his chaplaincy, his time in prison
proved the depth of his allegiance to the Confederacy, likewise on display since the
beginning of the war and evidence of Catholic chaplains and soldiers being able to hold
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equally passionate allegiances, spiritual and political, together without, in their mind, any
conflict.
On Oct 31st Sheeran was placed in military prison in Winchester, Virginia. It was
common practice for clergymen to be granted passes to move between enemy lines but
this time Sheeran was both denied a pass and arrested.490 He spent a week in Winchester
before his November 8th transfer to Baltimore.491 Sheeran, along with other men, was led
up dilapidated stairs outside an old brick building and then into a dark room. He and the
inmates were greeted with calls of “Fresh fish, fresh fish!”.492 His first night in the
Baltimore prison passed as such,
We had hardly laid our wearied bodies down on the hard, filthy and vermin-covered
floor than the former inmates of this institution, inspired as it were by the devil, commenced what
appears to be their regular nocturnal exercises. They first had a quarrel, real or pretended, in
which vulgarity, obscenity and profanity, such as I had never heard, were exhibited…One would
burst out with some verse or phrase of an obscene or vulgar song. Soon another would begin to
grunt like a hog and others bark like a dog, another quack like a duck…Is it needless to say that I
slept none, for who could sleep?.493

On November 17th Sheeran was informed he would be released if he took an oath
of allegiance to the United States. He refused.494 He refused again on November 28th
saying “to take such an oath would require on my part a sacrifice of honor and conscience
which I am prepared to make for no earthly consideration.”495 When he finally was
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released, the Union government tried to get him to sign a parole promising to “deport
[himself] as a good and loyal citizen of the United States.”496
“I will do no such thing”, Sheeran said, risking an immediate return to prison, but
unlike Bishop Elder he had no qualms about stating his unequivocal Southern
partisanship saying, “I belong to the South and am a chaplain in the Confederate army…
My home is in the South and there I demand to be sent.”497 Sheeran identified with the
same ideals he had expressed earlier in the war during his time in prison. He was a citizen
of the Confederate nation and would pledge allegiance to no other. Sheeran was
eventually released unconditionally without having to take the oath.498
Sheeran was released on December 30th, 1864. By this time in the narrative of the
war all of the final hopes for victory the South entertained following GettysburgVicksburg had evaporated. The Northern Peace Democrats, and their presidential
candidate George McClellan (the one and same former Commanding General of the
Peninsular Campaign), had failed to win the White House. Lincoln succeeded in gaining
a second term. The War would be fought to ultimate victory for the North no matter the
cost. Grant and Sherman were showing precisely what that cost would be.
While Grant and Lee waged a brutal war of attrition in the East, the former having
taken command of the Union forces in March of 1864, Sherman, having taken Atlanta in
September of 1864, embarked on his famous “March to the Sea.”499 Nine days before
Sheeran was released from prison, on December 21st, Savannah was in the hands of the
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Union Army.500 Lee’s Army had twice failed in Northern invasions, now it was slowly
receding under the relentless hammer of Grant’s offensive.
The Mississippi River, Atlanta, most of the South was in Union hands; the
Confederacy’s western theater Army of Tennessee was broken beyond repair at the Battle
of Franklin, in November, 1864.501 The end of the war, and Union victory, was matter of
when, not if. Therefore, if the Confederacy was effectively why did the war go on? Why
waste human lives in an impossible mission that had no hope of success? Jason Phillips,
in his article “The Grape Vine Telegraph,” offers a plausible explanation: the power of
rumor.502 Historians, observing the war from a detached perspective, and with the whole
picture in view, see what Confederates fighting at the time could not.
Even after Gettysburg and Vicksburg, the South clung to the belief that the South
would win; the South had to win. God had destined the Confederacy to victory; the North
would soon tire from the war and let the South go; Europe, surely, would soon join the
South and help win the war; Grant was dead; Atlanta was not really lost, and so on and so
forth.503 Rumor may have been detached from reality, but it proved just the necessary
ingredient for the Confederacy to keep the war going long past the point of realistic hope.
In an investigation of Felix Poche’s diary, one obsessed with rumors, it is
important to pause and briefly explain an ongoing debate as to the unity, or disunity, of
the Confederate cause at war’s end. Some scholars, in their number David Williams,
Stephanie McCurry, and Orville Vernon Burton, see the Confederacy as fundamentally
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disjointed and riven by internal contradictions and lack of cohesiveness that ultimately
contributed heavily to Confederate defeat. This is the very thesis of Williams’ book
Bitterly Divided.504
McCurry, in her book Confederate Reckoning, argues that Confederate leadership,
a small cadre of white elites, was plagued by an “out of step mission” from the outset and
that the eventual Confederate defeat forced white elites to come to terms with the
“political will of all Southern people,” including disenfranchised slaves and women on
the home front who, during the war, refused to be subjugated and, in the latter, took on
active roles in domestic leadership.505 The Civil War South, McCurry argues, was far
from a concerted and united society, all committed to Confederate victory. Orville
Vernon Burton, in the Age of Lincoln, concurs, “The Confederate home front could not
hold together…only half the population supported the war in the first
place…contradictions within and among southerners doomed the Confederacy to
collapse.”506
This work disagrees with the above scholars, siding with the opposite argument
concerning consistent Confederate wartime perseverance. Far from being “doomed to
collapse,” Confederate soldiers fought to the end and believed in the Confederate nation
to the end—some afterwards, giving birth to the Lost Cause.507 Gary Gallagher, in a 2009
essay excoriating Williams’ Bitterly Divided, concedes that Southern society certainly
had fissures and disconnects but, he asks, where is there a society that exists without
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tension?508 Gallagher, building on Emory Thomas’ assertions about Confederate national
identity, one that solidified and grew stronger during the war rather than crumbing, cites
recent scholarship from Anne Sarah Rubin and Aaron Sheehan-Dean, both who argue for
solider perseverance in Confederate nationalism, as evidence that while tension did exist
in Southern society it did not “doom” the Confederacy to defeat.509 Chandra Manning,
Gallagher notes, in her book What This Cruel War Was Over, further explains how
whites’ shared views on slavery crossed class lines and helped solidify a Southern war
effort, one that, according to Manning, only faltered when the Confederacy enlisted black
soldiers causing white soldiers to see the purpose of the war, a maintenance of slavery, as
dashed.510
Phillips’ article “Grapevine Telegraph” became a chapter of his 2007 book
Diehard Rebels. In the latter, Phillips showed that the power of rumor was part of a larger
group psychology in which the Confederates viewed themselves as unconquerable (hence
his book’s subtitle: the Confederate Culture of Invincibility).511 The roots for this group
psychology came from many sources. Religion, like Faust and Stout and many scholars
point out, served to assure Confederates that God had ordained their cause.512 A hatred of
Yankees, viewing the North as “barbaric,” along with the memory of past successes all
fueled the Confederate belief that they could not be defeated and this, in sum, does much
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to explain Confederate persistence late in the war.513 They literally believed that it was
impossible for the Southern nation to fail.
Poche’s diary is an excellent source proving Phillips’ insights, and it shows how
much he cared about the Confederacy’s fate; how deeply he was committed to the
Confederate cause. Rumors dominated Poche’s mind and his writings. On July 23rd,
1863, Poche reported that both Washington and Philadelphia had been captured by Lee’s
army and that Johnston had soundly defeated Grant’s army near Jacksonville, Florida.514
Five days later he despaired that this rumor would probably soon be proven false.515
Poche, disheartened that Confederate success could not be attained save for European
intervention, so he wrote on July 29th, only one month later wrote that the Confederacy
has been recognized by France, Spain, and Great Britain, and that ships and armaments
are sailing from Europe to aid the South.516
In January of 1864 Poche mentioned another rumor that Lee had defeated Meade
in Virginia and that Johnston had defeated Grant, this time in Tennessee.517 Hopefully,
Poche wrote, “I pray God that he will grant us those grand victories as they would help
toward ending this cruel war and my sad separation from my beloved ones.”518 Rumors
heard then dashed, such was the continuation of events for Poche. Poche's first reaction to
news that Atlanta had fallen was anger and disbelief; it had been reported by a Northern
paper, The Chicago Tribune, so it must be untrue.519
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Poche is far from the only Southern Catholic whose commitment to the
Confederate nation remained constant throughout the war, and perhaps especially as the
war dragged on, confirming Thomas’, Gallagher’s, and Phillips’ insights, among others,
about Confederate solider perseverance and dedication to the Confederate nation.520
Lynch and Bannon were so committed to the Confederacy that they agreed to go overseas
as diplomats and try to get European and papal support. Dooley remained a committed
Confederate even while in prison for the last two years of the war. Sheeran refused to
give an oath of allegiance to the Union no matter what, refusing multiple times, until he
was released without having to do so. Poche remained in active Confederate service even
until after the war was officially over, in May of 1865. The Southern nationalistic
cohesion that was found amongst white Southerners included Southern Catholics, too, the
latter supporting the Confederate cause at the start of the War and remaining committed
throughout the conflict.
Returning again to Poche, his consistent incredulousness, his seemingly obstinate
refusal to believe that the South could actually be defeated, makes sense in a return to
Stout’s Upon the Altar of the Nation. Stout explains that the development of a “fullblown nondenominational civil religion” blurred previously clear lines between church
and state and fostered an ideology that painted fighting and dying in battle as a religious
and national obligation.521 Furthermore, religion did nothing to restrain the warring
passions of key southern societal organs such as universities and the press; religion
supported and increased these passions lending understanding to why a devoutly religious
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man like Poche could become so swept up in the parallel Confederate civil religion and
its justifications.522
Chaplains and Soldiers’ Catholicity
Catholic chaplains showed their Catholicity, the depth of their spiritual allegiance,
through helping dying men prepare to meet God, the aforementioned “Good Death,”
celebrating Mass and hearing confessions, and by being active spiritual leaders to men in
camp—in this last facet much like Protestant chaplains and preachers were. Bannon’s
Confederate allegiance has already been demonstrated, and in his two Civil War posts, as
a chaplain and a diplomat, his dedication to the Southern cause is obvious. His dedication
to his faith, however, was even stronger.
Historian Phillip Thomas Tucker points out that Bannon made a “special effort to
reach men’s souls.”523 Bannon, who could be found on the front lines and in the thick of
bullets and fighting, prioritized the celebration of Mass, hearing confession, and giving
Holy Communion to soldiers before they headed into battle; the latter being his “most
important psychological and spiritual duty… prepar[ing] a soldier for meeting his God
before an impeding battle.”524 Bannon’s priestly ministry was not exclusive to cessations
in combat. During even the heaviest fighting Bannon was a regular on the front lines.
Armed with nothing “except for a Bible and Crucifix,” Bannon blessed soldiers, anointed
them with oil, and when seeing a soldier fall, would go to him and either give last rites or,
if he was a Protestant, baptize him if the solider requested it.525
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Bishop Elder worked tirelessly to supply Catholic soldiers with chaplains. Many
of Elder’s priests were serving throughout the Western theater early in the war. The first
Mississippi priest to become a chaplain was Father Francis Pont of Jackson.526 Pont
served as a hospital chaplain in Pensacola before moving to the Corinth-Shiloh area.527
Natchez priest Father Basilio Elia also helped in hospitals and with the Sisters of Charity
at Holly Springs.528 Father Julian Guillou, whom Elder called “the best missionary in the
Diocese,” was sent by the Bishop to the 18th Louisiana Regiment, in need of a French
speaking priest, upon the request of Archbishop Odin.529
The Good Death was the prime concern of the chaplain, for chaplains on the
battlefield, like Bannon, and those in the hospitals, like Pont and Elia. In This Republic of
Suffering Drew Gilpin Faust writes that soldiers sought the Good Death for themselves
and their families, for their soul (a good spiritual death) and for the honor of their family
name (a brave death in battle granting a lasting legacy of heroism).530 Catholic priests
were fully focused on helping dying men attain the former goal, eternal salvation. “A
Priest is bound to leave every thing else if necessary, to attend to the dying,” Elder wrote
to Father Jean Baptiste Mouton, “so that even if congregations must be neglected, the
sick soldiers must be cared for.”531
Conversions to the faith were not only desired but essential to the chaplains’
mission. “I hope,” Elder wrote to veteran priest Father Ghislain Boeheme, assigned as a
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chaplain to the 13th Mississippi Regiment and then exported to Virginia, “you will prove
yourself the veteran soldier of our Lord, & teach our younger Missionaries how to fight
His battles in camp, as you have done in the country.”532 To Elia, Elder said, “the sick
bed is the very place for conversions.”533 He asked the chaplain, “can you not do some
good among the sick soldiers even when they are not Catholics? [Proximity to death, a]
time of suffering is always a time of grace.—I have heard old missionaries say that they
brought a great many into the Church in time of general sickness, There are great
numbers of men, who have no religion—& yet wish to have some instruction before they
die—& who will welcome the instructions & consolations of a zealous priest.”534
Like Father Bannon, Sheeran believed that “no men fight more bravely than
Catholics who approach the sacraments before battle,” adding, on the opposite side, that
there were no greater cowards, “save for the intensely worthless,” than Catholics in
mortal sin.535 Sheeran saw the prime objective of his chaplaincy as preparing men to meet
God should they die in battle.536
So it was with Gache who, like his fellow chaplains, found on the battlefield a
deeper religious significance. It was the final opportunity for many men to make peace
with God before death, and chaplains believed it was their personal, and first,
responsibility to tend to this matter. Gache once reported that upon finding a dying
solider “I spoke to him about the affairs of his soul and heard his confession.”537 When
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Gache encountered a Union colonel who had been hit in the chest with “shot”—a brutal
mix of various metal balls and objects closely packed together in a bag and fired from a
cannon—Gache didn’t ask him if he was Catholic, nor did he inquire about his politics.
Gache didn’t care that the man was a Union solider. His soul was all that mattered. “I told
him to recommend himself to God and to ask pardon for his sins,” Gache wrote.538 The
man said he had already done that but would do it again.539 He thanked Gache for his
advice and sympathy and presumably died shortly thereafter.540
Another time Gache approached a man near death and, asking if he was Catholic,
was told that no, but “my wife and children are Catholics. I like their church very much.
It is the only one I attend.”541 Gache asked if the man had ever been baptized? No. Gache
asked if the man wanted to be baptized now? The chaplain added, “you realize that
without baptism you cannot be saved.”542 The man said he wanted to be baptized. Gache
baptized him, leaving him in “a state of joy and gratitude to God,” the man saying over
and over, “Blessed be the Lord. Now I will die in peace.”543
It was at Vicksburg, as discussed previously, where Bannon most brazenly
demonstrated his Confederate partisanship by stepping outside the boundaries of his
priestly vocation and joining a cannon squad in shelling Union troops. As had been true
earlier in the war, Bannon refused to stay out of the battle in hospitals or houses behind
the lines; rather he was on the frontlines and breastworks every day.544 Yet his work on
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the frontlines was primarily of a spiritual nature. Phillip Thomas Tucker wrote of Bannon
at Vicksburg, “Under constant danger, Bannon heard more confessions, offered more
prayers, and distributed Communion more often during the forty-seven days of siege than
at any time in his career. Each day of his life in a man made hell brought the graycoats
closer to God.”545
Bannon’s work of bringing Confederates closer to God at Vicksburg is well
illustrated in an exchange the chaplain had with a private named McGolfe. Bannon
recounted the story after the war in his brief memoir-essay, “Experiences of a
Confederate Army Chaplain.”546 McGolfe had a reputation for illicit behavior and
Bannon had long hounded the man to come to confession. “Come, man,” Bannon would
badger him, “I know what a soldier’s confession is.”547 Time and again McGolfe refused
to go to confession.
At Vicksburg, McGolfe, a rammer and sponger on an artillery crew, was severely
wounded when an accident broke both his arms and legs and fractured his skull.548
Bannon, knowing McGolfe was near death, came and saw him, again imploring him to
confess his sins as he would soon meet God.549 McGolfe refused again and this time
perhaps with more anger as his makeshift hospital bed was next to a similarly wounded
Union soldier. “I can’t make my confession with this Yankee close to me,” McGolfe said,
“he disturbs my mind: take him away!”550
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Bannon told McGolfe not to mind the Union man, but “attend to your own
soul.”551 For all of Bannon’s solicitous fervor in trying to help McGolfe spiritually, it was
the very same Union soldier whom McGolfe derided that led to his own repentance.552
The Union soldier died that night, Bannon reported.553 But before passing away his
example left an indelible impression on the Confederate artilleryman. “I can’t help
thinking of that poor Yankee,” McGolfe said to Bannon, “after you left him he never
stopped saying his prayers… I’m just sorry for the way I treated him, and if you can give
me any more penance for it, do. Now, if you’ll stop by me, I’d like to make my
confession again.”554
McGolfe immediately began to accuse himself in a loud voice in front of
everyone. Bannon told him to speak lower but McGolfe insisted, “No, I have been a bad
man, and they all know it. I have given bad example, and I want to do penance for it.”555
Bannon heard his confession. When McGolfe finished, the chaplain said he would give
the man no penance for “he had done enough.”556 McGolfe died within the hour,
reconciled to the Church, free of his sins. It was this type of work, these stories of
repentance and conversion that made up the bulk of Catholic chaplains efforts’ and were
their greatest success stories.
The Good Death was the first order of spiritual duty for chaplains. It proved that
they were willing to risk death or maiming on the front in order to bring souls to God.
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This work was wholly spiritual in nature. It was not a spiritual work that was somehow
subsumed into a larger devotion to the Confederate Army. It was independent of politics
altogether because hearing a dying man’s confession and granting him absolution before
death in no way furthered Confederate war aims, it did nothing to bring the South closer
to independence.
There were plenty of ways that Confederate propaganda could be disseminated
through religious channels. Any preacher, Catholic or Protestant, could mount the pulpit
and begin a foaming discourse on the religious underpinnings of Confederate duty. But
the sermons and homilies of Catholic chaplains seldom mentioned politics, they were
almost exclusively on spiritual matters—remaining in a state of grace, maintaining one’s
prayer life, and guarding one’s soul from sin with the ever present specter of death all
around.
Chaplains surely might have furthered the southern civil religion in informal talks
with soldiers, around a campfire at night, drinks in hand, but never in the confessional,
and not on the deathbed. That was the sacred domain of God and Gache’s “relief” that a
dying man was not an abolitionist is almost literally the only time anything like that
appears in any dying scene. In this case Gache is not an exception to the rule, rather more
like an aberration, a complete outlier. And even he, in other dying scenes, demonstrates
the exceptional nature of that previous scene by not mentioning politics at all and making
no distinction between North or South.
The benefit of confession was purely spiritual, an authentic love for another
human being in giving them a believer’s greatest treasure—reconciliation to God and an
eternity of blessed repose. Gache spoke to this fact, salvation as the sole battlefield hope
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of the chaplain, when he wrote in his journal that as shells were exploding around him, “I
had no fear of death for myself, but I was concerned about the others, particularly those
who were not at all prepared to die. More than once I said a Memorare for them, begging
our dear Mother to divert the shells from their direction.”557
The Good death was not, however, the chaplains’ sole religious work nor was it
the only way they showed their higher allegiance to God above their likewise ardent
dedication to the Confederacy. Chaplains preached, often traveling for the purpose, and
celebrated Mass and heard confessions in camp, not only on deathbeds, while serving as
spiritual touchstones for the men around them.
When Stonewall Jackson rebuked Sheeran for taking a leave of absence (the
reason for which is not disclosed), something the General said he wouldn’t tolerate in any
of his officers, Sheeran answered saying, “I want you to understand that as a priest of
God I outrank every officer in your command. I even outrank you, and when it is a
question of duty I shall go wherever called.”558 Such a comment can be interpreted as
insubordination, at minimum disrespect towards a senior officer. Or simply a convenient
excuse for a cleric who wants a break from battle—“I have to go, God told me so.”
Yet understood in the light of Sheeran and other chaplains’ dedication to the
South, his and their bravery on the front lines and willingness to be there in the first place
by volunteering for the job, it is clear that Sheeran sincerely felt a spiritual need for the
leave of absence. His response to Jackson might be arrogant. Yet while Sheeran might
have more tactfully explained his reasoning, he authentically believed that his priesthood
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and the duties flowing from that station were of a higher value, and more important, than
anything pertaining to officers and military duties. Sheeran’s spiritual allegiance came
before his Confederate allegiance even though he held both passionately.
Even if one thinks this is pure self-service, granting oneself a blank cheque to do
as one pleases from a position of conceit, or a delusion of grandeur, and this
interpretation certainly is an understandable one, that does not mean that Sheeran’s
attitude is automatically false. A lot of religious people, if not the vast majority, believe
that a clergymen, Catholic or Protestant, is performing a higher duty than a soldier; that
God’s work always supersedes anything military or political. So while Sheeran might
inspire eye rolls and no shortage of derision, and perhaps he is indeed guilty of “playing
the priest card” for the less than noble reason of wanting some time to himself, it is
ironic, and not a little humorous too, that the very man who is reprimanding him,
Jackson, would, as a devout and even austere Presbyterian Christian, agree
wholeheartedly with the chaplain that yes, men of God outrank men of the battlefield.
The times when Sheeran left he often did so to preach in other dioceses. In
January of 1864, he was a guest of Father Fillion in Charleston, Bishop Lynch’s diocese.
Fillion introduced Sheeran as “a Redemptorist and the chaplain of General Lee’s army…
he will preach for you today at the last Mass and I know he will tell you many good
things. He has stood up on twenty battlefields and was not afraid.”559 Sheeran noted how
this made him laugh because there was not a time yet that he had been unafraid on a
battlefield.560
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Sheeran preached a sermon on mortal sin to a packed congregation; the sermons
were always of a spiritual nature and never a plug for the Confederacy—a moment for a
Catholic priest who himself had served during the war to “recruit” others to the cause,
although this intention might never cross his mind in the first place because in speaking
to a church full of Confederates he would, certainly, be “preaching to the choir.” In the
middle of his discourse a Union shell hissed loudly as it passed over the roof of the
church, narrowly missing it and landing but fifty yards away. Naturally, commotion
broke out. “What are you afraid of?,” Sheeran asked the panicked congregation, “Do you
think God is not able to protect you from Yankee shells? Is He not able to protect you in
the church as well as out of it? Keep still, there is not one bit of danger.”561 Sheeran
reported that everyone calmed down and he was able to finish his sermon.562
Was Sheeran exaggerating his effect on the scared congregants? Maybe, such is
the problem with self-presentation. But a church is full of believers and believers who
view a clergymen as a representative of God. That this, in addition to the sound logic of
Sheeran’s point, that one place is as safe (or dangerous) as the next during an all out
bombardment, calmed a group of naturally frightened people, for who wouldn’t be in the
presence of crashing explosives, is not a stretch of the imagination.
Sheeran and other chaplains did travel to preach but the primary venue was
amongst their men, in camp. In August of 1862 Sheeran noted that he hoped for a few
days break from fighting so while in camp he could have the opportunity to prepare “all
the Catholic soldiers of our Brig. to meet their God…”563 This was done through the
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Sacraments, through the celebration of Mass and the hearing of Confession. All chaplains
were active in this work and the work was, at times, prolific. George Rable notes that
Bannon once heard thirty confessions straight in the span of three hours.564
One of Sheeran’s “most laborious days,” in November of 1864, was close to the
standard for a chaplain in camp.565 Sheeran spent that day “morning till late at night in
hearing confessions, administering Extreme Unction, baptizing, and in washing and
dressing wounds.”566 Only the final action can, in some way, be seen as a service
rendered to the Confederacy; helping wounded soldiers get better faster could return them
to action faster. The other items of Sheeran’s day are wholly spiritual, solely done for the
good of the soul. Celebrating Mass, wherein Communion is distributed, Christ’s Real
Presence in the Holy Eucharist constituting the “source and summit of the Christian life,”
was another prime duty of chaplains that was solely spiritual in nature.567
Some scholars, Drew Gilpin Faust for example, believe that spiritual and political
actions cannot be so easily separated during war; especially true in the Confederacy
where, according to her, Christianity was the foundation for Southern nationalism.568 This
is true. It is especially true for those secular leaders who are cynical about religion, those
who hold to the Enlightenment position that religion is most useful as a political tool. For
them, of course, the sole function of chaplains and priests would be to provide
physiological motivation hopefully producing better soldiers, better soldiers who would
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work to attain all that really matters: victory and independence. For these people, for
whom religion has no supernatural quality, here is no separation between the spiritual
and political because the former is only a placebo motivator in service of the latter.
Practicing Catholics do not think this way, however. All the Catholics of this
work make it patently clear that they possessed supernatural faith; they believed in the
Resurrection of Christ, Christ’s Real Presence in the Holy Eucharist, and a literal Heaven
and Hell. Because even devout and orthodox Catholics participated in the Confederate
civil religion it is difficult to discern when in fact the political and the religious are
separate and not an amalgamation. For Southern Catholic clergyman the line of
demarcation was the Sacraments. They were “off limits” so to speak from political
corruption. Catholic civil religion was done outside the sacramental boundary. It was
done in verbal attacks on Union soldiers, Sheeran’s area of expertise, in informal talks in
camp, and in ecumenical and reinforcing discussions between Catholics and Protestants
who found a common ground in love of Jesus Christ and in being ardently Confederate.
The Sacraments, however, had no political significance whatsoever. The Holy
Eucharist was given to soldiers to fulfill Christ’s command that “unless you eat my body
and drink my blood you have no life within you.”569 Confession absolved a man from his
sins many of which, ironically, would have come from actions done in service of the
Confederate civil religion. To argue that the Sacraments did have a political and military
effect because soldiers who received them became bolder, braver soldiers is to make a
false assumption on the intention of receiving the Eucharist. Catholics believe reception
of the Sacraments, and being in a state of grace, make one better at everything—a better
569
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person with greater charity towards others, a better spouse and parent, a better athlete,
artist, the list is practically infinite.
So while Catholic soldiers in a state of grace might have fought fiercer and more
bravely, perhaps less afraid to die, they did not go to the Sacraments for this reason—
they went to engage in the central activity of their faith; whatever other benefits came
were ancillary and not the driving force. Bannon and Sheeran claiming that no soldiers
fought better than those who received the Sacraments before battle is a statement, like
explained above, about the all encompassing benefits that receiving the Eucharist gives
Catholics. Bannon and Sheeran were passionately devout Catholics and one can imagine
them saying, in a modern analogy, “no political leaders govern better than those who
partake of the Sacraments,” or, “No artists better understand how to convey the mysteries
of the human condition than those who partake of the Sacraments.”
The subjects of Bannon and Sheerans’s ministry are soldiers and so their
statements concern soldiers. But the intention was never to imagine the Eucharist as a
type of opiate that served a political cause, that is heresy and blasphemy, and the only
people who would hold such opinions are the aforementioned secular leaders for whom
religious faith has no purpose outside of controlling others or serving politics. No
Southern Catholic, certainly not amongst the chaplains who administered the Sacraments,
held such views. That is why while Faust, and other scholars, are correct that it is difficult
to separate religion from politics in wartime, as this dissertation argues in showing how
Southern Catholics were both deeply Catholic and Confederate, it is here, in regards to
the Sacraments, safe to say that one can see the distinctions between the sacred and
profane with some degree of clarity.
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Gache reported celebrating Mass on a daily basis in camp, not only on Sundays or
holy days of obligation. 570 Sheeran also celebrated Mass frequently and during the
week.571 When one of Sheeran’s congregation at Mass was filled with “so many
Protestants” the chaplain took the opportunity to preach on Catholic doctrine, making a
“few remarks explanatory of the Sacrifice of the Mass.”572 Catholics and Protestants
worshiping together was commonplace and as this work has strained to make clear, time
and again, each Christian body, the latter including many and diverse denominations,
were deeply committed to the Confederacy.
This chapter, and the dissertation in full to some degree, has leaned on Andrew
H.M. Stern’s assertion in Southern Crucifix, Southern Cross that Catholic-Protestant
relations in the South were more amicable and cooperative than antagonistic or in
opposition. This has been shown in this chapter’s first section on Confederate allegiance;
both Catholics and Protestants were ardent Confederates. So too, in religious worship, did
Catholic and Protestants strive to find common ground rather than opportunities to deride
or exclude one another. That being the case there were, and are still, major theological
differences. The same is true in styles of worship.
Historian Michael Pasquier succinctly sums up Catholic-Protestant worship styles
noting that “Catholic chaplains, of course, differed from Protestant chaplains in their
pastoral approach to soldiers. Instead of dispersing written tracts and hosting large
revivals in the Protestant mold, priests focused on the dispensation of sacraments and
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other devotional forms of Catholicism.573 George Rable likewise points out the key
differences: Catholics focused on the Mass, the Sacraments, and devotional prayers;
Protestants focused on Bible reading and preaching, the sermon, delivered at camp prayer
meetings was, according to Rable, the centerpiece of the Protestant worship service.574
The Reverend Jesse Henderson’s diary excerpts from 1864 offer a good example
of this. On January 11th Reverend Henderson recorded buying a Bible.575 On February 6th
it was “rainy and cold,” so he read his Bible.576 The next day a Captain Ball preached in
camp.577 Henderson records hearing preaching numerous times over the following
weeks.578 Following a prayer meeting Henderson resolved to “live more humble” so as to
inherit eternal life and prayed that God would show him a way to “live more devoted to
thy cause that I may do something for the advancement of thy kingdom.”579
Many other Protestant Christians rushed at the opportunity of attending prayer
meetings in camp. B.F. Gentry wrote to his parents that there were prayer meetings every
night and that many in his regiment had “professed religion.” 580 T.G. Clark wrote to his
wife that “We have prayers in camp every night and we have pledged ourselves to keep it
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up and I think it will have a good effect.”581 Such examples are myriad. The point is that
while Catholics worshiped one way, and Protestants another, their experiences
overlapped more than they diverged. Catholic chaplains’ noted the presence of their
Protestant brethren at Mass and cooperated alongside them in helping men spiritually,
regardless of denomination.
Sheeran, who seeing many Protestants in the crowd at Mass had taken time to
explain the doctrine of the Real Presence of Christ in the Holy Eucharist, claimed that at
a 7 A.M. Mass “nearly all the Protestants in camp were present.”582 According to him,
“many” Protestants had hoped that he would return to celebrate Mass again and, on
another occasion, his sermon had such an effect that “one of the Protestant officers
expressed his intention of becoming a Catholic and others requested that I should preach
every Sunday afternoon.”583
Gache, when staying with an Episcopalian family, credited the hosts, the
Southalls, saying “more gentle people you couldn’t find.”584 He was especially thankful
that the family had allowed him to use their parlor to celebrate Mass.585 “I can’t help but
believe they are living in good faith and that if they had the opportunity to know us as we
really are, they would become Catholics,” Gache wrote, adding that “may the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass which I offered in their home and the little pictures which I gave to
the children be the source and the occasion of a great blessing for each and every one of
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them.”586 Gache had given holy cards to one of the family’s daughters and their mother
had not only approved, but she procured special envelopes to keep the cards in good
condition.587
Such examples of ecumenical respect are plentiful and will be briefly touched on
in the following chapter while studying Bishop Elder’s wartime domestic ministry.
Protestants attended Mass and Catholics attended Protestant services. Because ultimately,
as George Rable points out, “rather than becoming model Baptists, perfect Methodists, or
exemplary Catholics, the men should simply become Christian soldiers.”588 This is not to
flatten theological differences; they remained. It is only to say, as Stern has thoroughly
shown in the antebellum South, that during the Civil War Southern Catholics who found
common ground with Southern Protestants in supporting the Confederacy found common
ground in Christian worship too.
What was Catholic practice like amongst soldiers? Unlike the rest of the work’s
characters, soldiers were laymen. They did not have the same, uniform, theological
formation that the clergy did and so it is harder to point to a few examples as
representative. Harder still for a representative sample is the sheer number of soldiers
compared to bishops, chaplains, and Sister-nurses. Nevertheless there are some claims
that can be made with a fair level of certainty.
The first is that there were Catholic soldiers who were devout Catholics and there
were Catholic soldiers who were lax or wholly fallen away from the faith. George Rable
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has written that while the Civil War is certainly the most religious war in American
history the unchurched, spiritually lukewarm, and apathetic, taken as a whole,
outnumbered practicing believers.589 Dooley once recorded in his diary that some men
would read the Bible piously on the eve of battle, and sing hymns on Sunday, but
wouldn’t “go anywhere near a prayer meeting” and that many were “very indifferent to
religion.”590 Following Mass one day Sheeran complained of the “cold indifference of the
Catholics of the battalion.”591 Gache once commented to a fellow priest at Spring Hill
College that “it is better not to talk about religious practice in this regiment. It’s too
discouraging.” 592
Many Catholic soldiers did not practice their faith. But many did, and this is the
second point that can be made with certainty: practicing and committed Catholics were
not found exclusively within the ranks of the clergy, soldiers also lived their faith, many
devoutly. The first proof of this is looking at Catholic soldiers en masse, as previously
mentioned, as larger bodies of worship rather than just on an individual case by case
basis. The chaplains are a great source as soldiers were the primary recipients of their
ministry.
When it was noted that Father Bannon confessed thirty men in three hours the
first inclination is to appreciate Bannon’s endurance. 593 But the fact is a statement about
soldiers piety as well. So too Sheeran’s “laborious days,” ministering from early in the
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morning until the night. 594 Bannon and Sheeran were taxed to their limit precisely
because Catholic soldiers practiced their faith—they wanted confession, Mass and the
Holy Eucharist, and spiritual guidance. If a vast majority of Catholic soldiers were fallen
away there would be no long days or hours in the confessional, but the fact is that these
examples were standard for the chaplaincy and not exceptional. Although it is true that
the Southern chaplaincy was understaffed, and therefore a greater concentration of men
taxed a priest’s time, Sheeran, Bannon, and Gache made frequent notes when a turnout of
soldiers, either for Mass or Confession, was large and seemingly independent of a ratio to
priests.
Gache, who claimed he didn’t want to talk about soldiers and religion, wrote in a
later letter that since the beginning of Lent “things have improved. Now each morning I
have a good number at mass. Every evening right after the seven o’clock roll-call, I
conduct a service consisting of rosary, catechetical instruction, and night prayers, which
is attended by about thirty or forty persons.”595 “The number of confessions and
Communions has picked up too,” Gache wrote, and he added, “I would like to have as
many as three hundred Eastern Communions, and I’m hoping that there will even be
more.”596
Sheeran often portrayed soldiers’ practice of their faith in favorable terms. His
reflection on Easter Sunday, 1863, is telling, both of his views of Catholic soldiers as
well as their religious devotion. On this Easter, according to Sheeran, “heavy snow” was
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falling all morning, “one cannot see 50 yards ahead” he wrote, and he believed that there
would be a poor turnout for the Mass.597 The opposite, however, was true:
To my surprise I found a large concourse of boys around my tent. To see so many of our
brave soldiers knee-deep in the snow, cheerfully awaiting the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, was
perhaps one of the most consoling sights of my life, and never did I pray more fervently for my
congregation than on this occasion. But if it was edifying to see them standing in the snow before
Mass commenced, how much more to see them on their bended knees and with uncovered heads
defying as it were the angry elements during the offering of the Holy Sacrifice…[a] greater
number of those present received Holy Communion, after which we recited the rosary of our
Blessed Mother as part of our thanksgiving.598

It is clear from the Catholic chaplains who ministered to Catholic soldiers
throughout the war that there were in fact many who did take their spiritual duties
seriously. The large number of deathbed conversions, of McGolfe-like final moment
repentances, further shows the prevalence of religion among men who, like Private
McGolfe, appeared to be wholly worldly and even anti-religious. Once cannot, of course,
know the reason or level of sincerity for last minute conversions. While some may be for
authentically devout reasons, others may be out of fear of death, out of superstition, or
out of habit. Even in the latter cases there is still some practice of faith present. A last
minute conversion by a solider who does it simply because he is afraid to die is still an
act of faith, and it is vastly different than a soldier who remains godless to the end.
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This is precisely why the Catholic Church differentiates between perfect and
imperfect contrition. The first is better—being sorry for one’s sins purely out of love for
God. The second is less noble—being sorry for one’s sins out of a fear of Hell, out of
love for self in a sense. Nevertheless both are sufficient to receive absolution in
confession; both are acts of faith, of turning to God for forgiveness. So while historians
cannot know which deathbed conversions, or which battlefield dying confessions, were
“perfect” and which “imperfect” this is ultimately unimportant. The sheer presence of
some may of these events testifies to the prevalence of religious practice among soldiers.
Another factor is important to consider as well: those soldiers who practiced their
faith wholly in private, before God and no one else. This, like the reasons for last minute
repentance, is impossible to analyze statistically as the very private nature of the matter
makes it inaccessible. Dooley, who proved himself a very devoted Confederate, was this
type of Catholic. His first wartime journal entry speaks directly to this point.
The twenty-year old Dooley commemorated his first live action, at the Battle of
Cedar Mountain (August 9, a Confederate victory) by eating some bread and washing it
down with “make believe coffee.”599 “I felt strange enough, I assure you, lying down this
my first night in camp,” Dooley wrote, “so, kneeling for a few moments I said some
brief prayers and lay me down in peace and quietness.”600 “My Guardian Angel was
watching by my side,” Dooley wrote, and, “though I little suspected it then, bore me
through many a dreadful peril even to this hour.”601 When Dooley noticed that another
solider was observing him he added a key phrase, “I deferred saying my prayers until I
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lay down…I had that portion of the Scriptures on my side when our Lord counsels his
followers to pray in secret.”602
When one reads Dooley’s journal there are clear indications that he is a religious
man. He prayed the rosary.603 He was a fixture at camp prayer meetings, presumably
many of them Protestant led, and he criticized Christian soldiers who “wouldn’t go
anywhere near a prayer meeting.”604 Dooley claimed that in March of 1862 the devil was
responsible for preventing men from hearing the Word of God.605 But if one misses these
points, amidst a profusion of reflections on politics and war, it is easy to assume that
Dooley is much more Confederate than he is Catholic.
Dooley’s intention to pray in secret, however, is key. His spiritual life was largely
kept hidden from others. The greatest evidence for him being a devout Catholic is that
Dooley began study for the priesthood after the war’s conclusion. Dooley’s journal entry
in April of 1865 makes it clear that he had considered a priestly vocation before the war,
and it is equally clear that his choice to pursue this avenue was due to a disillusionment
with Confederate failure.
Has not everything that I set my heart upon turned out contrary to my desires and
expectations? What has my religion always taught me but that worldly desires and pleasures bring
with them only bitterness and remorse, and if I had followed the inspirations of my College days
and entered the Society of Jesus, would I now be exposed to the misery, wretchedness and
homeless wandering from which I now recoil and in vain endeavor to free myself? My anchor
had been cast firmly and securely in a port that shall ever be calm and agitated by the outside
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storms and cares of life. Where I may live in happy seclusion while Republics fall, empires totter
to their run and civil wars boil and seethe around my hallowed precincts!606

It is true that Dooley was a deeply committed Confederate. His actions, from
putting off inclinations to discern the priesthood in favor of fighting for the South and his
plentiful experience in battle and later as a prisoner of war, prove this beyond any doubt.
Yet, in what can perhaps give some level of representation for the Catholic solider in
general, Dooley was no less a committed Catholic. He held and lived both allegiances in
full measure. He worshipped God and lived his Catholicity within the doctrine of the
Church while, like myriad Catholics and Protestants, also engaging in a Confederate civil
religion that was deeply, blindingly, certain of God’s approval of the Southern cause.
Catholic soldiers, in addition to private prayer, and public worship at Mass,
practiced Catholic devotions, like the rosary, together.607 Sheeran, walking back to his
tent after confessions one day, reported “hear[ing] the sturdy voices of many of our
Catholic soldiers united in reciting the rosary of our dear Lady in an adjacent tent. I
cannot describe to you the effect this had on my mind.”608 Bishop Elder reported that
“almost all our Catholic soldiers approach the Sacraments and carry with them their
prayer book, crucifix and medal.”609 Medals were common, even amongst non-Catholics.
A priest reported that soldiers, Catholic and Protestant alike, showed a great “eagerness
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to obtain a Medal of our Immaculate Mother, a chaplet…only when furnished with a
medal [do] they return to their regiments.”610
Catholicism dominates the pages of Felix Pierre Poche’s journal. For the
Louisiana lawyer turned Confederate no other topic, save for his effusive love for his
wife and family, comes close to assuming the importance, and frequency, within his diary
as his faith. Poche is proof that often the Catholic soldiers who were serious about their
faith were very serious about it, fully devoted to it and prioritized it above all else.
Shortly after joining the Confederate Army, Poche wrote, on August 2nd, “Since I have
separated from my sweet little wife, I have never had such pleasant reminiscences of her,
as I did this morning when I knelt during the holy sacrifice, and read the same prayers
which we, every Sunday, read together in our old parish church.”611
Poche’s faith was foundational in his military service and time apart from his
family. It is natural to assume that church going of any kind is difficult during a war.
Certainly it often is; battles interrupt everything; long marches and uncertain stopping
points mean that men are often far from any means of religion, save for the chaplains
who travel with them. As George Rable noted “there is no Sunday in war.”612
Nevertheless, Poche found time not only to attend Mass on Sundays, as is required of
Catholics (under normal circumstances), but he went as often as he could.
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In July of 1864, Poche attended Mass at least eleven times, including six times
during the week (in addition to Sundays).613 Poche made frequent use of the Sacrament of
Confession and, on one occasion, he lists offering his Communion “especially for the
benediction of an early peace.”614 Poche, like the chaplains Bannon and Gache, believed
entering battle in a state of grace was a necessity, writing, “in these times of danger, one
should do everything possible to be in God’s good Graces,” mentioning that he had been
to Communion and Confession that day and prayed for his family.615
Poche was a devout Catholic. He was also a theologically minded one. His entries
do not just chronicle the number of times he went to church or partook of the Sacraments.
Within his journal are various expositions and opinions concerning doctrine. Sometimes
the commentary was brief. On August 9th, 1863 Poche recalled hearing a “great sermon”
on Confession stating, simply, “The subject is one upon which the Catholic Church is
universally attacked, and which needs a great tact to defend.”616
Poche had a deep devotion to Jesus in the Holy Eucharist, saying that when he
had received “His Body and Blood,” he would enter “supreme moments, when my
consciousness is in perfect accord with my Divine Saviour.”617 Another time Poche wrote
that he had “the good fortune of taking part in the holy Sacrifice in receiving the body of
the Divine Saviour in the Holy Eucharist,” adding that, “It is in these moments of
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happiness and of rapture of divine joy that the Christian feels in the bottom of his heart
the truth of the Catholic Church.” 618
There is no question that the above Catholics, chaplains and soldiers, were all
deeply committed to the Confederate cause. They were also deeply committed to their
faith. For them, these dual allegiances were not paradoxical nor in opposition to one
another. One could be a devoted Confederate and a devout Catholic, too; at times the first
devotion was so strong that it spilled into the practice of Confederate civil religion. This
chapter has hopefully lent important insight into how committed Catholics were to the
Confederate cause politically, how Confederatized they were, while remaining, the
majority of them, devout Catholics in their faith.
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PEACE? AND HEALING: THE BISHOPS AND SISTER-NURSES DURING THE
WAR
This chapter has two sections with one concentration: the war years. The war
years have already been treated in the previous chapter as relates to men on the
battlefield. Here the focus is on bishops and Sister-nurses; the former’s story continued
from the secession crisis while the latter group is newly introduced. The larger point is to
have, in these middle chapters, a thorough treatment of the work’s main characters
(bishops, chaplains, soldiers, and Sister-nurses) as relates specifically to the war’s central
years in a continuation of the dissertation’s thesis highlighting Catholic commitment to
the Confederacy—Catholic Confederatization. Bishops and Sister-nurses are further
linked in their non-combatant status.
The first section treats the bishops; their continued calls for peace, their domestic
ministry, and, specifically, Bishop Elder’s refusal to pray for Lincoln and the Union. The
last event is in particular useful for understanding the mélange of Catholic spiritual and
political allegiances. Bishops, committed to the Confederate cause and involved in
political discussions in the secession crisis, remained so during the heart of the war. The
bishops expanded more energy during the war tending to their spiritual duties than they
did in the secession crisis, but their commitment to the Confederacy never lagged.
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For the bishops, religion and politics served as a mutually re-enforcing entities
and even the most spiritually minded of the Southern episcopate hoped for Confederate
victory. This is because a driving force behind Catholic Confederatization is the Christian
foundation of Southern nationalism, as Drew Gilpin Faust has pointed out, which allowed
Catholics, as Thomas Haddox shows, to fit into the Confederate nationalist vision almost
seamlessly and eagerly supported a cause where they could look back, along with other
non-Catholic Southerners, in the hope of imbuing the Confederate nation with the ideals
of a glorious past—a reactionary revolutionary blueprint identified by Emory Thomas,
Faust, and more recently Anne Sarah Rubin.619 This chapter’s first section shows how the
bishops remained committed to this ideal through the war years.
Additionally, the bishops worked to rebuild dioceses, assist brother bishops in
need, and most importantly to provide the sacraments. The bishops’ peace intentions, as
during the secession crisis, were a mixed bag. Some appear genuine, advocating for peace
for its own sake. Other peace intentions were clearly politically motivated. Bishop
Lynch’s calls for a “just,” meaning pro-Confederate, peace demonstrate that the sacred
and the secular were not so easily untangled. Many bishops tied the hope for peace to a
desire that it be advantageous for the Confederacy.
Sisters-nurses, introduced and discussed in the chapter’s second section, were,
among this work’s characters, the most single minded in their spiritual allegiance. Sisternurses, unlike the ardent chaplains and soldiers—many of whom were open practitioners
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of Confederate civil religion— and the bishops, were largely unconcerned with politics.
Sister-nurses appeared to be primarily concerned with providing physical and spiritual
healing.
The sisters were also the most prolific Catholic converters of the war. Historian
Drew Gilpin Faust is correct when she notes that the Sister-nurses constantly strove for
“winning consent for last-minute baptisms” and bringing formerly unchurched men into
the faith.620 Sister-nurses were persistent in the foundational goal of their ministry, to
bring more Catholics into the Church. They wanted to introduce Christianity to the
wholly secular and the fullness of Christianity, as they saw it, to Protestants. According
to many first hand accounts of those in contact with the sisters, they were responsible for
many wartime conversions to the faith.
Sister-nurses demonstrated that women were not simply restricted to the home
front and that when they were on the battlefield they were active participants, their work
as nurses every bit as detailed, and every bit as important, as that carried out by the men
to whom they ministered. Those who lived with, worked alongside, and were cared for by
the Sister-nurses, and in this number were Catholics, Protestants, and the non-religious,
tended to portray them as nothing short of living saints. The Sister-nurses were people,
however, not angels, and people with sins and complexes and bad qualities like anyone
else.
This chapter is important in continuing to show how and why Catholics were
committed Confederates. The Sister-nurses’ story is a historiographical foil of sorts.
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Their apolitical stance, differentiating them for other Southern Catholics who were all
committed Confederates, is important because while non-combatants they were very
much involved in the war. The Sister-nurses, both prolific Catholic converters and
medical professionals, held the unique position of being very involved in the war without
that involvement being either political or military, as was that of the other characters of
this work. The Sister-Nurses demonstrate that while not all Southern Catholics were
committed Confederates the vast majority of Southern Catholics, almost all, participated
in the war in some way; some even, as the Sister-nurses did, without fighting or holding
pro-Confederate sympathies. The Sister-nurses participation without politicization adds a
key component to the Civil War Southern Catholics’ relationship to the Confederacy.
Bishops and Sister-nurses, while non-combatants, had a profound impact on the
war. The bishops, whose secession crisis counsel assisted countless Southern Catholics in
their own decisions of whether to fight or not and helped them sort out whatever
contradictions were present between their faith and their politics, now helped Southern
Catholics in pastoral ministry and other duties on the home-front while maintaining the
same level of politicization; they, often, presenting a model of non-contradiction between
their faith and their politics. Sister nurses tended to those men who did fight, Catholics,
Protestants, and otherwise, assisting them medically and spiritually.
The Bishops during the War
The bishops’ secession crisis peace initiatives carried over into the war. Martin
John Spalding, Bishop of Louisville, when discussing the war with his friend, Cincinnati
Archbishop John Baptist Purcell in January 1862, he a supporter of the South and Purcell
a staunch Unionist, summed up what he saw as the mission of the Church during the war:
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“The Catholic Church seeks to save souls, and rises, in her sublime mission, far above the
passions of the hour. Deus Providebit pro Suis!”621 Spalding noted that his diocese was
“out in two by this unhappy war” and that he must “attend to souls without entering into
the angry political discussion.”622 Spalding acted on his own advice. As he was writing
these lines, in January of 1862, he was physically with Purcell in Cincinnati; according to
Spalding “much good was accomplished” on the visit.623
Spalding was a Confederate sympathizer, but his meeting with Purcell is not so
remarkable as if Elder, for example, came up from Mississippi. Kentucky remained in the
Union and so while its bishop was a Southerner the state itself was not, politically
speaking, in the South. The men stood on opposite sides of the war but there was no
political Rubicon to cross. During the meeting, Spalding and Purcell accomplished
practical spiritual results.
The bishops held a retreat where over three days preaching, hearing confessions,
and administering the Sacrament of Confirmation was the daily work.624 Spalding noted
that forty-eight people were confirmed and that twenty-five made their First Holy
Communion.625 In the midst of the war two bishops on opposite sides of the conflict
personally, albeit both in the Union as their home states’ allegiance is concerned,
demonstrated the depth of their Catholicity by coming together to jointly provide spiritual
nourishment for Catholic congregants.
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Spalding is a complex figure. His biographer, historian Thomas W. Spalding,
claims that the bishop largely abstained from political issues and was unlike Protestant
ministers who were “conspicuous at party conventions and political rallies.”626 Spalding
was undoubtedly very focused on spiritual matters and this chapter demonstrates that.
Spalding seemed to dread a coming war and constantly advocated for peace and preferred
sermons on Catholic doctrine rather than politics. Spalding was, however, in this author’s
opinion, thoroughly a Confederate. He identified with the Confederate cause. Spalding,
even in the quotidian southern positions, such as placing war guilt on northern
abolitionists, as George Rable shows, was aligned with the South.627
Verot’s December (1861) letter to Lynch, offering his condolences for the fire
that the latter and his congregation had suffered, and noting that financial collections
were underway, was but the first of many such actions Southern bishops undertook to
help Lynch and Charleston. On January 18th, Archbishop Odin wrote to Lynch he was
“truly grieved when I received the sad intelligence of the great conflagration which
desolated your city and of the loss you have sustained.”628
Odin wrote that he was praying for Lynch and that he had instructed all his parish
priests to take up special collections for Charleston.629 He also invited Lynch to come to
New Orleans, “at a future day, when peace will be restored to our confederacy,” to make
a personal appeal for helping rebuild the Charleston cathedral.630 The majority of
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Southern bishops, like Odin and Lynch, viewed the Confederate States as “Our
Confederacy.” It has become the sole repository for their national allegiance and, even in
a small seemingly innocuous note as above, Odin implies his long view of the
Confederate nation—peace would be restored, eventually, and it would come to “Our
Confederacy,” not a rebelling segment that would be re-integrated into the Union but one
that would stand sovereign as it did then during the war. Verot, on February 1st, wrote to
Lynch that he had sent him seven hundred dollars, for “you personally & the church,”
and that he hoped to send an additional two hundred dollars collected in other parts of his
diocese.631
Elder, later in the year, in October, wrote Lynch asking for conformation that
some money he had sent to Charleston had arrived. 632 If the money was able to get
through, Elder wrote, he would like to send more.633 While many of the Catholic
battlefield men poured their energies into the Confederate cause the bishops during the
war focused more on serving their congregations than producing public commentary on
the war. The bishops were still involved politically, and committed to the Confederate
cause, but their focus shifted from public examples of Confederate support to private
ministration to their congregations’ spiritual needs.
On February 26th, Spalding gave a post-Mass sermon at a funeral for deceased
soldiers in the Louisville Cathedral. He argued that Catholics should place God and the
faith above all else. He began his sermon claiming that the spirit of the Catholic Church
had always been “pacific, conservative, and forgiving. Her mission was to preach peace
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and good will…”634 Peace, while it did have intrinsic worth, ending the war and stopping
the death of scores of men, was not an end in itself. For Spalding, peace had to serve a
higher purpose, namely to “direct the attention of men to heaven where all will be peace
and eternal repose.”635 The Church, Spalding continued, “takes the view of eternity rather
than that of time, and of heaven rather than that of earth…wherever souls are to be saved,
or afflictions bodily or mental to be alleviated, there she [the Church] is always to be
found discharging her heaven-born office of charity.”636
For Spalding, there is a City of God and a City of Man. Peace in the latter is a
good in itself but it is not a final destination. Peace on earth cannot lead to the
construction of temporal utopias as a substitution for Heaven. George Rable, in his book
God’s Almost Chosen Peoples, claims that Augustinian duality was a widely held social
and political outlook among wartime Southern Catholics.637 Rable writes, “The
Augustinian distinction between the City of God and the City of Man made sense even in
a largely Protestant nation during a period of growing disillusionment with politics.”
638

This view of eternity is precisely why chaplains worked to get dying men to confess

their sins and why Catholic soldiers received the sacraments before entering battle.
Spalding, undoubtedly a Confederate supporter, in this sermon speaks only
spiritually. This so that men might pour their energies into God, their faith, and their own
salvation rather than war, politics, and anything else pertaining exclusively to this world.
Spalding’s reflection on peace is particularly telling of his intention. Many bishops spoke
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of peace as “honorable” or “just” and these might as well have been euphemisms for
“Confederate.”
Spalding’s above note on peace, that peace lead to people focusing on the
Kingdom of God not earth, and that it be a tool on the journey towards heaven and not
something intrinsically earthly, is indicative of his true intention. Spalding, in the sermon,
really was talking about peace in Christian, not political, terms. It would be one of the
rare instances in the war when Southern bishops would preach on peace with no political
import.
“When death comes to the solider,” Spalding continued, “whether from disease or
on the battle-field, she [the Church] weeps like a mother over the fallen, [and] without
distinctions of persons, does everything in her power for their eternal repose by prayer
and sacrifice, and bids all to rise above the passions and animosities of the hour in the
awful presence of death.”639 “The work of death,” as historian Drew Gilpin Faust termed
it, encompassing the full spectrum of the soldier’s work including fighting and killing in
addition to dying, was a topic that touched all and formed the basis for many sermons and
exhortations, from Catholics and Protestants alike.640
Spalding’s talk, delivered to a full cathedral numbering at least three thousand
people, also touched on the horrors of the battlefield and the Catholic practice of praying
for the dead641, for as was true throughout the war, religious meetings of any kind
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included a vast diversity of believers including many different Protestant
denominations.642 Spalding ended his sermon calling the war “unholy,” a point made by
many in face of the gratuitous violence and death of the war and why today historians
like Harry Stout argue that the war cannot be seen as “just” in the traditional Christian
sense of that term.643 Yet, ironically, it was precisely men like Spalding, clergymen of all
denominations, who gave their blessing to the Confederate war effort (the majority of the
Catholic bishops in this number) and caused the fighting to escalate and become so
gratuitous in violence and loss.
As detailed in the previous chapter, 1862 was a year filled with awful battles,
copious death, and a conflict that seemingly had no end in sight. Jackson’s successful
Valley Campaign and Lee’s assumption of command of the Army of Northern Virginia
neutralized Union victories in the Western theater. The Catholic Mirror’s June 7th
headline surely spoke for millions north and south, “When will the war end?”644
Spalding, who was busy in the fall of 1862 taking up his own collection for the
pope645, the pontiff locked in the strife of the Italian Risorgimento, echoed Verot’s
analysis of the prior year claiming that personal sin was the reason for the war and that
“God is evidently scourging us for our sins.”646 “God help and preserve us!” Spalding
wrote on All Saints Day (November 1st), “He alone can help us, & we daily beseech the
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Immaculate Mother…She will help us, & by her powerful intercession restore peace and
happiness to the Country.”647. In a final entry for the year, written in December, Spalding
again turned to the Blessed Virgin Mary in his hope for peace. “My confidence in our
good & sweet Mother restoring peace is greatly increased,” he wrote, “She is our
Patroness & will take care of us.”648
Other bishops echoed Spalding’s hope for peace. Lynch, in February of 1863, a
week before Ash Wednesday, gave an address to an assembled group of Charleston
clergy and laity. He echoed many of the sentiments that Bishop Spalding had expressed a
year prior in Louisville, encouraging Catholics to tend to their faith first regardless of the
external pressures of war. Lynch assured his congregation that no war, and no
circumstance of time, could change the Church’s mission. It was not possible for a
“condition of society [to arise] in which the necessities of her children are unknown to
her [the Church], or beyond her maternal solicitude.”649
Lynch, on the precipice of the season of prayer, fasting, and alms giving, told his
congregation “the extraordinary circumstance in which the country is placed requires this
year a corresponding modification of the Disciplinary Enactments of the Church, as to the
observance of Lent.”650 War had ravaged food supplies, many people were starving, all
were hungry, and so the usual order of fasting would be lessened. 651 “During this season,
by the ancient laws and spirit of the Catholic world,” Lynch said, “the use of Flesh meat
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was entirely forbidden, and every day, Sundays excepted, was a fast day on one meal,
generally to be taken only after sunset.”652
No meat every day and one meal a day, but only after sunset. This was not the
isolated practice of desert hermits but the standard for everyday Catholics. The war,
Lynch said, has caused a “special mitigation” and so meat would be allowed everyday
except for Ash Wednesday, all Fridays, and Holy Saturday.653 To the usual list of those
exempted form the fast, the young and the old, those working hard labor, and pregnant
mothers, were added men in the army and navy.654
While the war had lessened the intensity of fasting Lynch called for an increased
devotion to prayer and alms. The Church “exhorts us and expects us to make as it were
some compensation, by more abundant charity, according to our means, to the poor…and
by fervent and unceasing prayer to God for a speedy and honorable termination of the
war, and the establishment of a happy peace.”655
Lynch’s domestic ministry and counsel to his congregation, while certainly
“Catholic” in that it was spiritually focused, was also full of political discourse. Lynch
left many traces of political inference in his addresses, and one can read between the lines
of “honorable” peace to understand that a pro-Confederate arrangement is implied. Yet,
considering the whole, this particular Lynch address is primarily spiritual in nature.
Lynch, like Elder in his November 1860 pastoral letter, asked and expected his
congregation to do something about attaining peace, to pray “fervently” for it. Food
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scarcity had changed the normal rule but Lynch still expected his congregation to put
their faith first in the season, to pray and tend to the poor perhaps even more than normal,
to make “some compensation” in a time where the normal abstaining from food was not
possible.656
As the war moved into its horrifying climaxes of 1863, the Southern clergy
remained largely focused on peace. Bishop Elder noted that one of his priests, Father
Mathurin Grignon, vicar general of the Diocese, preached on peace.657 This was not
unusual, rather a dominant theme in and beyond Elder’s diocese. Grignon, on another
occasion, preached on the “efficacy of the Holy Sacrifice to obtain peace,” echoing a
point Elder once raised that had there been more saints in America the war might have
been avoided.658
Grignon’s argument was that if Catholics would properly dispose themselves to
receive the Holy Eucharist, then their reception of Christ’s Body, Blood, Soul, and
Divinity would have transformative effects in their lives; from this, society would be
transformed. The hope for peace was always intertwined with spiritual actions towards
that goal. And the goal of peace, for Southern Catholics, was always intertwined with
hope for Confederate victory. This is nothing surprising; did not Catholics in the North
hope for Union victory? They did.
The Catholic Church in America, in the aftermath of the Southern twin defeats at
Gettysburg and Vicksburg, suffered another blow when the Archbishop of Baltimore,
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Francis Patrick Kenrick, died unexpectedly on July 8th. The “meek” Kenrick was deeply
disturbed by the war and perhaps the recent events proved too much for his nerves.659 The
South might have lost an unknown ally in Kenrick who, according to historian David
Heisser, proposed a plan to Edwin Stanton where the North would essentially let the
South go, and win independence, for the sake of peace.660
The details on this are unclear but what is clear is that this was a profoundly
political act. Kenrick, while not a Southern partisan, was essentially proposing
Confederate victory to the Northern government as a peace plan. As Archbishop of
Baltimore, his opinion carried the most weight among the episcopate; whether his
opinion mattered to the U.S. government or not is another matter. With Kenrick dead, the
prime American see was now vacant, one that oversaw many of the Southern dioceses.
The Southern bishops took the news hard.
“Dear friend,” Richmond Bishop John McGill wrote to Lynch, “I doubt not that
you have heard the sad news of the death of our saint and venerable Metropolitan, Abp.
Kenrick.”661 McGill had confidence that Kenrick was spiritually ready to die writing that
“no doubt he was well prepared,” but the Richmond bishop wondered “what will be done
to provide him with a successor?”662 Lynch responded that he too was “deeply sad” to
hear of “our Saintly Abp.” passing, but as for a successor he believed that it could not be
a Southern man as he saw no possibility of Maryland joining the Confederacy.663
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Lynch wrote that he was not the man for the job, “nothing short of a mandate
from Rome would induce me to accept.”664 His recommendations were Newark (NJ)
Bishop James Roosevelt Bayley (who would assume the post in 1872) and Wheeling
(WV) Bishop Richard Vincent.665 Whelan thought Elder was the best man for the job.666
Yet it was the man who was the most affected by Kenrick’s death, and unexpectedly for
Lynch a Southerner, a Southern sympathizer in a Union state, who was eventually
appointed to the post: Louisville’s Martin John Spalding. Spalding, upon hearing of
Kenrick’s death, wrote in his journal “Death of good and holy Archp Kenrick of
Baltimore, found dead in bed—I feel like an orphan—he was my father in Christ.”667
Finding a replacement for Archbishop Kenrick became one more addition to a
long list of domestic issues the bishops faced during the war. This Church did not take a
break from spiritual matters because a war was ongoing. This is telling as to the actual
reality, rather than a de facto meaning, of Catholic America’s wartime unity. Lynch’s
recommendations of two northern bishops to fill the most important Catholic see in
America is direct evidence of this.
The Bishop of Charleston was a devoted Southerner but he recognized that the
most important episcopacy in America needed simply the best man, spiritually speaking,
for the job. The Bishops chose Spalding who, according to historian James Woods was
the most able Civil War bishop, North or South.668 If there were any political
considerations they were conciliatory. Spalding favored the Southern cause but he was
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not a radical like Lynch or New York archbishop John Hughes, both of whom served
diplomatic missions for their respective sides. Spalding, as head of the American Catholic
Church, might be able to keep the Catholic spiritual wartime unity in tact because he
largely preferred to focus on spiritual matters. The particular context of Spalding’s
situation matters, too. Kentucky, as historian Anne Marshall has shown in her book
Creating a Confederate Kentucky, has been misremembered as a Southern state, a former
Confederate state after the conflict, by many, although it remained in the Union
throughout the war.669
Kentucky’s early neutrality evolved into siding with the Union. Perhaps this was a
factor in appointing Spalding Archbishop of Baltimore in 1864, in addition to his ability,
because in going from one border state to another he would be used to living with a
strong diversity of Northern and Southern partisanship; unlike, for example, Elder in
solidly Confederate Mississippi or Hughes in solidly Union New York.
Northern bishops believed in Catholic spiritual unity as well. The West Virginian
Whelan, not a die-hard Unionist like Purcell according to historian Michael Gannon,
thought Elder, a Mississippi Bishop, should succeed Kenrick.670 This was but one more
example of wartime American Church unity, the most commonly cited is the lack of a
North-South split on slavery—the Catholic Church in America remained fully intact even
as the war split its bishops, clergy, and laity along geographical lines. 671 This in
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comparison to myriad Protestant denominations whose pre-war American unity did not
survive the sectional storm—a fate which beset the Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians,
and Lutherans all.672
On October 5th, 1863, Augustin Verot wrote to Lynch that “I wish to
communicate to you a project I have of inviting all the faithful of Georgia& Florida to
pray more particularly for peace in accordance with the intentions & desires of our Holy
Father.”673 Verot said that he wanted to invite people to receive Holy Communion during
the Novena or Octave of the Immaculate Conception while they prayed for peace.674 “It
seems to me that if all the Catholics of the Nation in a state of grace unite to ask peace of
Almighty God,” Verot wrote, “heaven would not refuse of that favor.”675
Verot was referring to Pius IX’s letter to Archbishops Odin and Hughes. While
Pius IX is featured more prominently in this dissertation’s final chapter, for his role in
Confederate diplomacy, this letter (penned in 1862 and received in 1863676) was of
monumental importance in confirming the Southern bishops’ commitment to peace. Pius
asked that Odin and Hughes put aside the politics of their respective sections and work
for immediate peace; were he to be asked, the pope suggested he would be willing to act
as a mediator in brokering a settlement between the North and South.677
Historian Thomas W. Spalding argues that Pius’ letter had significant political
import. It was “a boon to the Confederacy,” whose only hope following the twin defeats
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of 1863 was war weariness in the North and the potential victory of the Peace
Democrats.678 Because the letter was a “boon” to southern hopes it is easy to understand
why the bishops jumped at the opportunity to employ it in their sermons. This chapter’s
section, therefore, is incredibly important in demonstrating the Confederatization thesis
and the bishops’ Christian based Southern nationalism. The bishops eagerly sought peace
via spiritual avenues (i.e. encouraging their congregants to pray and fast for peace)
because, as Confederate supporters and Catholic leaders, peace would be a double victory
for them: in the Christian sense and for their nation’s independence. One devotion, faith,
would buttress their deep commitment to the Southern nation.
Pius’ letter encouraged the Confederacy to seek help at the Vatican and inspired
the diplomatic missions of Father Bannon and Bishop Lynch, both of which are discussed
in the final chapter, and both which serve as a climax in demonstrating Southern Catholic
Confederatization—a commitment to the Southern cause that was not restricted to the
American continent.679 The southern bishops responded quickly to the papal appeal with
public prayers for peace.
Archbishop Odin published a pastoral letter in the Freeman’s Journal on
September 26th.680 He employed similar language about sin and scourging that Verot and
Spalding had previously used, encouraging Southern Catholics, and Southerners in
general, to repent of their sins and turn to God. “War is but one of the scourges of
iniquity,” Odin wrote, “God outraged by sin uses men to wreck on men His merited
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vengeance; He arms them one against the other and punishes them by making them
instruments of His wrath and of His justice, through mutual hostility…”681
Southerners were their own worst enemy for, as Odin argued, “the more God
blessed and favored us, the more we seemed to forget Hm.”682 Odin consistently
throughout the war spoke of Southerners as “us” and the Confederate nation as his own.
For him, like the majority of Southern bishops, Catholics were fully a part of the
Southern social fabric confirming historian Michael Pasqueir’s point arguing precisely
that.683
Odin argued furthermore that God’s blessings only increased the people’s pride.
Success whetted appetites for more worldly goods. “In a community professing to be
Christian,” Odin concluded, “…let us acknowledge that we have belied our title of
Christians by our aversion to the cause of Christ, by our preference of sensual ease and
enjoyment, by our worship of gold and vice.”684
Lynch offered a detailed response to Verot’s October 5th letter, calling for an
immediate implementation of the pope’s wishes, on November 26th, with his “Pastoral
Prayers for Peace.” The letter is loaded with political language and at times, especially
near the end when he thanks “Heaven for victories obtained,” one forgets if Lynch is
speaking or if it is Jefferson Davis.
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Beloved Brethren: Deeply moved by the calamities of these times, and in agreement with
our Venerable Brethren of the Episcopate, we invite you to join with the Faithful in other
Dioceses in earnest and preserving prayers to the Father of Mercy and the giver of every good
gift, to obtain from Him, in whose hand are the hearts of men, a cessation of war which at present
afflicts our country, and the speedy establishment of a just and honorable peace. War is a
consequence and a punishment of the sins of man. However just in its origin any special war may
be, however necessary for the protection of important rights unjustly assailed, it is unavoidably
attended by many evils and much suffering...So deeply must the Christian heart lament the
anguish and evils of warfare, that even in giving thanks to Heaven for victories obtained, we must
pray that they may lead, under God’s blessing, to a just and more blessed peace. 685

Lynch signaled out the war’s effects on families as particularly disastrous. Many
wives had been made widows, many parents had buried their children, and the decrepit
morality of the soldier’s life had left many marriages in peril.686 War, as Lynch
mentioned above, and in concord with Verot, Spalding, and Odin, was a consequence of
sin, a “potent means whereby sinful nations become the instruments of their own
chastisement.”687
Lynch’s language concerning the Southern nation is no small matter. Catholic
Confederatization was not simply Southern Catholic involvement in the Confederacy’s
cause and fight, although it was certainly that, but, even more, it was a full ascent to the
Southern national ideal. When Lynch says, in the middle of his address, that war is
afflicting “our country” he means the Southern nation. The just and honorable peace that
he is hoping for, the one that would birth an even “more blessed peace” would fall upon
Lynch, “Pastoral Prayers for Peace,” November 26, 1863, CDA, 29Y7.
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the Southern nation primarily—for a just and honorable peace where the South had to
return to the Union would be, in Lynch’s eyes, anything but.
Additionally, Lynch’s spiritually themed address aimed, at least partly, at political
results is a great example of the Confedertization thesis being rooted in a Christian based
Southern nationalism. Lynch, because he is a Southern nationalist, wants the Confederacy
to gain independence and begin its own national story. He proved this beyond doubt
when he agreed to be a Confederate diplomat. But how does he believe the Southern
nation will gain its independence? Through Christian prayer, by faith Catholics, and all
Southern Christians, uniting their petitions before God hoping that God would in turn
grant them their hoped “just and honorable peace.”. Lynch, in this address, in his peace
intentions writ large, and in the peace intentions of the Southern episcopate put together
in sum demonstrated a method of faith buttressing and assisting the Southern nation. This
section shows without question that Catholics were active participants in religious
justifications for the Southern nations that scholars, among them Faust, Jason Phillips,
Harry Stout, and George Rable have long identified as true of Southern Protestant
Confederates.688
Lynch saw spiritual means as the only remedy for the health of the Southern
nation. He argued that while commanders and leaders undoubtedly had a role to play in
the conflict, the people must first acknowledge their own sinfulness, repent, and do their
part in praying for an end to the war.689 “No time can be more appropriate for such
petitions than the approaching Patronal Festival of Our Church, when the Immaculate
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Virgin Mother, at whose entreaty Our Lord wrought His first miracle690, may plead with
her Divine Son in our behalf,” Lynch said, adding that, “[with] no mode more powerful
than that of united prayer, which He has specially promised to hear.”691
Lynch, like Elder and many other bishops, counseled their congregations that if
they wanted peace, they would have to do something about it. It wasn’t sufficient to sit
back and wait for God to do something, nor was it sufficient to place faith in the
government, generals, or soldiers. Catholic men and women, all Christians, would have
to take it upon themselves to acknowledge and repent of their sins and then beseech God,
with fervent prayer, for an end to the fighting.
For the southern bishops prayer was active not passive. It was a positive action
whereby the believer could hope for real, and temporal, results from spiritual devotion.
There is nothing particularly Catholic about belief in the efficacy of prayer; any believing
Christian holds to this. The important point is to demonstrate how the Southern clergy
encouraged their congregants to pray, because in prayer style is to be found those things
specifically Catholic, and to show that bishops, like their Protestant peers, did in fact
encourage prayer and devotion from their congregations for the intention of peace.
It is a well known fact that Southerners, Catholic and Protestant, prayed for God’s
favor upon their arms. They likewise prayed for God’s favor in granting peace; a dual
victory hope, one can say, in which peace would end the bloodshed and grant the South
independence. Prayers for peace could therefore be a distinctively political gesture. It is
easy enough, and accurate, to see how praying for God’s assistance in war is political.
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But praying for God to grant a favorable outcome to the war is not the opposite of
praying for military success, it is the same thing or, at least, two sides of the same coin.
Confederates, whether they be Catholic clergy or the laity or soldiers, didn’t especially
care how they won the war, winning was all that mattered. And so praying for victory on
the battlefield or via a favorable peace settlement is the same thing.
Lynch provided his congregation with a spiritual blueprint. He desired that Bishop
Verot’s idea for a Novena to the Blessed Virgin Mary be undertaken, that the rosary and
Litany of Loreto be recited, and that any additional prayers for peace be added.692 Lynch
directed that a special Votive Mass for peace be celebrated on December 12th and after
Daily Mass, until January 18th, that the Litany of Loreto and a Memorare be recited.693
Engaged in this spiritual work, Lynch wrote that “We trust the faithful will be [ready] to
approach Holy Communion with worthy dispositions on the Pastoral Festival itself,
December 18th, and will, on that happy day, pray with all fervor that God grant us a firm
and just peace.”694
Lynch, who maintained his deep Confederate commitment during the war,
evolved to an even more rabid politicization at the end of the war in his diplomatic
service. Lynch was an ardent Confederate from the start of the war and his Confederate
commitment only grew during the conflict. He could not put his Confederate partisanship
aside when advocating for peace.
Pius’ joint letter to Hughes and Odin served both the faith and the Southern cause.
It served as the seedbed for both an increased public Catholicity and an increased
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melding of Catholicism to southern politics; Lynch’s comments above a good example.
Verot summed up the bishops’ hope for peace in a December 1863 letter to Lynch. He
gave his condolences to the Bishop of Charleston in the face of Yankee “ballistics &
pyrotechnics” besieging the city and wrote “May God bring soon such doings to an end
& grant us the peace for which we have prayed fervently & will continue to pray until we
are heard.”695
A brief examination of Bishop Elder’s wartime domestic ministry provides a good
snapshot into what the bishops did during the war outside of politics and provides a
respite from their seeming obsession with the Confederacy and its national cause. The
bishops’ domestic ministry took on many forms: the standard duties of celebrating Mass
and preaching to men and women at home; collecting funds for their and their brother
bishops’ congregations; ministering to African-Americans, some slaves and some
freemen, and soldiers in the hospital and at home.
As is natural, with the war touching all parts of the South and southern society,
domestic ministry often butted up against, and spilled over into, the war zones. Elder’s
domestic ministry can be grouped into the following categories: Theological instructions
(which often came in sermons and homilies that, as above, had peace advocacy as the
primary message), local education, interactions with Protestant Christians, ministry to
African-Americans, and hospital ministry.
The penultimate issue was especially close to Elder’s priestly vocation. Elder
described African-Americans as his spiritual brothers and sisters, “every one of them
immortal, made to the image & likeness of God, redeemed by the Precious Blood of the
695
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Son of God,” as he wrote in an 1858 letter to the Propaganda Fide.696 He backed up this
sentiment in his domestic ministry to African-Americans, visiting them at home and in
hospital, sending them religious items on request, and performing baptisms, all for the
goal of giving them what was, in his estimation, the most precious of gifts: the Catholic
faith.
The tragedy of all this is the tragedy of the Southern bishops writ large in regards
to slavery. Although all of them did some good things for slaves, and later for freedmen,
and although the almost exclusive number of bishops viewed blacks and whites as equals
before God, they nonetheless endorsed the slavery system. As historian Madeleine Hooke
Rice shows, this dichotomy, in dealing with slaves and slavery, was not a nineteenth
century innovation but extended back to the early Church Fathers.697 The effects of
granting slaves supposed spiritual freedom while denying them every other form had,
nonetheless, the same effects in the nineteenth century as it did in the third and fourth. As
Drew Gilpin Faust has pointed out slavery is fundamentally about “subordination and
control” and this spiritual equal/societal subordinate was only another way to keep the
enslaved population under the power of authority—secular or religious.698
Southern Catholics’ endorsement of slavery, either openly or by omission, left
those men and woman whom the bishops claimed were spiritual equals societal
inferiors—inferiors to the point of chattel slavery, an unspeakable degradation and a
blight on the bishops’ record. While the bishops remained above the sectional fray in
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spiritual matters they wholly identified with southern social mores and, as Pasquier has
shown, slavery was the prime example.699
Elder’s Civil War years were full. He faced a host of quotidian duties on the home
front. This included making sure that the Catholic educational system was running
smoothly. Elder reported having to exam a large school in Catechetics, Grammar,
Spelling, History, Reading, Geography, and Latin.700 Of this examination he reported that
every subject was improved upon by the students with the exception of geography,
“which failed entirely.”701
When a student at the Catholic school, a Protestant named Preston Thomas, fell
out of a tree and was injured, it was Elder’s duty to send someone to check on him.702
When soldiers were passing through the area, Elder, in addition to giving them a blessing,
treated them to a bottle of wine—a seemingly benign gesture of hospitality that could
have political undertones.703 He was constantly playing many roles in addition to bishop;
schoolmaster, welcoming committee, and amateur sommelier.
Elder’s lasting impact on the home front was his deep commitment to
evangelization. Elder’s primary concern, whether strengthening the faith of his own
congregants, or bringing converts into the Church, Protestant or otherwise, slave or free,
was the human soul. Such is the case related to the death of a Mrs. Kenny, a lapsed
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Catholic with a Protestant husband and Protestant daughters, all away from home at the
time of the woman’s fatal illness.704
Elder recorded her story as “a remarkable one.”705 “Very bitter against the
Church,” Mrs. Kenny was being cared for by one of her nieces, “a practical Catholic,”
whom sent for Elder to come and see her aunt in her final hours.706 Elder asked Mrs.
Kenny, in the presence of her doctor and the doctor’s sister, if she wished to receive
Catholic Sacraments (most likely Confession and Anointing of the Sick).707 Mrs. Kenny
said she did wish to receive them.
“It must have been [the] especial prayers of her Mother in heaven,” Elder
recorded in his journal, “that obtained for her to received the Sacrts, just when she did. –
What a happy thing is a good religious education. It kept the faith alive under all those
cold embers of 25 years…Blessed are the mysterious ways of God!”708 Mrs. Kenny died
that day. Three days later her husband came home and was furious with Elder when
learning of his wife’s reconciliation to the Catholic Church.709
For some unknown reason, Elder doesn’t specify why, Mr. Kenny came to see the
Bishop the next day and had a change of heart. He was no longer upset and actually
wanted his wife to be given a Catholic funeral.710 Some theological questions ensued,
Elder explaining “why people wish to die in the Cath. Church.”711 “Because only there
have the helps & consolations wh. God has appointed [subside],” Elder wrote of his
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explanation, “ & taught in His Holy Scrp. The Sacrts- Penance-Eucharist-Extreme
Unction-Communion of Saints.”712 All Southern Catholic clergy, bishops like Elder as
well as battlefield chaplains and the Sister-nurses, were solicitous for converts to the faith
and employed diverse means to achieve this end.
Elder’s hospital ministry centered around sickbeds and deathbeds. The Bishop
was indefatigable in his service to the sick and wounded. Following any battles Elder
went to the hospitals. In May of 1863, the Bishop reported visiting “all the hospitals” in
the Natchez area; with many lodged in private houses he visited “all I c[oul]d. find.”713
Following the fighting at Vicksburg Elder was in the hospitals. There he anointed a man
shot through the head, one of many examples of last minute administrations of the
Sacraments before death.714
Elder, in his hospital ministry, was doing similar work to chaplains’ on the
battlefield but with less sustained interaction with soldiers as he was constantly on the
move. Chaplains, as shown in the pervious chapter, had plenty of free time, meaning nonreligiously orientated time, to develop personal relationships with soldiers and mutually
support one another in upholding Confederate values. Bishops didn’t have much time for
this. Bishops, because they were spread so thin, literally one man in charge of an entire
state, the daunting task exacerbated by the reality of nineteenth century travel, moved
quickly from one post to another with the majority of their time spent dispensing spiritual
duties.
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Elder’s ministry to African-Americans was extensive. On September 4th, 1863 he
visited African-Americans in hospital, baptized a young man into the faith and gave him
absolution, and later baptized seven more African-Americans (three infants, four
adults).715 An older man, ninety-two years old, called for Elder and asked that he pray
with him; Elder did and shortly afterwards the man entered the Church and received the
scapular.716
The next day, September 5th, Elder baptized fourteen infants and two youths at the
“colored camp.”717 On September 8th, the Feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, Elder baptized ten more African-American children.718 On September 12th Elder
“prepared five for death”, returning again six days later; for four consecutive days at the
end of the month he went to the African-American camp every day.719 Elder visited
African-American soldiers throughout the war, giving the Sacraments, especially
baptism, and simply his time.720 Elder went to see his African-American congregants
even when they were interred at the small pox hospital.721
Elder held paternalistic views towards African-Americans, but he was not a
hypocrite when it came to living his own evangelical prescriptions that he had laid out to
the Propaganda Fide in his 1858 letter. He put into action his call for “putting the sickle
into the abundant field” of souls giving African-Americans access to the fullness of
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truth—the faith, Sacraments, all the gifts of the Church.722 Elder did this not just in
hospitals and field camps but by other means, too.
When an African-American man named Alonzo asked Elder for religious items
the Bishop sent him a rosary.723 Elder made pastoral visits to his black congregants,
visiting a woman named Eliza three times in five days in March 1863.724 When Alonzo
was afflicted with an unspecified hemorrhage, Elder went to see him immediately
following Mass.725 Following Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, Elder sometimes
held educational sessions for African Americans, teaching them, many of whom might
have been recent converts to the faith, Catholic doctrine.726
There is no obvious reason to doubt Elder’s sincerity in his work with AfricanAmericans. It appears that he genuinely believed they held spiritual equality before God,
and that he wanted to give them the rudiments of the faith, and bring more AfricanAmericans into the Church, because he was first and foremost a bishop. Benedictine
priest and scholar Cyprian Davis727 has this to say about Elder: “For a truly pastoral
bishop like Elder, the needs of the slaves were evident. Still, even he saw them as
basically inferior to whites in regard to character and intellect, although, as he clearly
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pointed out, grace could make up for these deficiencies and make them saints.”728 Davis
writes that Elder’s concern for African Americans was “from all indications genuine” and
that the Bishop of Natchez viewed former slaves as “refugees in a land that had been a
prison more than a home.”729
Elder, it appears, genuinely wanted to give slaves and former slaves the faith
solely for their spiritual benefit. But, Elder was not free of the paternalistic racism that
was endemic to white southern culture. He, along with the other southern bishops, shared
the paternalism of the everyday white southern planter.
Paternalism, as Eugene Genovese has shown, was a hallmark of nineteenth
century culture.730 Of the qualities held by South Carolina plantation mistress Keziah
Goodwyn Hopkins Brevard, owner of fifty-seven slaves, John Hammond Moore, editor
of her diary, lists paternalism at the top.731 Paternalism was not an attitude to be found
simply outside the Church in the South. The “beneficent paternalism” of Bishop Martin
John Spalding, noted by scholar Thomas Spalding, was to be found across the board with
the Southern bishops all of whom believed that blacks were socially inferior to whites
and that it was the “noble duty” of the white man, as a “father”, to help his “childlike”
black neighbor.732
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Unfortunately, “help” was usually a euphemism for control and dominance, made
all the worse coming from a self-righteous platform of assumed superiority, and to be
found even amongst those men like Elder who were genuine in their spiritual equality
convictions. George Rable notes that Catholics accepted slavery as part of man’s fallen
nature, a belief that stymied any hope for emancipation and kept slaves locked in a
system that was seen as unchangeable; therefore no change, and no improvements, were
attempted or made.733
To accurately judge the southern bishops’ position on slavery nuance is important.
The Southern bishops were paternalistic racists just like southern white planters, no
question. They believed it was permissible for one human being to own another. The
Southern bishops were not, however, identical to the southern planters. As Walter
Johnson has shown many white slave owners viewed African-Americans as nothing more
than animals, “vehicles” for the masters’ whims.734
Catholic bishops did not hold these positions. Bishop Augustin Verot’s Tract,
discussed in chapter one, specifically demanded that slaves be treated as people, that their
marriages be respected and families kept in tact.735 As Johnson has shown, among many
other historians, Edmund Morgan for example, typical white slave owners did exactly the
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opposite: hold no respect for slaves marriages, families, or grant then one once of human
dignity.736
Bishop Lynch, as historian David Heisser points out, when he acquired many
slaves from the estate of William McKenna, a South Carolina Catholic, kept slave
families and marriages intact, even though South Carolina law permitted the breaking up
of both, and gave slave families a small house to live in with a garden, which they
cultivated as they chose, and from which they could keep or sell the produce as they saw
fit.737 Does this make Lynch less of a racist or some type of pro-African American
activist? No. It is actually perhaps even sadder than the typical planter story because
Lynch, who obviously affirmed some human dignity in the slave, still did not grant slaves
their freedom. While Lynch is no less of a racist paternalist than the average planters his
treatment of slaves is certainly much different; especially in his respecting of slave
families and marriages which the majority of Catholics held to. As historian James Pillar
points out, the message behind Verot’s Tract was to declare to a society that often
viewed slaves as nothing more than animals that there was a “massive difference between
a slave and a beast of burden or bale of cotton.”738
Nuance is important precisely because of the above differences between the
slavery positions of the white southern planter and the white southern bishop. Both
supported slavery. Both were paternalistically racist. Both should be held accountable for
their racist views.
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But to argue that the Southern bishop was just the southern planter in clerical garb
is false. To say that keeping families together is no different from selling them apart, that
acknowledging a slave marriage is not much different from selling spouses apart, or
treating slaves like animals and “housing” them in squalid conditions is really no
different from allowing slaves even the bare minimum of a small hut and garden, is false.
It cannot be repeated enough that the bishops, and all southern Catholics who
supported slavery warrant every criticism and condemnation, but to lump all slavery
supporters into one group is, again, false. A final point in regards to the bishops and
slavery. It is a plank of modern skepticism that religion is a tool, used only for social
control, and that supporters of slavery wanted slaves “churched” so that they would focus
on an imagined heaven while being resigned to their servitude on earth and, at the bottom
line, keep the slavery system running along with those in power firmly entrenched in
power.
There is no question this is true in some cases and scholars have pointed out this
phenomenon’s prevalence. Bertram Wyatt-Brown, for example, details this in his book
The Shaping of Southern Culture, when he lists Christianity and White Supremacy as the
two pillars of the Southern ethos with Christianity often portrayed as reinforcing the
“legitimacy” of white supremacist attitudes.739 In this paradigm, slave owners would
want slaves to posses a religion that would teach them that slavery was ordained by God
and to be content with their heaven-designed station in life; this is precisely why African
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American religion was so important as a mode of resisting this, as Genovese points out in
Roll Jordan Roll.740
A problem arises when every case is looked through this lens; when anything to
do with antebellum religion is automatically assumed to be a trick, a tool designed for
nefarious purposes. This author believes that southern Catholic bishops religious ministry
to African-Americans was genuine, that it was largely aimed at giving them the Catholic
faith because, as bishops, they believed that they had a religious duty to give the faith to
all people, black or white, slave or free. Verot closed his Tract telling Catholic slave
owners that it was a “sacred, indispensible, burden of duty” to teach slaves “the means of
knowing and practicing religion,” and if they neglected it and had no other sins on their
soul they still would be exposed to “eternal damnation.”741
The religion-as-control-mechanism does not work here. Verot’s other writings,
and post war record, where his biographer Michael Gannon claims that he “devoted
himself to the welfare of the freedmen with a zeal that looked like the excitement of a
man convinced that the sudden emancipation of four million men was an undiluted
blessing,” make it pretty clear that he really did believe in the spiritual equality of all men
and that all deserved access to the Catholic faith—no strings attached.742
That Catholic bishops were genuine in spiritual matters does not excuse their
poor temporal responses to slavery. They were indeed racists. They were paternalists.
And they were guilty of perpetuating the horrible Southern institution of slavery. But
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having genuine religious motives and being a racist are not mutually exclusive just as
religion and politics do not have to be in tension nor are they mutually exclusive
categories. Southern bishops, this author believes, were good Catholic bishops even
though often very flawed, sinful men. They could, as bishops, see through the eyes of
faith, as it were, whereas remaining, in their persons, equipped with the racist,
paternalistic, and prejudiced views typical of Civil War Southern society.
Elder was solicitous for souls. The more men and women who entered the
Catholic Church the better, and no amount of converts could meet a quota. Helping nonCatholics become Catholics and Catholics become fervent in their faith was the goal of
Elder’s ministry. Elder rarely missed an opportunity to bring up the faith when possible.
Elder, at a farm house turned into a hospital, gave an impromptu sermon to two
Protestants inquiring about the faith, “I exhorted them to at least make an offering to God
to that they wd. search for the truth & embrace it-& also to make an act of Contrition.”743
In August of 1863 Elder went to see Union General Ulysses S. Grant about the
building of a Convent. 744 Grant was not in but his son was there and he had “very sore
eyes.”745 Elder told him to wash them in holy water and to say the Litany of Jesus every
day.746
Elder, in regards to helping Catholics become better Catholics, constantly
exhorted his people on the home front to make spiritual advancements. The first entry in
his Civil War Diary, November 1st, 1862 (All Saints Day), notes a sermon he preached at
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Mass on the divine origins of the Church747, the communion of the Saints, Apostolic
succession, the martyrs, and the popes and doctors of the Church.748 All this for the
purpose, as Elder put it, of showing that “She is still the same Church-wishing to makes
Saints now-‘tis her whole business-and we are material-just like the other Saints- to be
perfected by the same means if we will use them.”749
Elder often preached on the theme of redemptive suffering, one that certainly
must have resonated in war-ravaged and Union occupied Mississippi. The Virgin Mary’s
sufferings during the Passion of Christ were a good example of how Mississippi
Catholics should bear their own, personal crosses.750 No better example of heroic
suffering was available than Christ Himself, and, as Elder noted, it was “man’s vocation
to follow in the footsteps of Christ,” to unite the struggles of the war to Calvary.751 The
Bishop, on Easter Sunday, connected his previous sermons on suffering to the
Resurrection, arguing that the latter was unattainable without the former.752
Elder, as demonstrated during the secession crisis, had no problem entering the
political arena when needed. For the Bishop of Natchez his deep Catholic faith and his
strong Confederate partisanship were not in tension. He was both devout Catholic and
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devoted Confederate. Late in the war, Elder was presented with a Union prayer request
that became the defining moment of his Civil War and perhaps even of his life.
Elder, on June 4th, 1864, learned for the first time that no one would be allowed
out of Natchez, occupied by the Union army since 1863, without taking an oath of
allegiance to the United States.753 Such mandates were commonplace throughout the war.
New Orleans layer Henri Garidel left his city for Richmond precisely for this reason and
Father Sheeran’s detainment in Federal prison lasted a long as it did for his refusal to take
the oath.754
Three weeks later, on June 25th, Elder was presented with Special Order No. 31. It
was addressed to him by Union General Bernard G. Farrar commanding “…all Pastors of
Churches to read a prayer expressive of a proper spirit towards the President of the U.
States.”755 Father Grignon informed Elder that he had communicated to Farrar the
Bishop’s application, sent to authorities in Washington earlier in the year, to receive
exemptions from any such directives.756
Elder was not the first Southern prelate to make such a petition. Bishop Spalding
wrote a letter to Kentucky Governor Beriah Magoffin in 1862 protesting a law that
required marriage-performing ministers to pledge an oath of allegiance to the United
States.757 Magoffin vetoed Spalding’s petition and the Bishop eventually took the oath
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under protest—an example of Spalding’s clear cut Southern partisanship, important
because he was arguably the least politicized southern prelate.758
Southern responses to Union oaths varied. Historian David Gleeson points out
that some southerners believed taking an oath to the Union was worse than desertion.759
Chaplain Sheeran might have concurred with this as he refused, under any circumstances,
to take the oath. So too, perhaps, New Orleans lawyer Henri Garidel who escaped the city
during the Union occupation and spent the war in Richmond, preferring separation from
his home and family rather than submit to the oath.760
Elder, who would rebuff the prayer request through the end of this ordeal, took a
balanced approach to the matter. Judging solely by his refusal to read the prayer, and
grant the Union the implied support, Elder seemed to hold views similar to Sheeran and
Garidel. Elder, however, also instructed his priests not to make any pulpit statements
about secession in large part so as not to scandalize, or open to potential violence, those
immigrants who had made an oath to the United States; he did not want divisions among
his parishioners be they Northern or Southern supporters.761 The only other reason why
Elder would tell his priests not to talk about secession is his aforementioned disdain,
chronicled during the secession crisis, for political rhetoric within and during religious
services. Mississippi was not occupied in the early part of the war, when comments on
secession where being made, and so there was no need for censorship in what would only
later become Union controlled territory.
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Elder, in a Sunday sermon on July 3, 1864, said that in light of the Union
occupation of Natchez and the subsequent allegiance demands of the occupier that “An
Oath is a solemn calling on God to bear witness to the truth of what you say, & to your
fidelity in keeping your promise.”762 Elder added, “To take an Oath which a person does
not intend to keep in its fair & honest sense, is a mortal sin of perjury,—& no excuse of
inconvenience nor of compulsion can authorize a person to insult Almighty God by
calling on His divine Majesty to bear witness that he intends to do, what in truth he does
not intend to do.”763
Elder, in a letter to President Lincoln dated April 7, 1864, explained that “my
resistance [to prayers for the Union] is based simply on the broad ground that our Church
Service is a matter to be regulated exclusively by the authorities of the Church.”764 “I
have never attempted to influence the political opinions or conduct of the people under
my care,” Elder wrote, adding that neither had his clergy, “they [his priests] have devoted
themselves to rendering spiritual services to all who desired them at their hands, without
distinction of politics of section or of color.”765 This author believes that during the
prayer request incident Elder was genuine in his prioritization of faith over politics,
however, in the letter to Lincoln, there are obvious political implications.
Even if Elder truly was as disinterested in secular allegiance questions as he
claims, and really just wanted to be left alone to minister to his congregation, there was
everything at stake in the Union prayer request. Politically, acceding to it might be seen
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as an endorsement of the Union. Refusing it might paint Elder as a true Southern patriot
and, even if he did not consider himself this nor covet such status, it would undoubtedly
put him in a more favorable position with the people to whom he daily interacted and
served—his Southern, and very pro-Confederate, congregation.
Farrar did not believe Elder’s letter to Lincoln had put any controversies to rest.
The Union officer invited Elder and Grignon to a private meeting on July 6th. Elder
described Farrar as “very polite,” and the meeting as a “long interview in his private
room.”766 In the course of their talk Elder presented his argument that it was
“unreasonable” to require clergy to hold special prayers for the president; it was a
violation of the separation of church and state, political meddling into ecclesiastical
affairs.767
Farrar “always fell back to the position that the other Churches had done it, & he
must therefore require us to do it.”768 Elder proposed writing a letter explaining his
position and asked that Farrar publish it in a spirit of fairness and openness. Farrar gave
Elder permission to write the letter and said he would consider the proposition but, in the
meantime, he expected Elder to read the prayer for President Lincoln.769
Elder refused. On July 13th, Elder detailed his position on the prayer request in his
letter to Farrar. Elder wrote that he had received Special Order No. 31 and in his letter put
parenthesis around the word “order” to make clear, according to him, its ambiguous
nature.770 The bishop then, in an overt political statement indicating at least his
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foundational loyalty to the South, expressed his gratitude to the Union Army for the
“politeness” of the occupiers and their treatment of civilians, in particular orphans, who
had been well provided for in terms of supplies; “It is true that the presence of the
[Union] Army was the very cause of their needing this assistance…but this does not
cancel our obligations of gratitude.”771
Elder informed Brayman that a prayer for civil leaders was already said in his
church and that when reciting the daily Litany of the Saints “express supplications for all
Christian rulers:—for peace and unity among all Christian people” are made.772 For Elder
the requirement of praying for political leaders had been met. And this prayer, as Elder
specified, was for “all Christian rulers,” worldwide, not specifically for the South. Elder
confirmed to Farrar that he was indeed willing to pray for political leaders, and did so,
but only outside of Mass, not during it, as the order demanded that clergy do.773
Elder listed two prime reasons why he refused to comply with the order. Firstly,
religious authorities should direct religious worship.774 The ministers of the City of God
should determine the worship of God, not take their orders from the City of Man.
Secondly, Elder wrote that in “Divine Worship, being directed to God, it is not proper to
introduce anything into it for the purpose of exhibiting our sentiments in temporal things.
This [Special Order No. 31] appears to be the addressing of our devotions to men instead
of God.”775
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Elder’s view here, a view that he did not always cleave to but certainly did in this
matter—that politics should be left out of the Church, and vice versa—is somewhat of a
novel idea for a nineteenth century Catholic to hold. As Michael Pasquier has shown,
nineteenth century Catholic America was wholly ultramontane in temperament and
wedded to the papacy, a papacy against republican and democratic values and one that
might not mind Catholic theocracies.776 Others historians, such as David Heisser and
John T. McGreevy, have also written on the ultramontane character of Civil War
Catholicism, coming to similar conclusions as Pasquier.777
The point is that many Catholics, clergy and lay, were not devoted supporters of
the American ideal of the separation of Church and state—hence all the fears and hysteria
of papal plots designed to bring America under a Catholic tyranny. Elder’s reasoning for
refusing the prayer request certainly is Catholic, very Augustinian in keeping the things
of the City of Man out of the City of God sphere, but it is a very American rationale as
well, one assumed to be atypical of Catholics of the time.
Elder further argued against “adaption to the spirit of the age.”778 To compose
entirely new prayers, “appropriate to the times, and expressive of a proper spirit towards
the chief magistrate of the United States,” would be to engage in precisely that.779 Elder
pointed out that Mass and the Catholic faith are about the worship of God and the saving
of men’s souls, not politics.780 Elder closed his letter with a catchphrase of Augustinian
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thinking, “Render to Caesar the thing’s that are Caesar’s and to God the things that are
God’s.”781
Brigadier General Mason Brayman replaced Farrar prior to Elder’s next interview
with Federal authorities on July 13th, the same day that the bishop wrote his letter to
Farrar. Brayman conceded that he “did not approve of men being compelled to read
prayers against their conscience”, but if he found Elder was a “rebel” he would be
“treated as such.”782 Elder, three days later on July 16th, received a note bluntly
informing him “military orders must be obeyed & not discussed.”783 Elder rebuffed the
prayer request for the final time believing that to capitulate would “…be for me to do a
grievous injury to religion…I had nothing else to do but oppose…& leave the
consequences to God.”784
On July 18th, as speculation built over why Elder had refused the Union prayer
request multiple times, the bishop noted in his diary that it had nothing to do with
politics. As the quote comes from Elder himself it is hardly unbiased, nor can it be taken
uncritically at face value. However, this author believes Elder’s reasoning largely
matches up with his persona as a whole. Elder, citing the reason for his refusal of the
prayer request as a refusal to bring secular matters into the sacred Mass, makes sense and
it seems that it was the real reason behind his actions. This doesn’t mean he was not
somehow a Confederate bishop or sympathizer. The author believes he was certainly
both, and consistently so throughout the war.
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But the author also believes that Elder prioritized his faith above his strong
commitment to the South, as many Catholics did, while, because for these same people
religion and politics were not mutually exclusive, showing himself to be both a devout
Catholic and a solid Confederate; both views were held it was just that the former
allegiance was more important. In the prayer request Elder was being asked to put
politics above the faith, it is as simple as that, to violate the sacred ritual of the Mass with
political propaganda. He wasn’t going to do that and his reasoning in the following quote,
not wanting secular powers to direct religious worship, is spot on, even while this author
believes the first part of his quote, that he did not give a “preference” to the Sothern
Confederacy, is not true. Elder, in this author’s view was both a committed Catholic and
a committed Confederate. That he was a Catholic first does not diminish the depth of his
commitment to the Southern case.
Some Catholics & many more Protestants were under the impression that my refusal to
read the Prayer arises from a preference which I give to the Southern Confederacy.-I wanted them
to understand that it was not so-but simply from an unwillingness to acknowledge the right in any
secular power to direct our religious worship.785

On July 25th Elder received another order, No. 11, informing him that he was
under arrest and had to report to Vidalia, Louisiana, across the river form Natchez, within
twenty-four hours.786 The next day scores of people, Catholic and Protestant, stopped by
to give Elder their well-wishes moving the bishop to write “God forgive me for not doing
my duty better by such a people!”787 Elder arrived in Vidalia and was placed in a “very
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small room,” but one, nonetheless, that he reported sleeping comfortably in.788 Elder, at
first informed that he would be given soldier’s rations, was then told by a Union officer
that circumstances had changed. Brayman had ordered that “The Bishop must provide for
himself” and that he was to be given no rations.789
Elder filed a protest with the U.S. Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton, and the
paperwork was forwarded to the Archbishop of Baltimore, Martin John Spalding,
recently installed on July 31st.790 Spalding promised to do all he could to help Elder but
advised the Bishop of Natchez to cooperate with Federal authorities.791 It is unclear if
Spalding’s wiliness to help Elder stemmed from his role as Archbishop of Baltimore, the
head of all American bishops North and South, or from his own Confederate sympathies;
probably both.
Bishop R.V. Whelan of West Virginia disagreed with Spalding’s advice that Elder
should cooperate with Union authorities. Whelan, in a letter to the Archbishop of
Baltimore, argued that the matter was a case of religious liberty— no man could be
compelled to read prayers against his conscience. “I would simultaneously appeal to
Catholics & Christians of all denominations who value liberty of conscience to unite
against men who dare to lay their hands on the Ark of God.”792
Whelan, like Elder, was unique in his ecumenical optic regarding the situation.
For him, as for Elder, the situation was not only an affront to Catholics but to Protestant
Christians and Americans of good conscience everywhere. It was an affront to basic
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religious liberty and the freedom to worship without state interference. And that is the
way historian Fr. James Pillar framed it when writing of Elder’s prayer refusal one
hundred years after the fact:
“Determined from the start of the War not to become politically involved, Bishop
Elder would not have encountered ordinarily any difficulty in exercising his spiritual
ministry during the Federal occupation of Mississippi. Once, however, the United States
military authorities overextended themselves by interfering in purely ecclesiastical
affairs, the Bishop of Natchez resisted. In so doing he defended not only the rights of the
Catholic Church, but also the religious liberty of all Americans.”793
Others scholars have taken a different lesson from Elder’s prayer refusal.
Historian David Gleeson believed Elder to be an “ardent Confederate” and so the prayer
incident was but one more example of his deeply held Southern partisanship.794 Historian
Randall Miller concurs, stating that the incident only confirmed how deeply Elder
accepted the Southern culture and way of life.795 A Southern way of life that Catholics, as
Michael Pasquier argues, fully accepted and had integrated themselves into by the time of
the Civil War.796
The author places Elder in a middle ground here as he does in regards to Elder
and slavery. Just as Elder was both genuine in his spiritual ministry to African-Americans
and a racist, giving them the Catholic faith solely for spiritual nourishment while
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considering them inferiors and so doing nothing for them politically or socially, he also,
in this author’s opinion, refused the prayer request out of a genuine refusal to bring the
profane into sacred space, as he claimed, while, against his claims, remaining the deeply
Confederate partisan he had been throughout the war. Both Father Pillar, and David
Gleeson and Randall Miller, are wrong. Elder was not some knight fighting for the
religious liberty of all Americans; politically he was a devoted Confederate, he was as
absorbed in the Confederate nation and cause as Lynch. But the prayer request was not,
as the latter scholars claim, just another example of how much Elder supported the South.
He did support the South, just not in this example. Elder, in the prayer request, did, in this
author’s opinion, act from sincerely held religious beliefs.
Ultimately the Union threats of no rations and an open-ended jail sentence proved
empty. On July 30th Elder was transferred to the house of a Catholic family in Vidalia,
the McDowell’s, who happily received Elder, assisted at the Masses celebrated in their
home and, according to the bishop, “ did everything they could think of to make me
comfortable. And I was very comfortable-in body.”797 Elder’s captivity was brief,
roughly two weeks, and he was released unconditionally on August 12th; free to return to
Natchez and not to be bothered with the prayer request anymore.798
Elder returned to a hero’s welcome in Natchez. He went immediately to the
Cathedral to offer his thanksgiving where “both bells were rung.”799 “What a greeting
those good people gave me,” Elder wrote, noting, “the Sisters came crowding in more
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noisy than the others.”800 A theme of Elder’s preaching on the Feast of the Assumption of
the Blessed Virgin Mary, August 15th, was an appeal to the “experience of the week to
show that the B.V. hears our prayers,” for, as Elder claimed, the true reason for his
release and return was “the mercy of God, obtained by the intercession of Our Holy
Mother.”801
The above section on Bishop Elder and the Mississippi home front is a good
window into the bishop’s activities during the war. Elder, who was very active politically
committed the secession crisis remained so during the war but channeled his focus on
domestic issues running the gamut from diocesan administration to Catholic education to
the basic, and most important, priestly functions concerning the Sacramental life. So it
was for the majority of the Southern Catholic episcopate—all were committed
Confederates from the start of the war, committed to the Confederate nation and
buttressed this nationalism with their Catholic faith even if they did not act politically in
every particular situation.
Catholic Sister-Nurses
The Sister-nurses taken as a whole, unlike the majority of bishops and soldiers
and chaplains, were not politicized or open supporters of the Confederate cause. It is
impossible to know how consistent the Sister-nurses apolitical stance was on an
individual basis. There were bound to be individual sisters who were politicized and did
care about worldly things for nuance is found everywhere. That, as a whole, Sister-nurses
were devout Catholics and largely disinterested Confederate is very important for this
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dissertation’s larger historiographical goal of demonstrating Catholic commitment to the
Southern cause. That point has been shown, many times over, in an investigation of the
bishops, soldiers, and chaplains.
That the Sister-nurses were different is very important as they serve as a counternarrative, and outlier, to the story of Southern Civil War Catholicism. This chapter’s
section probes why they were so and why this is significant. It is not solely due to their
status as non-combatants. Bishops were non-combatants and yet deeply committed
Confederates. Some of it has to do with the simple fact that they were women and
women, in Civil War America, did not have a political voice. So while this author
believes that Sister-nurses were indeed so fully committed to spiritual matters that a lack
of politicization followed, it is critical to note that those sisters who perhaps held political
commitments would not find an outlet for them; not in nineteenth century America or the
nineteenth century Church. The Sister-nurses politicization flows therefore from two
sources: authentic disinterestedness as well as societal and ecclesiastical constraints.
Catholic nuns are roundly lauded for their singular dedication to spiritual and
physical healing. Whether Sister-nurses were truly wholly devoid of political attachment,
or if a culture and Church that did not give women a political/leadership voice smothered
these convictions, it is clear that they were deeply committed to their faith and their
medical work. The praise is not restricted to Catholic testimonials or Catholic scholars.
Lieutenant Col. Daniel Shipman Troy, of the 60th Alabama Regiment, said, “One
of the things that impressed me was that the Sisters made no distinction whatever
between the most polished gentlemen and the greatest rapscallion in the lot; the measure
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of their attention was solely the human suffering to be relieved.”802 Troy added, “…a
miserable wretch in pain was a person of more consequence to the Sisters than the best of
us when comparatively comfortable.”803 Mary Livermore of the Sanitary Commission, a
Universalist, claimed that “the world has known no nobler and no more heroic women
than those found in the ranks of the Catholic Sisterhoods.”804
Historian T. Conn Bryan, in an article almost exclusively treating Southern
Protestants, mentioned the Sisters of Charity and praised their work in “nurs[ing] many
sick and wounded soldiers.”805 Historian George Rable, pointing out that Catholic nuns
made up a majority of the War’s trained nurses, wrote of the Sister’s wide acclaim, both
in the North and the South, “…if there was one thing that many Federals and
Confederates agreed upon, it was that the Catholic Sisters of Charity—along with nuns
from eleven other orders—performed these tasks [ministering physically and spiritually
to men in hospitals] as well as anyone.”806 Bishop Augustin Verot’s comment to Bishop
Patrick Lynch, in October of 1863, validates Rable’s analysis; Verot claimed “the
Yankees seem to be willing to do any thing for the Sisters who have been kind to their
wounded soldiers in Charleston.”807
The Reverend George W. Pepper, a United States Army Chaplain, said “God
bless the Sisters of Charity in their heroic mission! I had almost said their heroic
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martyrdom! And I might have said it, for I do think that in walking those long lines of
sick beds, in giving themselves to all the ghastly duties of the hospital, they were doing a
harder task than was allotted to many who mounted the scaffold or dared the stake.”808
Father Bannon, reports his biographer, historian Phillip Thomas Tucker, had a
deep respect for the Sisters of Mercy.809 Richmond Bishop John McGill was constantly
trying to place Sister-nurses in hospitals; historian Willard Wright claims that this was as
pressing a goal for McGill as encouraging his congregants to enlist in the army.810 Bishop
Spalding of Louisville heaped effusive praise on the Sisters saying, “The good Sisters of
Charity & of the Holy Cross have been laboring for nearly a year in four Hospitals of this
city, with great relief & consolation to the sick & wounded & with great fruit of souls.”811
Spalding especially highlighted the Sisters success in bringing converts into the Church,
especially through baptism, showing the truth in historian Drew Gilpin Faust’s earlier
mentioned assertion about Sister-nurses winning many deathbed baptisms and
conversions.812
At least six hundred and seventeen sisters from twenty-one different communities
ministered to soldiers during the war.813 The largest order of sisters, numbering over two
hundred and serving in over thirty geographic areas, were the Daughters of Charity,
founded in Emmitsburg, Maryland in 1809 by Elizabeth Ann Seton.814 Many of the
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orders had a history of French origins (such as the Daughters of Charity, founded by
Saint Vincent de Paul in 1633).815 Saint Vincent de Paul, speaking to Sister-nurses on the
eve of war in seventeenth century Europe, could have spoken the same words two
centuries later in America, “Men go to war to kill one another, and you, sisters, you go to
repair the harm they have done…Men kill the body and very often the soul, and you go to
restore life, or at least by your care to assist in preserving it.”816
Sister-nurses were path breakers in a variety of ways. In the nineteenth century it
was a widely held belief that a woman’s place was in the domestic sphere. Yet as scholar,
and sister, Frances Jerome Woods claims:
The sisters were not stifled by the restrictions that Southern society placed upon women.
They challenged the laws prohibiting the education of slaves…Through their vows, the religious
women…were liberated to express their love of God and neighbor and to give witness to gospel
values. They had no fear of losing material goods, for what they had was at the service of their
neighbor. Through their vow of celibacy, the sisters were free to defy the norms that marriage
was the proper state of life for women [and] that women should be dependent upon their
husbands…817

Woods’ statement leaves out an important reality. For all of the ways that Sisternurses challenged nineteenth century notions of femininity, they did not have political
equality in society nor a place within the Church hierarchy. It is possible that many
Sister-nurses were completely disinterested in the war. But those who were interested
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would not find a platform for expressing their views as, for example, the Bishops, and
even parish priests, were afforded. It is therefore why, again, the Sister-nurses apolitical
character must be viewed as the product of two currents—the first that they were very
committed to spiritual matters and avoided political questions, the second that perhaps
the avoidance of politics did not necessarily come from free abstention but by way of
constraints placed upon them by nineteenth century society and the Church of that time.
The sisters’ primary Civil War contributions were spiritual and medical. The
Sister-nurses were not simply compassionate women. They were medical professionals.
They were not usually confined to one location either but, as traveling medics of sorts,
were ready, on call, to be deployed where needed.818 Sister-nurses, in addition to their
medical duties, were also administrators, housekeepers, cooks, and filled any other
required roles.819 In the post bellum era many of the orders cared for the myriad orphans
and destitute children made so by the war.820 Catholic sisters were the only trained nurses
available at the beginning of the War, a fact highlighted by Fr. William B. Faherty, in
concurrence with Rable, who writes, “The country only had 600 trained nurses at the start
of the Civil War. All were Catholic nuns. This is one of the best-kept secrets in our
nation’s history.” 821
The Sister-Nurses, taken as a whole, can be credited with three major
contributions during the war and, relating specifically to the faith, the dominant
contribution of being the most successful at gaining conversions to Catholicism. First,
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they brought with them a long tradition of care in Europe. Equipped with written rules for
their communities, their medical practice was therefore as consistent as possible, ensuring
the best physical care for the men they treated.822
Secondly, they gained widespread acclaim for balancing medical professionalism
with spirituality. Sister-nurses were equal symbols of good medicine and good
Christianity causing many wounded men to request they be put under the Sister’s care
while in hospital, either for their good medical care, for personal spiritual reasons, or, and
as was often the case, both.823 Third, and finally, the Sister’s showed a willingness to
serve wherever needed and this “itinerant medic” attitude that won them much respect
was evidence of their commitment to their vocations.824
Often the cleanest, most efficient, and most medically up to date hospitals were
staffed by Catholic nuns. Episcopalian nurse Kate Cumming noted this in her diary
writing that whenever Daughters of Charity were present “as usual with them, every thing
is parfait.”825 Cumming, on another occasion, praised the Sister-nurses’ commitment
while berating stay at home Southern women who would not help at hospitals unless a
relative was present asking, “I wonder if the Sisters of Charity have brothers…in the
hospitals where they go? It seems strange that they can do with honor what is wrong for
other Christian women to do.”826 Cumming makes an interesting point albeit one slightly
lessened by the fact that a married Christian woman was not permitted be alone with
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strange men, unlike the single and celibate religious sisters who could serve wounded
soldiers more easily unencumbered by this restriction.
.The Sister-nurses dominant expression of their primary allegiance to God, like
Catholic priests on the battlefield, in hospitals, and on the home front (especially Bsp.
Elder), was in helping dying men, should they so wish, to receive the sacraments and be
reconciled to God. In the words of historian Fr. James Pillar, “Through their nursing
these nuns accomplished two things: seeing neither gray nor blue, they performed
efficient and heroic service in the cause of charity, and they did much to better
understanding of the Catholic Church and all it stands for.”827 Religious life shaped the
sisters and their work. Maher writes: “To them the fundamental purpose for serving was
to care for the sick and suffering as Jesus Christ would, bringing sick and dying men to
think of God in their suffering and to be baptized if they were not.”828
How did nuns become Sister-nurses? Sister Lauretta Maher’s “Reminiscences of
the Civil War” is a good place to begin. Maher, born in 1844, entered the novitiate of the
Sisters of Charity in Nazareth, Kentucky in July 1860.829 At the outbreak of the war she
noted that little was heard of it from within the walls of her convent, “that peaceful
abode,” where only the passing mark of a visitor brought any news at all.830 Maher noted
that as rumors of war moved into full-fledged fighting the sisters were pressed into
action.
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Maher and her fellow younger sisters entered special medical classes led by an
older Sister, Victoria Buckman, who taught, according to Maher, what in “modern
parlance, is called ‘First Aid’.”831 Bishop Spalding, in the fall of 1861, officially
appointed the Sisters of Charity to posts as Sister-nurses. Many sisters immediately set
off for the hospitals but those who stayed behind were eager to be employed soon as
well.832
The sisters’ “eagerness” was of a different variety than that of the chaplains and
soldiers who were likewise eager to join the conflict. The latter’s willingness to
participate in the war was rooted in a deep Confederate partisanship, a desire to fight for
a cause to which they subscribed and often infused with religious meaning. The sisters’
eagerness was to provide indiscriminate spiritual and medical aid to all. In this way,
among many other reasons, even the sisters’ attraction to help during the war was
different from other Southern Catholics.
Chaplains and soldiers and bishops, in holding some, if varying, degree of
Confederate allegiance, saw the war as infused with a variety of religious meaning. God
favored the South. The Confederacy would finally realize Winthrop’s City on a Hill
vision and maybe Catholicism would have a place at the table. The Confederacy’s
providential blessing was matched by a heavenly rejection of the North and its values.
The vast majority of Southern Catholics subscribed, in some ways, to the above general
sentiments held across denominational lines by devoted Southern Protestants.
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That the Sister-nurses did not, that they did not view the South as divinely
blessed, nor the North as “wicked” or “barbarous”, is not just a fact but a remarkable one.
These women, as devoutly Catholic as any bishop, chaplain, and solider, managed in
some way to step outside the societal circumstances of their time and view war service as
a wholly spiritual endeavor, their sole mission to help heal the men whom they treated
and share with these same men the Catholic faith.
The difference in attraction to the war between Sister-nurses and the other
Catholics of this work is an important point. It shows that while not all Southern
Catholics were politicized, all did, in some way, serve during the war. The politicized
Southern Catholics, the bishops, chaplains, and soldiers, served openly—openly
supporting the Southern cause in speeches or sermons, linking the Confederate cause to
Christian duty, and fighting. The Sister-nurses may have largely acted out of spiritual
motivations but they still served during the war—acting as witnesses to the Catholic faith
and providing medical treatment in hospitals. The Sister-nurses apoliticization is
fascinating even just because it was not outright pacifism; they were not stay at home
non-combatants but non-combatants who were right in the thick of battle, demonstrating
that while not all Southern Catholics were committed Confederates the majority of
Southern Catholics, almost all, participated in the war in some way; even, as the Sisternurses did, without fighting nor overt Confederate sympathies.
Sister Maher, in January of 1862, received the call to hospital duty. “Like the
Apostles,” she wrote, “we left our peaceful home without scrip or staff or money in our
purses.”833 The government paid all of Maher’s expenses along with those of her
833
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traveling companion, Sister Mary Joseph Hollihan; perhaps the Confederate government
believed the nuns could participate in the war effort serving as emotional encouragement,
by lifting the spirits of the soldiers whom they treated, and were more than happy to pay
their way.
If the Confederacy viewed the nuns in this way it was a one-directional optic. The
Sister-nurses were there for medical and religious reasons, not as Confederate
cheerleaders. Sister Hollihan, an older nun and according to Maher a “timid, retiring
religious,” left the arrangements of the trip to the younger nun.834 Maher evidently
handled this “burden upon [her] inexperienced shoulders,” because soon both Sisters
were at the hospital.835
Maher was assigned to the typhoid ward. She soon got sick herself, stricken with
erysipelas836, before recovering and returning to work. Her first major assignment was at
the Battle of Shiloh in April of 1862. Maher notes that the lack of medical attention left
many wounded men lying on the battlefield for three days after the fight.837 Thanks to “a
body of charitable citizens of Louisville” who chartered a boat and the help of doctors,
soldiers, and nurses, many men were rescued and removed to a Louisville hospital.838
Maher, with the men en route, along with her fellow Sister-nurses, sanitized beds in
preparation for their arrival.839
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When the men arrived the scene was harrowing. Medicine had to be supplied all
around and quickly. The wounded called out for help but with all grouped together it was
challenging to discern, in the chaos of the moment, who required immediate attention.840
Some of the wounded were on the verge of bleeding to death. “Heads, hands, and hearts
were all taxed to their utmost,” Maher wrote, referring to the attending Sister-nurses, who
were “striving to alleviate the suffering of the poor men irrespective of the cause they
served.”841
This attitude, attending to the dying with only the soul in mind, found consistently
in the sisters’ work, finds a parallel in the chaplains’ work with dying men on the
battlefield. Both groups, in tending to wounded and dying men, showed equal devotion to
their faith and an avoidance of politics. The key difference between chaplains and sisters
is that the latter did not have an overtly political side. As noted in the previous chapter,
while chaplains almost never brought politics across the sacramental boundary there was
that instance when Gache felt relief that a dying man was not an abolitionist. And
although chaplains did not often mix politics with their specifically priestly functions,
politics were, undoubtedly, as seen from their writings and interactions, never far from
their mind.
Sister-nurses, by all indications, more easily separated the political from the
spiritual than chaplains or devout soldiers ever did. While Chaplain Sheeran and Sister
Maher might each be wholly Christian in their intention to help a dying man, Sheeran
might later on rattle off a list of reasons of why the Southern cause was just and why the
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North was wholly to blame for the war, as he often did. In the case of Father Bannon, a
chaplain who might have just heard the confessions of a group of soldiers might later on
join a different group in firing cannons at the enemy.
Sister Maher, like the Sister-nurses as whole, did neither of these things, in any
measure. Sister-nurses neither supported the Confederacy with their words nor with
weapons, and that is a key difference between them and chaplains. The Sister-nurses
were able to hold a deep religiosity alongside political neutrality. Amongst wartime
Southern Catholics that was very rare. And yet, as previously mentioned, that they were
politically disinterested yet right in the middle of the fighting not only speaks to their
commitment to their spiritual and medical duties but also shows the extent to which
Southern Catholics, as a group, were active during the War.
The Sister-nurses were effective in the medical and emotional side of their duties.
As Father Francis Burlando recorded in a letter after the war the “bedside manner” of the
Sisters was no small thing:
Men [for] whom the horrors of war has as it were brutified [them] felt themselves moved
at the sight of a Sister of Charity in the performance of her duty. The remembrance of a mother, a
wife, a sister was presented to their mind with all the charm of virtue, and their eyes, which the
cruelties of war seemed to have dried forever, flowed again with tears of tenderness.”842

Burlando noted that war-hardened men dropped coarse language in the presence
of the sisters and suffered their afflictions in silence; so silent that one would think a
military hospital was a cloister.843 Burlando’s analysis must be taken with a grain of salt.
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The entire tone of his letter is laudatory and seems to be almost a propaganda piece. It is
written three years after the war giving the author plenty of time to paint the picture as
nice as he wanted, highlighting the good and leaving out whatever did not fit the SisterNurse- living-saint narrative.
This does not mean Burlando’s portrayal is false. On the contrary, the evidence,
from Catholics and non-Catholics alike, corroborates much of what Burlando writes.
Wounded men did often, taking them at their own accounts, feel immense gratitude to the
sisters, feel a “sisterly” comfort with them, and many were so impressed by them that
they wanted to become Catholics and did, in fact, become Catholics. Burlando is not
necessarily exaggerating but it is important to note the context of his analysis and see the
easy potential for hagiographical embellishments.
Sister-Nurses, as previously mentioned, exercised a variety of functions, often
greatly understaffed. A Richmond hospital had seven hundred patients yet only seven
sisters on staff.844 A Louisiana Hospital had three hundred and fifty patients and only six
Sister-Nurses.845 The Sister-nurses who were called to this work were pressed to the
limits of their capability. When this reality is understood it makes the Sister’s apparent
tranquility and Christian joy all the more notable because for those working at the
hospitals there was hardly a moment of rest. Not only were Sister-nurses just as busy as
soldiers, chaplains, and bishops, they were perhaps more taxed than all of these groups.
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Soldiers were amazed at the sisters’ courage under fire. This appears to be a
further reason why so many men decided to become Catholics after having spent time in
their presence. Consistent charity and good medical care went a long way but what
George Rable noted about chaplains in the previous chapter, that those who marched and
endured with men won innumerable respect, was true of the Sister-nurses too.846 When
men asked the sisters why they did not cringe under the incessant shelling near the
hospitals, one sister replied, “Fear not for us, good friend. God is watching over us, and
even if we were to die, have we not an eternity of happiness as our reward?”847
The sister’s bravery must have been even more impressive against the backdrop
of their political neutrality. It appears that their faith, alone, gave them the courage to care
for the wounded in the middle of a war-zone and to carry out whatever other duties were
required of them. There was nothing added to this bravery, no blind, intense devotion to
the Southern cause that for many men perhaps served as an opiate of sorts allowing them
to temper their fear with a religiously framed Confederate mission. The Sister-nurses had
no political encouragements, no civil religion, to help them along.
The Sister-nurses’ dedication to their faith was the prime facet of their Civil War
ministry. Even more than their medical work and other labors, their lasting legacy came
by way of those whom they came into direct contact with. It was these people, those who
sat in the company of the Sister-nurses or were cared for by them, that made up a large
potion of the war’s Catholic converts.
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Gache called the Daughters of Charity “saintly,” and wrote that he believed the
nuns’ presence among non-Catholics was among the best evangelical tools the Church
possessed, their mere presence dispelling biases against Catholicism.848 A Protestant
soldier, reflecting on his interactions with Sister-nurses, wrote “I am not of your church,
and have always been taught to believe it to be nothing but evil; however, actions speak
louder than words, and I am free to admit that if Christianity does exist on earth, it has
some of its closest followers among the Ladies of your Order.”849
Another Protestant soldier once “wept aloud” when learning that the Sister who
had been caring for him was a Catholic, but his prejudices soon vanished and he resolved
to take as many books about Catholicism back to the battlefield with him so he could
learn more about the faith.850 Burlando wrote, “Protestants ask themselves with
astonishment, and in admiration, if these women really are Catholics…[they] would wish
to belong only to the religion of these true Daughters of Charity, instead to the Catholic
religion.”851
That the Sister-nurses had so profound an effect on soldiers is remarkable
considering the short amount of time, relatively speaking, that they spent with men.
Soldiers really only came in contact with the sisters when they were wounded and in the
hospital. Soldiers had far greater contact with Catholics while in camp and on the march,
with both chaplains and fellow soldiers. From these battlefield contacts came conversions
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too, but what might have taken a chaplain an extended period of time to accomplish,
Bannon convincing McGolfe to finally come to confession, for example, the Sister-nurses
seemed to be able to do in one hospital visit.
Soldiers asked for instruction on the “White Bonnet religion” and one asked to be
baptized but only if a sister would do it.852 Bannon recounted the story of a soldier who
wanted to join the sisters’ religion but did not believe that it could be the Catholicism he
had grown up abhorring. When Bannon gave the soldier some doctrinal instruction the
solider protested, “Oh, come now, you don’t expect me to believe that!”853All it took was
for a sister to confirm that she believed the doctrine, and that the priest and she were of
the same faith, for the man to be convinced and say, “Very Well, all right, I believe
it…what’s next?”854
Gache recounted a similar story during his chaplaincy. The chaplain asked some
men who had been treated by Sister-nurses if they wished to become Catholic. “Oh no,”
one replied, “I don’t like that church a bit! I’ve never seen a Catholic, but I’ve heard a lot
about them. The sisters’ church is the church for me!”855 Gache told them the sisters’
church was the Catholic Church. The men didn’t believe him. Gache asked the sisters if
this were true; when they responded in the affirmative one of the soldiers replied, “Well,
I declare. I’d never have suspected it. I’ve heard so many things…I thought Catholics
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were the worst people on earth.”856 The sisters hoped that now this opinion might change.
The men agreed that it would and later on became Catholics themselves.857
Burlando wrote that the Sisters extended their ministry “to the two belligerent
factions…this policy of charity which occupied itself in ministering to the body having
only in view the salvation of souls.”858 Francis Patrick Kenrick, the Archbishop of
Baltimore, wrote to New York archbishop John Hughes “The Surgeon General is
desirous of having the services of Sisters for the hospitals.”859 So prized was the Sisternurses ministry to the South that many feared, for some unknown reason, that the Union
would try to kidnap Daughters of Charity and make them work exclusively in Northern
hospitals.860
The Sister-nurses, like the chaplains who gave men absolution before death on the
battlefield, brought many to the faith in hospitals by way of last minute conversions, or
re-versions, to Catholicism. Such stories are plentiful. A few are provided here as an
example. Sister Maher, working in the hospital after the wounded men from Shiloh had
been brought in, was treating a Northern solider from an Illinois regiment when she
noticed a medal of the Blessed Virgin Mary draped around his neck.861
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“Are you a Catholic?” she asked.862 No, he replied, explaining that the medal was
a gift from his girlfriend. 863 He promised her that he would wear it and while not a
Catholic at the time resolved to become one after returning home from the war.864 Sister
Maher and the soldier kept up a theological dialogue and she found him, a daily reader of
a Catechism, knowledgeable of Catholic doctrine.865 When later he became faint, the
solider told Sister Maher that he wished to be baptized into the faith; he was, and soon
after writing to tell his girlfriend of his conversion, he died.866
Bannon’s story about the solider who wanted to be baptized by a sister is atypical.
One of the sisters’ prime spiritual successes was in leading men back to the Church by
putting them into contact with a priest. It was the priest who then heard the man’s
confession, baptized him, or gave him other sacraments such as the Holy Eucharist and
Confirmation. This further speaks to the Sister’s humility.
It appears, from their work, that the Sister-nurses simply desired that lapsed
Catholics return to their faith and that non-Catholics become Catholic. It likewise seems
that they didn’t care who got the credit for this yet it was they, ministering to wounded
and dying soldiers in the hospital, who did the true spiritual spadework. It was they who
often cracked years of bitterness against Catholicism or gave a man even the most
rudimentary knowledge of religion that he had never been given. They did the hard work;
they changed hearts. And once this conversion experience was set in motion the sisters
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appeared content to take a back seat, to put the men into the hands of a priest who would
reconcile them to, or bring them into, the Church.
One Sister-nurse wrote that it was a great “consolation for the Sisters to snatch
these poor souls from the evil One” by way of conversions.867 This sister recounted a man
who received baptism the day he died, she encouraging him “to raise his heart often” to
God in his final moments before “calmly expire[ing].”868 A Sister Regina, ministering in
a New Orleans hospital, claimed that the hospital was daily flooded with soldiers, many
of whom had never been baptized or had any religion at all.869 Yet some of these men, in
addition to lapsed Catholics, found faith and “many souls who have long been estranged
from God, are reconciled and slumber in the sleep of peace.”870 One soldier, a twenty
year-old named William Let, came under the care of Sisters who quickly learned that he
knew nothing of religion at all.871 As they cared for him in hospital they shared the faith
with him. 872 A sister, recommending him to the care of “Our Immaculate Mother…felt
convinced that he would not be lost.”873
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Gache opined that it was the Sister-nurses, by way of their Christian example, that
were the most evangelically effective (and perhaps the most purely committed) Catholics
of the Civil War:
In their capacity as nurses in the military hospitals, the Daughters of Charity, scarce
though they may be, do a great deal of good for the church. They are in daily contact with a
multitude of persons: doctors, army officers, government agents, and particularly with the
ordinary soldiers. Most of these men either know the church not at all or know it through the
sermons and scurrilous pamphlets of Protestant ministers. But because of their esteem, their
respect and their admiration for the sisters, those who were once wary of us become less wary or,
sometimes, even favorably disposed. Let us hope that this good impression made by the sisters
will not be easily forgotten, and that it will be a source of salvation for many. When I consider
how little I have been able to accomplish, it’s consoling to think of all that these sisters have
done.874

Bannon concurred. He wrote, at the end of the war, that in “four years’ civil war
has done more to advance the cause of Catholicity in the States, both North and South,
than the hundred years that preceded… the principal cause of this advance has been the
charity shown by the Religious Sisters who tended the sick and wounded.”875 “Thousands
of men, who either knew nothing of the Catholic Church, or only such lies concerning it,”
Bannon wrote, “…were brought into intimate contact with it its most energetic work, in
its most winning character.”876 The chaplain concluded that it could be said that many
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were brought into Catholicism in Fidem Sororum [in the Faith of the Sisters] rather than
in Fidem Ecclesiae [in the Faith of the Church].877
As the war raged on between 1862 and 1864, the Catholic bishops of the South,
deeply involved in politics during the secession crisis, kept their strong political
attachments intact while diverting much of their energy towards pastoral, home front
ministry. While some bishops advocated for peace for Christian and humanitarian
reasons, many of them as well, it seems, shared Bishop Lynch’s desire that the peace be
“honorable and just.” The bishops’ wartime commitment to the Confederacy was still
present, and just as strong, it was just not as obvious as before. The Sister-nurses who
treated wounded men in the hospitals appeared to be almost exclusively committed to
men’s souls and their physical recuperation. Their good medical practice, political
neutrality (in reality, their political disinterestedness), and above all their Christian
example, won many converts to the faith.
This chapter has hopefully provided the reader with an understanding of what
non-combatant Catholics did during the middle of the war, having seen what those on the
battlefield did in the previous chapter, reinforced the consistent and overarching
historiographical theme of this dissertation, that Southern Catholics were very much
Southern Confederates, fully Confederatized members of the Confederate nation, while
demonstrating that in a study of an outlier to this phenomenon, the apolitical Sisternurses, their apoliticization did not mean non-participation. On the contrary, the Sisternurses were very much active participants: healing countless men in hospitals and brining
many into the Church, or back to the Church, via conversions.
877
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The Sister-nurses, therefore, are an integral component of the Sothern Catholic
Civil War narrative because while they were not politicized like the bishops, chaplains,
and soldiers, they were just as active during the War via their medical and spiritual work.
All Southern Catholics, not just the Confederate Catholics of the episcopate along with
the chaplains and soldiers, were involved in the Civil War and showing how the Sisternurses were involved without fighting, and not being politicized, is as fascinating as it is
important to the larger story. Although the sister’s were “Confederatized” in a much
different way from the rest of Southern wartime Catholics who fought for the cause,
defended it politically, and actively supported the Confederate nation, they, in being no
less involved in the war and the Confederate nation by their medical and spiritual work
show just how complete and thorough Catholic involvement in the Confederacy was.
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ACROSS THE SEA: CATHOLICISM AND CONFEDERATE DIPLOMACY
This chapter treats the Catholic imprint on Confederate diplomacy. First is an
overview of the diplomatic scene from the beginning of the war. International reaction to
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation is covered herein along with general European
opinions of the war. The specifically Catholic side of Confederate diplomacy, especially
Father John Bannon and Bishop Patrick Lynch’s European missions along with Pope Pius
IX’s reaction to the missions and the war, constitutes the central focus of this chapter. 878
Pius IX, like the Sister-nurses of the third chapter, was almost completely neutral
in the political realm—the American political realm, that is. The same cannot be said
about his political involvement in the Italian events of the time that undoubtedly played a
role in his opinion of the American war. But Pius IX, in regards to America, cared only
for peace—irrespective of political outcome. Yet, also like the Sister-nurses of the
previous chapter, his story, even from overseas, demonstrates the almost complete
involvement of the Catholic Church in the matters of the Southern Confederacy; even
when, as in the case of the Sister-nurses and the pope, it was participation without
politicization.
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The pope’s neutrality did not stop Jefferson Davis from trying to win Pius’
approval of the Southern cause. Davis supported Bannon’s mission and commissioned
Lynch a Confederate diplomat for that purpose. These missions and the pope’s response
raise fascinating allegiance questions asking the scholar to consider if it is possible that
papal recognition could have been given the Confederacy and, if it was, would it have
mattered? The diplomatic missions prove that the Confederacy placed a value on the
influence of the Catholic Church and that Davis would try even diplomatic long shots,
after the standard channels (i.e. France and Britain) had dried up, to try to secure foreign
aid for his country.
Why did neither France nor Britain recognize the South? Much of it had to do
with the instability of European politics and the seemingly perpetual war that had been
ongoing on the continent since 1789. Why did the Church seem to side with the South
intellectually? Was it because they saw in Northern values the same liberal-republican
virtues of the Italian Republicans who under the leadership of Garibaldi had, by 1861,
proclaimed the Kingdom of Italy with only the Papal States and the Kingdom of
Lombardy-Venetia (then part of the Austrian empire) not yet under this dominion?879
Historian Thomas Haddox, in his book Fears and Fascinations, makes the case
that many Southerners were drawn to the Church, even if just aesthetically or in
appreciation of its tradition, because they saw in it something “integral to the Southern
mind.”880 Haddox adds that for some Southerners, over time, “Catholicism bec[ame] an
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eminently southern institution, whose commitments to order, hierarchy, and tradition
[were] compatible with and even indistinguishable from those of the white South as a
whole.”881
Perhaps Davis and other Southern leaders were drawing on this supposed
connection when sending Catholic diplomats to Rome for they saw themselves, as Emory
Thomas described in Confederate Nation, as the “best hope of Western Civilization,” the
true heirs to European tradition as opposed to the materialistic North.882 This connection,
this work argues, and has argued in the introduction and throughout the work, was indeed
the great point of confluence for Confederate Catholics and non-Catholic Confederates,
each finding common ground in a reactionary revolutionary blueprint with Christianity as
a foundation for the Confederate nation.883
This chapter brings full circle the dissertation’s Confederatization thesis and
shows its climax in Catholic Confederate diplomacy. The diplomatic missions of Father
Bannon and Lynch prove, without any doubt, that Catholic involvement with the
Confederacy was exhaustive and consistent throughout the war. Here, in this chapter, is a
great bridge, between the chaplaincy and the episcopate, between the second chapter and
the first and third, as Bannon and Lynch’s diplomatic missions show not just a consistent
commitment to the South but an evolution. The committed men on the battlefield and the
committed bishops, equally politicized throughout the war, only grew in their
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Confederatization; grew to the point of serving as envoys of the Confederacy, bringing,
as they saw it, the truth of the Confederate cause to Europe and the pope himself.
Confederate leaders believed that surely the pope would approve of the South,
this imagined European and Catholic enclave in America, especially when they were
fighting a decidedly non-European and thoroughly secular enemy. Bannon was more than
happy to give the Church’s unofficial stamp of approval to this philosophy when in
Ireland he claimed that the South was the long time friend of both foreigners and
Catholics while the North was nothing but “witch hunters,” covenant arsonists, and
Puritan heretics.884
If the pope did in fact see something more “Catholic” in Southern culture and
religion, as opposed to Northern progressivism and secularism, why did formal
recognition never come? Slavery is the main reason. America, at the start of the war, was
alone in the world among western, and so called “first world,” nations who still kept the
practice alive. The Catholic Church had denounced slavery, and the slave trade in
particular, for hundreds of years before the war. Pope Leo X (1513-21) upheld the
Dominican position that “not only the Christian religion, but Nature herself cried out
against a state of slavery.”885 Pope Urban VIII, in 1639, condemned the slave trade and
forbid Catholics to participate it.886
Pope Gregory XVI, in his 1839 encyclical In Supremo Apostolatus, stated that it
was not “lawful under any pretext or studied excuse” to deprive people of their goods or
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reduce them to slavery; such actions were “utterly unworthy of the Christian name.”887
The South, literally built on the backs of slaves, as historian Walter Johnson has noted,
had slavery as its economic and societal cornerstone.888
This is why Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation is so important. That
it was not issued out of purely humanitarian reasons but was an overtly political move is
beside the point. The fact remains that before the issue of the Proclamation Europe, and
the papacy, had a free pass to consider supporting the North or the South separate from
the question of slavery. The American consensus on the issue was mutually neutralizing.
Lincoln’s Proclamation changed the nature of the conflict. As historian Orville
Vernon Burton argues, “The proclamation had a major effect on the course of the war…it
ended any question of European intervention.”889 It was indeed impossible now for the
South to gain any European, or Roman Catholic for that matter, political assistance.
Slavery was front and center in the war narrative and no nation in Europe wanted
to be on the side of slavery. This reality was a main reason, among others, for the
ultimate failure of Confederate diplomacy and a prime reason why Pope Pius IX would
not support the Confederacy. It was why Bishop Lynch’s 1864 diplomatic mission was
doomed from the start. Nevertheless, it is important, and critical to the story of Civil War
Southern Catholicism, to investigate these issues more thoroughly.
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When Southern Diplomat James Mason’s British mission ended in 1863 the
Confederacy turned to its last diplomatic hope, the Catholic Church. With Britain out of
the picture France was, for all intents and purposes, gone too.890 This turn of Confederate
diplomacy towards the Roman Catholic Church is the very heart of this chapter. The
author wishes not only to tell the neglected story of Catholicism and Confederate
diplomacy but more importantly to challenge the wholesale consensus that once attempts
at secular recognition failed the Confederacy abandoned Europe and turned inwards
waiting for the end.
The key phrase here is “the Confederacy abandoned Europe.” This work does not
propose to challenge the historiographical truth that after failure with Britain,
Confederate diplomacy had no chance of attaining its ultimate goals. This is true. On this
point the author is in full agreement with D.P. Crook, Charles Hubbard, Howard Jones,
and the many other historians of Confederate foreign relations who have made this point.
What is to be challenged, in this chapter and against the above scholars, is the
notion that the Confederacy did not put significant stock into any further diplomacy
following the end of Mason’s mission in 1863. While from the perspective of historical
analysis it is clear that the missions to the pope had little potential for real change, Davis,
Ambrose Dudley Mann, and the Catholic priests who undertook them, Father Bannon and
Bishop Lynch, all believed that the Vatican was a real avenue of potential assistance.
This point is exactly what has been greatly underplayed, and simply ignored, in studies of
Confederate diplomacy. The missions to the Vatican, while last ditch efforts and certainly
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desperate, were not flippant; they were, in other words, not without purpose, not without
a real hope from the standpoint of those who commissioned and undertook them.
Another historiographical goal of this chapter, beneath the dominant
Confederatization thesis, is to add the Catholic imprint upon Confederate diplomacy to
the excellent work done on Confederate diplomacy by scholars such as Crook, Hubbard,
and Jones. While Catholic Confederate diplomacy is a largely unknown facet of the war
there are scholars who have treated it, among them Leo Francis Stock, Sister Loretta
Feiertag, Phillip Thomas Tucker (especially in his work on Father Bannon’s Ireland
mission), and David Heisser.891 These historians’ work appears throughout the chapter
and is foundational in helping the author construct his narrative of the topic.
Shedding light on the missions of Bannon and Lynch, and upon the role of Pope
Pious IX in Confederate diplomacy, will hopefully illuminate an entire facet of
Confederate diplomacy that has been previously neglected. It will hopefully begin to
probe answers as to why Davis believed the pope could be an important ally along with
illuminating how these three men, Bannon, Lynch, and the pope, understood the interplay
of spiritual and political allegiances. These questions are especially important as they
pertain to the war’s larger diplomatic sphere which, according to historian Allan Nevis, is
preeminently important: “No battle, not Gettysburg, not the Wilderness, was more
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important than the contest waged in the diplomatic arena and the forum of public
opinion.”892
Confederate Diplomacy from 1861 through 1863
“King Cotton—” the South’s unofficial economic motto and foreign policy
strategy. The reasoning was simple: Europeans where heavily dependent on the
importation of the South’s staple crop (between 1820 and 1860 Britain imported threefourths of its cotton from the South and in the wake of the 1860 bumper crop the figure
was as high as eighty-five percent) and so recognition would come quickly. 893 It would
be a small price to pay for access to cotton. The theory seemed solid on paper and, as
James McPherson points out, British textile workers were initially in favor of
intervention to break the blockade and restore the cotton supply.894
King Cotton theory in reality was full of problems. It engendered a false
confidence in Southern leaders, an arrogance that “cotton for recognition” was a
foolproof plan, and so real diplomatic work was put to the side. This attitude extended to
Davis, he of the belief that Southern goods would automatically “furnish attractive
exchanges.” 895 In a list including sugar, rice, tobacco, and timber, cotton was listed
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first.896 Davis’ assurance of success led him to choose his envoys more for personal and
political reasons than for their diplomatic ability.897
The first representatives of the Southern government to Europe were noted
fireeater William Lowndes Yancey, Ambrose Dudley Mann, the first United States
Assistant Secretary of State (in the Pierce administration), and Pierre Rost, a Louisiana
lawyer and planter chosen mainly because he spoke French.898 The three were appointed
in March of 1861, a month before Fort Sumter, and received commissions to Great
Britain, France, Russia, and Belgium.899 Included among the instructions were directions
to explain to Europe why the South had seceded and to make clear that the Confederacy
was a “well-organized Government instituted by the free will of their citizens.”900
Confederate Secretary of State Robert Toombs emphasized that the nucleus of southern
foreign policy was “peace and commerce.”901
The Yancey-Mann-Rost mission was not successful. Perhaps much of this was
due to Yancey. He, according to historian Charles Hubbard, assumed that the South’s
right to self-determination was self-evident and demanded recognition solely on this
basis.902 Yancey was prone to droning on about “southern rights” and the meaning of
secession (in fairness to him, just as Toombs had instructed him to do) while emphasizing
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that the South had separated solely out of peaceful intentions.903 This last point, Hubbard
notes, must have struck the British as odd, if not outright hypocritical, considering the
events at Fort Sumter where it was the South, supposedly seeking only to be left in peace,
that had fired the first shots of the war.904
The Confederacy achieved some small diplomatic victories in the late spring and
summer of 1861. Controversy surrounded the 1856 Declaration of Paris that had
outlawed privateering, allowed neutral goods (no war contraband) to pass on the sea
unmolested, and placed a definition requirement on blockades that in order to be binding,
by international law, they must be effective.905 The United States had not signed the
Declaration. Therefore, the U.S. had no international protection against southern
privateers.906 United States Secretary of State William Henry Seward offered to sign the
pledge if European nations would grant two things in return: the indictment of southern
privateers while, more importantly, branding the Confederacy “rebels” and not
“belligerents,” the latter an informal recognition of independence.907
Great Britain, in 1861 at the height of its European and worldwide hegemony,
prized the stability of the Atlantic market above other factors and viewed Lincoln’s
government as inept and vacillating in the early stages of the war; the feeling remained
consistent throughout the war, according to Confederate agent James Mason, stationed in
London. 908 The British were not sure if the United States could be trusted diplomatically
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and so, on May 14th, 1861, Britain officially declared neutrality in the American Civil
War.909 France followed suit on June 10th, 1861.910 Yancey and Mann wrote from London
that hat British recognition of the Confederacy soon forthcoming, the one caveat being
once the inability of the U.S. government to defeat the South on the field of battle became
apparent.911 The declarations accepted the Union blockade as “effective” but, critically
important for the South, granted the Confederacy prized belligerent status.912 Rome
matched the major European powers’ neutrality.
The pope, at the start of the War, had little time for even basic consideration of
the conflict. In April of 1861, Giacomo Cardinal Antonelli, Pope Pius IX’s Secretary of
State, informed the United States that the pontiff was busy dealing with “all [the]
sacrilegious usurpation already consummated,” on the Italian peninsula by Victor
Emmanuel.913 Seward wrote to U.S. diplomat Rufus King that same month claiming the
pope was on their side because “he is a friend of peace, to good order, and to the cause of
human nature, which is now, as it always has been, our cause.”914 Seward argued for
affinity with the pope, but conceded that Pius was above all a “friend of peace” and
“human nature,” a fact both North and South would come to see outweighed all else in
his wartime diplomatic outlook.915
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United States diplomat John Stockton, in September of 1861, reported to Seward
that Antonelli had informed him that “Catholics of the United States, as Catholics, as a
church, would take no part in the matter [the war],” meaning that while Catholics would
tend to their local political allegiances there would be no official Church position.916
Stockton added that Antonelli had reminded him that “the government of his Holiness
concerns itself mainly in spiritual matters, but we [the Church] are the supporters of law
and order everywhere.”917
Pope Pius IX’s role in Confederate diplomacy, as is thoroughly discussed in his
interactions with Father Bannon and Bishop Lynch, in addition to his direct
correspondence with Jefferson Davis, was as Antonelli put it, primarily concerned with
spiritual matters. As the Vicar of Christ, serving all Catholics, he made no distinction in
America between North and South or Union and Confederate. His overarching goal, in
regards to the war, was to bring the war to an end, to restore peace, and in doing so return
Catholics, whose focus had been on the war, to God. Heading into the fall of 1861 the
Confederacy was facing neutrality on all fronts. The European neutrality that had granted
them belligerent status was a good thing, but their King Cotton policy was, by this time,
no longer a viable option. According to historian D.P. Crook, “King Cotton theory was a
washout in the first year of the war, a phony threat to those in the know.”918
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While the Confederacy was without political assistance, many in Europe believed
that separation was a fait accompli.919 In France opinion was split over the cause of the
war. Liberal (republican) newspapers like Siècle, Temps, and Courrier du dimanche listed
slavery as, without question, the underpinning reason for the conflict.920 The conservative
(often favorable to the Church) newspapers like Patrie, Pays, and Constitutionnel,
blamed “northern aggression”, economic and otherwise, a prime cause for the war.921
While it was generally true that liberal newspapers supported the Union and conservative
papers the Confederacy, almost all French newspapers believed that America’s rupture
was permanent and that the two nations could never again reunite.922
The Trent affair of November 1861 provided the best chance, diplomatically, for a
permanent rupture. It was the hot point of the Civil War’s international dimension and
perhaps the time when European intervention was most possible. Historian, and priest,
Benjamin Blied argues, in conjunction with Robert May, and many more scholars, that
“the hopes of the Confederacy from its inception rested upon foreign recognition.”923
Blied further claims that Great Britain, favorably disposed towards the South, only grew
closer to the Confederacy because of the Trent Affair.924 Historian D.P Crook claimed it
was the most “alarming international event of the war.”925
On November 8, 1861, Union Captain Charles Wilkes, in command of the USS
San Jacinto, stopped the British mail boat, the RMS Trent, in the Caribbean en route to
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Britain by way of St. Thomas, and removed the Confederate agents James Mason and
John Slidell (along with James E. Macfarland and George Eustis) who were in possession
of documents advocating for Confederate recognition.926 Wilkes took the Confederate
agents prisoner and allowed the boat to go on its way.927 The biggest problem with the
incident, for the Union, was that Great Britain viewed it as a gross violation of their
neutrality and national honor.928 When news of the incident reached Europe it was widely
condemned in public opinion as both a violation of international law and a grievous
insult.929 More importantly for the Confederacy, there was now a distinct chance that
Britain would declare war on the United States.
Confederate agent Ambrose Dudley Mann wrote, excitingly, from London on
December 2, 1861 that “there is a probability that our recognition by Her Britannic
Majesty ‘s Government will not be much longer delayed.”930 Mann added that Britain
would punish “the so-called United States for the flagrant violation of the integrity of her
flag upon the high seas. Her ‘voice’ will now be found in her ‘sword’.”931 While the crisis
developed Britain ordered the United States to formally apologize for the debacle and to
release the Confederate prisoners, all the while threating the U.S. with military action if it
refused to comply.932 Eventually the crisis was averted. For the Confederacy an
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opportunity was lost, the best diplomatic opportunity they would get in the war. Mason
and Slidell were soon released and the threat of British intervention passed.933
In the fall of 1861 the Catholic Church made its first diplomatic move, but it was
Catholics in the Union, by way of New York Archbishop John Hughes’ European
mission, who seized the initiative. Southern Catholic diplomacy really began with
Archbishop Odin’s trip to Europe the following year (hence Pope Pius IX’s joint peace
letter to these two men in late 1862) and reached its apex with the missions of Father
Bannon (1863) and Bishop Lynch (1864).
Hughes along with Northern journalist and politician Thurlow Weed set off for
Europe in November of 1861; he to France and Weed to Britain.934 It is not a coincidence
that both the Union and the Confederacy each courted the favor of these two, most
important, countries. The North acted in kind as Seward’s Civil War foreign policy can
be reduced to keeping France and Britain separate from one another and from granting
the Confederacy formal recognition.935
Hughes met with Napoleon and Empress Eugenie on Christmas Eve asking the
Emperor to take on a mediation role in the Trent crisis; Napoleon refused.936 Hughes also
encouraged the French to get their cotton from Algeria and fully cut ties with the
South.937 The prime goal of the remainder of his trip was to “create good will among the
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higher class of French society and to mold public opinion against the recognition of the
Confederacy.”938
Hughes, working against a majority opinion that saw a parallel between the
popular revolts of 1848 and the Confederacy’s bid for independence, confessed to
Seward in 1862 that there was little support for the United States in Europe.939
Nonetheless, Hughes judged his trip to be as successful as it could have been.940 The
United States agreed. U.S. diplomat Alexander Randall claimed to Seward, in June of
1862, that in the wake of the Hughes mission the Holy See had been “very open and
unreserved, in favor of supporting our Government, and maintaining its stability.”941
Lincoln praised Hughes effusively saying that the Archbishop had been a “a mountain of
strength to us in the time when our emergencies were greatest, and a grateful people
should remember him and his.”942 The U.S. president hoped that he could lobby Pius IX
to appoint Hughes a Cardinal.943
Southern Catholics entered the diplomatic game with New Orleans Archbishop
Jean-Marie Odin’s mission to Europe in 1862.944 The visit was not officially diplomatic
but rather an ad limina visit incumbent upon all bishops worldwide. Odin, nevertheless,
campaigned for peace while in Europe.945 The campaigning worked to great effect
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because it was in the wake of Odin’s trip that Pope Pius IX issued his peace letter to the
New Orleans Archbishop and Archbishop Hughes.946 In the letter the pope called for
immediate peace and even offered himself as a potential mediator between North and
South.947 More importantly, practically speaking, Pius’s letter set off the firestorm of
Southern bishops’ peace pastorals and the like that were discussed in chapter three.
The Trent affair along with the failure of the original Mann-Rost-Yancey mission,
according to historian Charles Hubbard, compelled a shift in Confederate diplomacy from
a classic defense of “southern rights” and King Cotton theory to a focus on getting relief
from the blockade.948 The Northern blockade was both a literal hardship and a point of
derision for Southerners who, like one Southern bishop, claimed it was both
unconstitutional as well as immoral with the aim being to “crush the South
completely.”949 This was acknowledged in Europe, too. The Reverend John McCloskey,
Rector of the American College in Rome, wrote Bishop Lynch that he was aware of the
Diocese of Charleston’s sufferings, ranging from the fire to general impoverishment, but
that the biggest problem was the Northern blockade as it prevented critical help from
reaching the diocese.950
It was not diplomatic strategy, however, that gave the South another shot at
European recognition in 1862 but, as in the Trent affair, wartime events in America. The
Confederacy had incredible success on the battlefield beginning in the middle of 1862,
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especially after Lee took command of the Army of Northern Virginia. Europe, paying
attention from the beginning of the conflict, took notice. The British Prime Minister,
Palmerston, a “pragmatist” according to historian Howard Jones, believed as early as July
1861, following Confederate victory at First Manassas, that the separation of the United
States was a permanent fact.951 Palmerston soon joined Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
future four-time Prime Minister William Gladstone, in calling for the war’s end for
“humanitarian as well as economic reasons.”952
Following the string of consecutive Confederate victories in the summer of 1862,
the capstone at Second Manassas in August, the British were very close to initiating
mediated peace talks with the caveat that if the North did not consent the British would
simply recognize the Confederacy, outright, as a nation.953 French support was always
contingent upon the British. Napoleon had put forth a proposal for a six-month armistice
and mediation of the conflict as well.954 There was also talk, amongst the European
powers, of a joint mediation plan that would include France and Russia and the
stipulation that immediate recognition of the South would follow if the Union refused to
join the proceedings.955
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Then, the Battle of Antietam was fought. It was, according to Howard Jones, a
diplomatic fatal flaw for the South.956 Lee had acted impetuously in his invasion of
Maryland. There was not enough time for the victories of the summer to “sink in”
overseas and the Confederate failure caused immediate doubts for the British about
possible intervention.957 More importantly, with Lincoln’s issue of the Emancipation
Proclamation, according to historian Orville Vernon Burton the “clearest sign of change”
in the struggle, and for historian Eric Foner the true beginning of Reconstruction, the war
took on a new meaning.958 Fiercely anti-slavery Europe could no longer entertain backing
the South. Slavery was no longer a mutually neutralized issue.
Conservative French opinion, since hearing of Napoleon’s mediation proposal,
was deeply in favor of France stepping in and all sides, by 1862, believed that the North
could not win the war.959 Similar views were present in Britain with some believing that
Antietam might actually demand intervention more than ever, the South’s military failure
notwithstanding. On this opinion Howard Jones writes, “Antietam appeared to confirm
the contemporary view that the American antagonists had become locked in a death grip
that could be broken only by outside assistance.”960
Russell feared that the Proclamation might spawn a race war in the United States,
perhaps a new Haiti, and one that could spread to other nations—outside intervention
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would not only end the war, it would prevent this development.961 In the end, and as with
Trent, the possibility of Confederate recognition passed without note. Lincoln’s timing
was impeccable. He claimed, in a speech to an anti-slavery delegation, “no other step
would be so potent to prevent foreign intervention [as issuing the Emancipation
Proclamation].”962 He was right.
Those who question the authenticity of Lincoln’s Proclamation have ground to
stand on. Twice the president shot down declarations of emancipation earlier in the war,
General John C. Fremont’s issue concerning Missouri in August of 1861 and General
David Hunter’s proclamation in Florida in April of 1862.963 Lincoln, when denouncing
Hunter’s actions, claimed that no Union official, not even the president, had the authority
to emancipate slaves.964
Some in France believed the Emancipation Proclamation was evidence that the
Union themselves did not believe they could win the war on the battlefield.965 Perhaps
that was a correct analysis. If McClellan had been successful in the early part of the war,
in 1861, would an Emancipation Proclamation ever be issued? The Proclamation was
certainly politically motivated, coming after the South’s first military loss in months, and
perhaps geared towards causing domestic insurrections that would force the Confederacy
to fight a two-front war. The Union furthermore seized the moral high ground by
couching the war as a human rights crusade.
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The European press was merciless towards Lincoln. The French newspaper Pays
pointed out what they saw to be the fundamental hypocrisy of the Proclamation, that
Lincoln “wishes to abolish slavery where he is not able to achieve it [the C.S.A] and to
save it where he would be able to abolish it [the U.S.A., where slavery remained in law
until the 1865 Thirteenth Amendment, because the edict applied only to the rebelling
states].”966 The Courrier des deux Charentes wrote that according to Lincoln, “no person
will have slaves, except ourselves and our friends.”967
The London Spectator wrote that the Proclamation essentially stated that a person
“…cannot own him [another person] unless he is loyal to the United States.”968 Another
British paper echoed Pays when stating, “Lincoln offers freedom to the negroes over
whom he has no control, and keeps in slavery those other negroes within his power. Thus
he associates his Government with slavery by making slaveholding the reward to the
planters of rejoining the Old Union.”969 Other people, such as British Secretary of War
Russell, thought Lincoln was inviting race war and further strife, and inciting “acts of
plunder, of incendiarism, and of revenge.”970 Louisville Bishop Martin John Spalding
believed the same thing writing in his journal on the day the Proclamation came into
effect:
While our brethren are thus slaughtered in hecatombs, Ab. Lincoln cooly issues his
Emancipation Proclamation, letting loose from three to four millions of half-civilized Africans to
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murder their Masters and Mistresses! And all this under the pretense of philanthropy!! Puritan
hypocrisy never exhibited itself in a more horrible or detestable attitude. Puritanism, with its
preachers and Common Schools, has at length ruined the Country, as we all foresaw & predicted
it would. May God grant that at length the eyes of America may be opened to its wickedness, &
may see that their only salvation is to be found in Conservative Catholicity! This may be the
result of this unhallowed war, thus, in God’s Providence, bringing good out of evil.971

Race war and insurrection did not come. And while the Proclamation did not arise
form purely humanitarian motives it did, as many historians have shown, among them
Eric Foner, James McPherson, and Orville Vernon Burton, give birth to a new conception
of the war and a more egalitarian America.972 In Europe, although many newspapers
ridiculed what they saw as the hypocrisy of the proclamation, the legislation did have the
practical effect of legitimizing the Northern cause. The conservatives who supported the
South had to “overlook” the issue, upon which all Frenchmen agreed was an
abomination, while liberals had the ultimate proof of whose side righteousness was on.973
As James McPherson points out, the same textiles workers who agitated for British
intervention early in the war, so as to re-open the cotton flow, become “solidly proUnion” following the announcement of the Proclamation, their moral principles
outweighing economic ones.974
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The Proclamation made it highly unlikely, if not impossible, for the South to gain
help from the pope and the Church. The views of Félix Dupanloup, Bishop of Orléans,
were shared by many in the Church and it was this opposition to slavery, and the
insurmountable stumbling block it became, that doomed the missions of Father Bannon
and Bishop Lynch in 1863 and 1864, respectively. In a pastoral letter to his congregation
in 1862 Dupanloup provided a good summary of the Church’s view of slavery—
especially as it was at that time in Europe and the Vatican:
I come to beg for a prayer. Prayer! that is our politics; that is our great interest in the
events of this world. To speak of God to men, and to speak of men to God, that is our mission…I
say to myself, My God died upon the cross for all mankind, and yet there are still men crucified.
He died to deliver all from bondage, and there are men…there are millions of men who are still in
slavery…[quotes St Paul:] ‘There exists no longer either masters or slaves, for we are all brothers
in Jesus Christ.’…It is said that if the Union be reconstructed the emancipation of the slave is not
certain, and if the separation becomes complete, that emancipation is not impossible…I do not
know all that. But what I do know is, that there are still four million slaves in the United States,
two millions in the rest of America, together six millions of slaves in Christian countries eighteen
hundred years after the Crucifixion. What I do know is that the horrors of civil war have been let
lose {sic] by this fearful question, and that the peace of the world is threatened, and is already
disturbed [emphasis his]…they [slaves] have lost not only the right of primogeniture, but all
rights, and because they are sometimes allowed a plate of lentils, proclamation is made that they
are happy…Immortal souls! Ah! the Church knows the price of souls…Is it not yet time, after
eighteen centuries of Christianity, for us all to begin to practice the ever enduring law, ‘Do not to
another that which you would not he should do to you; and that which your brothers should do for
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you, do ye fore them?’…Let us, therefore, be allowed to pray. Pray, sirs, pray earnestly, that a
specific solution of the lamentable problem of slavery may be devised, matured, consummated.975

The Confederate failure to gain British and/or French assistance in 1862,
especially when it was so close following the Battle of Second Manassas, proved to be a
fatal failure, the diplomatic version of the twin defeats at Gettysburg and Vicksburg.976
King Cotton diplomacy had failed. The later missions of Mason and Slidell had failed as
well. Mason ended his British mission, and the Confederacy’s relationship with the
nation, on September 21, 1863, having been relived of his duties in August.977 United
States diplomat Henry Adams rightly diagnosed the situation when he asked, “Why
should Mr. [Confederate president, Jefferson] Davis aid our diplomacy by himself
directing all our causes of alarm towards France, a nation whose power we have no real
cause to fear, and away from England, with whom we have been on the very verge of
war?”978 The Catholic Church, following Mason’s mission, became the Confederacy’s
last diplomatic hope.
Catholic Confederate Diplomacy: Bannon, Lynch, and Pope Pius IX
On September 5, 1863, Judah P. Benjamin wrote to Henry Hotze, a Confederate
agent stationed in London, regarding Father Bannon. Benjamin introduced the priest as
“the Chaplain of the gallant Missourians.”979 He informed Hotze that Bannon had, “at my
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solicitation…consented to proceed to Ireland and there endeavor to enlighten his fellowcountrymen as to the true nature of our struggle.”980 This mission, as discussed in chapter
two, directly followed Bannon’s successful escape from Vicksburg and his subsequent
journey to Richmond where he met Davis and told Bishop McGill he was ready to
“gladly perform any duty assigned” to him.981 Bannon’s consent to serve as a diplomat
shows that his unwavering commitment to the South perhaps even increased. He was not
only willing to be a chaplain and serve the Confederate nation on American battlefields.
He would serve in the diplomatic arena, too.
As Benjamin spelled out to Hotze, the mission was simple on paper but, in reality,
a monster challenge. Bannon was to (single handedly it appeared) convince the Irish
people to stop emigrating to the North and then to support the Southern cause. Bannon
was to travel to Ireland after journeying “to Rome for the purpose of obtaining from the
head of the Catholic Church such sanction of his purpose as may be deemed necessary to
secure him a welcome among the Catholic clergy and laity of Ireland,” in doing so
reclaiming the “moral high ground” the North had secured with the Emancipation
Proclamation. 982
On the first point, stemming Irish influx into the Union ranks, Benjamin noted
that the North was planning to entice many immigrants to come to America for railroad
jobs with the real purpose to “get them as recruits for the Federal Army.”983 Benjamin
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concluded telling Hotze to pass along diplomatic instructions to Bannon as well as to
assist him in his travels, pay his expenses, which would be covered by the Confederate
government, and to provide him with any “information in your power.”984
The Confederate government’s trust in Bannon, along with their funding of his
mission, demonstrates their commitment to a Catholic foreign policy—especially when at
that point in the war, the fall of 1863, their secular European diplomatic hopes had been
dashed. They did not simply approve Bannon’s mission in a tacit sense, wish him well
but leave him to his own devices, rather they fully invested in Bannon’s mission from a
diplomatic and financial side and, in assigning him to, in effect, win Ireland for the
South, showed the confidence they had in a Catholic priest being able to do just that.
Regardless of how much of a long shot this mission, and perhaps the entire Catholic
diplomatic work, was, the South was going to give a true best effort and they deemed
Bannon to be the right man for the job.
Bannon successfully ran the blockade in early October 1863.985 He was on his
way to Europe. He would never again see America. Bannon traveled from Wilmington,
North Carolina to Bermuda before heading across the ocean to Great Britain.986 The
evangelical zeal that Bannon displayed during his chaplaincy with the First Missouri,
between 1861 and 1863, must have come natural to him. During the course of the trip
Bannon discussed Catholic doctrine with a non-Catholic crewman from Virginia, John
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Banister Tabb, a teenager.987 Tabb later recalled this as a seminal moment in his
conversion to Catholicism and his eventual decision to become a priest himself.988
When Bannon met with Pope Pius IX in Rome he became the first Confederate
diplomat to do so.989 Pius took a liking to the Confederate chaplain.990 Bannon was a tall
and strong man with a full black beard whom the pope referred to as “cette homme
magnifique.”991 When, at a later point in the war, the pope asked Bannon who had given
him permission to wear his beard he responded that he was “only a poor Confederate
chaplain” who grew the beard while in camp with his soldiers.992 “My son,” Pius said,
“you may wear your beard.”993
Bannon’s first meeting with Pius IX, in 1863 and prior to his Ireland mission,
went well by his account. Bannon delivered Jefferson Davis’ letter to the pope.994 Davis
began his letter informing Pius that the joint papal letter of the previous year, to
Archbishops Odin and Hughes, had come to his attention and that he was pleased to have
the pope “exhort the people and the rulers to the exercise of mutual charity and the love
of peace.”995 The point behind Davis’ letter was to express to the pope a ConfederatePapal unity of intention and to play up the degree of separation between their camp, he
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and the pope’s, against the United States.996 No such camp existed. The pope may have
favored the South in some ways and he may have even taken a personal liking to Davis,
or respected him as a political leader, but the idea that the pope was a Southern partisan
was a one directional product of Southern propaganda.
Davis’ letter was a political and diplomatic move. Peace was a secondary concern
to, or even a tool for, Confederate diplomatic success; the same intentions many of the
bishops put forth during the war. If Davis wanted peace for its own sake he could have
done all in his power to end the war and begin healing the country. But he didn’t just
want peace. He wanted a peace that guaranteed Southern independence, much like
Bishop Lynch who, in many of his wartime letters, hoped and prayed for not just peace
but one “honorable and just”.997
The Confederate president claimed that it was his “duty to your Holiness in my
own name and in that of the people of the Confederate States to give this expression of
our sincere and cordial appreciation of the Christian love and charity by which your
Holiness is actuated, and to assure you that this people…have been earnestly desirous
that the wicked war shall cease.”998
Davis pointed out that “we desire no evil to our enemies, nor de we covet any of
their possessions,” arguing that the South was fighting a defenseless war against a cruel
invader. Davis argued that the war was being fought for the sole purpose that “they [the
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Union] shall cease to devastate our land and inflict useless and cruel slaughter upon our
people.”999
He concluded saying that the South wished only to live in peace in order to enjoy
political and spiritual freedom.1000 The letter, while perhaps not wholly insincere, nor
fully misleading (it was true that the South was, in effect, trying to be “left alone” ), was
above all a piece of political machination aimed at creating simplistic dichotomies (North
bad, South good) that would gain the South Rome’s sympathy if not outright diplomatic
support.
Bannon, in addition to handing the pope Davis’ letter, was reportedly encouraged
by an intimation that if France, “the eldest daughter of the Church,” recognized the
Confederacy the Vatican would follow.1001 The details on this are unclear. Even if this
was somehow hinted at there was no way, in reality, that France was going to recognize
the South with Britain out of the picture. While Bannon readied to leave Rome another
agent, Ambrose Dudley Mann, of the original Confederate mission to Europe, met with
the pope.
Mann was sent to Rome with detailed instructions from Davis and Benjamin. The
Confederate president named Mann Special Envoy to the Holy See telling the agent that
he placed “trust and confidence in your prudence, integrity, and ability.”1002 The
Confederate Secretary of State hit on the same themes that Davis did in his letter.
Inspired by Pius’ peace letter to Archbishops Odin and Hughes, Mann was instructed to
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convey Davis', and the Confederate people’s, personal thanks for his involvement in
peace initiatives—which Benjamin, like Davis, claimed was the South’s main objective.
Mann, like Bannon, was handed a copy of the Davis letter to give to the pope. Mann’s
first audience with the pope was, according to him, a “remarkable conference.” 1003
Mann’s three letters to Benjamin, written between November 14th and December 9th of
1863, brimmed with a confident tone suggesting papal recognition was imminent.
Mann’s first meeting with Pope Pius IX began with the pope explaining why he
had written his letter to Odin and Hughes and his lamentation that he did not believe that
his desire for a quick end to the war would materialize.1004 Mann took that opportunity to
tell Pius that his appointment was for the purpose of demonstrating the South’s desire to
accede to the pope’s wishes.1005 He then handed Pius Davis’ letter. The pope, not
understanding English, had Mann’s secretary read it to him.1006
Mann observed that when Davis’ letter was read to the pope, Pius IX was
“absorbed in Christian contemplation…a sweeter expression of pious affection, of tender
benignity, never adorned the face of mortal man.” 1007 When the passage was read where
Davis said that he had offered the same prayers for peace to God with “the same feelings
which animated your Holiness,” Mann mentioned that Pius looked upward “toward that
throne upon which ever sits the Prince of Peace, indicating that his heart was pleading for
our deliverance from that ceaseless and merciless war which is prosecuted against us.”1008
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Mann reported that Pope Pius told him that Lincoln and the U.S. diplomat corps
had been working hard to create the impression in Europe that the goal of the war was to
end slavery.1009 Perhaps the South could initiate a program of gradual emancipation, Pius
asked?1010 Mann replied that the Confederacy, as well as the United States, had “no
control whatever” on the issue of slavery.1011 He then rambled off the typical Southern
apologies about why slavery must be left to the states, that “true philanthropy” was
opposed to the way Lincoln wished to free the slaves “convert[ing] the well cared-for
civilized negro into a semi-barbarian,” and that slaves actually preferred their bondage in
the South as opposed to freedom elsewhere.1012
Mann, like Yancey blinded by arrogant self-assurance, and not seeing how his and
his government’s irrational defenses of slavery harmed any chance the Confederacy had
in Rome, opined that overall “…[his] Holiness received these remarks with an approving
expression.” 1013 Mann reported that Pius told him that he wished to do anything in his
power to end “this most terrible war which is harming the good of all the earth.”1014
Mann, like Bannon would argue in Ireland, told the pope that the real problem was Union
deception in regards to immigrants, especially the Irish, promising them jobs while in
reality bringing them over to join the Northern war effort.1015 Mann reported that at this
the pope “expressed his utter astonishment” and promised to write a letter to Davis that
might be published for the general public’s reading.1016
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Mann characterized the meeting as “among the most remarkable conferences ever
a foreign representative had with a potentate of the earth.” 1017 “And such a potentate!,”
he wrote, “ A potentate who wields the consciences of 175,000,000 of the civilized
race…the vice-regent of Almighty God in his sublunary sphere.”1018 Mann’s enthusiasm
had nothing to do with his personal religious beliefs. He was not a Catholic and told the
pope that.1019 It had everything to do with Mann’s mischaracterization of Pius’ sincere
listening to the Southern position, and even something as trivial as his cordial reception
of the Confederate diplomat on a personal level, as approval of, and agreement with, the
Southern position.
Mann, nevertheless, authentically believed that real diplomatic assistance could
come from Rome. Great Britain and France didn’t matter anymore because “when
contrasted with the sneaking subterfuges to which some of the Governments of western
Europe have had recourse in order to evade intercourse with our Commissioners,” the
papal court displayed a “strikingly majestic” conduct.1020 Mann really believed that the
pope could become a southern partisan; he probably thought that Pius already was a
Southern sympathizer, at least in his heart. Mann believed that it would not be a stretch
for the pope to soon issue some edict, to those “consciences of 175,000,000 of the
civilized race,” that might help the South.1021
Perhaps a formal declaration of papal support for the South would stem the tide of
Catholic immigrants into Union ranks. Maybe it would cause Catholics already fighting
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in the Union ranks to have doubts. All this was on the horizon, Mann believed. The
important thing is that Mann did in fact believe. The South, from Davis on down, put real
stock in the pope and the Roman Catholic Church for diplomatic help even though there
was, as scholars such as Charles Hubbard correctly point out, no real chance for
Confederate internationalism without British support.1022 But there is a world of
difference between seeing the writing on the wall and folding and, as would be the course
of action that the Confederacy pursued by way of Catholic diplomats and in relations
with Pius and the Vatican, keeping hope alive.
As Pius demonstrated in his letter to Davis, and in his meetings with Bannon and
Lynch, the one thing the pope really cared about was peace. The fundamental reason that
the Confederacy had no diplomatic chance with the pope was not because he had no
power to offer. A papal endorsement might indeed have an effect on the war, the degree
of which is impossible to know. There was no authentic Confederate hope because Pius
was solidly focused on his spiritual obligation to shepherd all Catholics without
distinction to politics and this, combined with the South’s insistence on defending
slavery, made Catholic Southern diplomacy a failed venture.
Mann wrote to Benjamin a week later, on November 21st. Mann informed
Benjamin again of the pope’s forthcoming letter to Davis but conceded that he did not
know when it would be completed—“weeks, perhaps months.”1023 Pius’ letter to
Jefferson Davis was written less than two weeks later. Dated December 3, 1863, the letter
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was addressed to the “Illustrious and Honorable, Sir, Jefferson Davis, President of the
Confederate States of America.”1024 It was a brief letter and to the point.
Pius began by saying that he was greatly pleased, finding “certainly no small
pleasure,” to learn from Davis’ letter, as well as his envoys, that the Confederate
president had so well received the pope’s peace letter to Archbishops Odin and
Hughes.1025 It was furthermore “very gratifying…that you and your people are animated
by the same desire for peace and tranquility which we had so earnestly inculcated in our
aforesaid letter to the venerable brethren above-named.”1026 Pius only prayed that other
leaders would, like Davis and himself, “embrace the counsels of peace and
tranquility.”1027
That was it. No official recognition of the Confederacy or a plan to do so in the
future. There was no taking sides. Pope Pius’ entire letter focused on one thing, the one
thing that defined his Civil War political involvement, a call for peace. Mann, in a letter
to Benjamin on December 9th, excitingly wrote in reference to Pius calling Davis
“President” that “thus we are acknowledged by as high an authority as this world contains
to be an independent power of the earth.”1028 Mann further claimed that this was “a
positive recognition of our Government.”1029
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It was not and Benjamin, a “cynical realist,” knew that the title was nothing more
than a sign of respect.1030 This doesn’t mean that the pope didn’t actually believe Davis
was the president of an independent nation. One doesn’t have to address someone as
“president” in order to show them respect. The important point is that while the pope may
have seen Davis and the Confederacy as legitimate he wasn’t going to press the point, he
wasn’t going to stand with them against the Union, nor declare that American Catholics
should see the justice of the Southern cause. There is nothing to suggest that he, even
privately, saw the Southern cause as just.
Benjamin saw this. Other Confederate leaders did not. That is why exploring the
Catholic side of Confederate diplomacy is so historiographically important. Those on the
ground during the war, again save for the Secretary of State, saw Catholic diplomacy as a
legitimate chance for the South. Mann was ecstatic. Davis took it along the same lines
because soon afterwards he appointed Lynch as an official Confederate agent to the pope
to hopefully build off of this sign of “recognition” and bring the papacy fully over the
Southern side.1031
Father Bannon bought in as well, no surprise considering his all-encompassing
dedication to the Confederacy. In Ireland, his main propaganda piece was a poster
entitled “Address to the Catholic Clergy and People of Ireland”—included were three
letters: Pope Pius’ initial peace overture to Odin and Hughes, Davis’ letter to the pope,
and the pope’s response to Davis.1032 Bannon’s entire mission, per his initial instructions
from Benjamin, was to stymie Irish emigration to the North. Bannon obviously put great
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stock in the Pius-Davis exchange, perhaps even agreeing with Mann that this signaled
papal approval of the South, as two-thirds of his main argument centered around Pius and
Davis.
Bannon argued that the letters between the pope and Davis meant that Pius IX
saw the South as a “remnant of Christian civilization” while the North was but an
“amalgamation of German and Yankee infidels.”1033 This is precisely Thomas Haddox’s
argument about Catholic “congeniality” with Southern values and Faust’s argument about
Southerners viewing themselves as elite heirs to the Western tradition while the North
was little less than money grubbing secularists—this is not just a nice framework for
understanding Confederatization but an almost literal explanation of how Confederate
Catholics defended their nation.1034
Bannon was apt to frame questions in binary, and simplistic, terms. Who were the
Yankees? They were the descendants of Cromwell, Puritan “witch hunters,” who burned
convents and devastated the private property of Southern citizens.1035 According to
Bannon, in a country run over by Know-Nothingism in the 1850s, being Catholic in the
North was “worse than being black.”1036 Who were the men of the South? They were “the
natural ally of the foreigner and the Catholic,” the rich Catholic history of Louisiana and
Florida attesting to the South’s intrinsic Catholic character.1037
Bannon’s Ireland mission, and really including his larger European mission to the
pope, shows all the facets of this work’s arguments considering Catholic
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Confederatization. It shows the importance of Christianity to Southern nationalism and to
the Confederate nation, as Drew Gilpin Faust pointed out in The Creation of Confederate
Nationalism.1038 Bannon’s mission shows the two-directional consensus on this—Bannon
was supporting the Confederate nation in one of the most obvious ways possible, as a
diplomatic agent, and the Confederacy were placing political hope in an envoy who was
also a Catholic priest. Additionally, in conjunction with Emory Thomas and Anne Sarah
Rubin, both of whom highlight the essentially reactionary nature of the Confederate
nationalism, Bannon’s following statements on “1776” and the Confederacy as true heir
to the Founding Fathers shows how much Southern Catholics participated in these
nationalistic arguments.1039
Bannon, like John Dooley, upbraided Irishmen who fought for the North as
disrespecting the efforts of Mitchel and the ’48 movement and drew on this tradition to
argue that the South was also fighting for “home rule” and was, in the framework of
American history, the true heirs to the Revolution of 1776.1040 Bannon had great success
in Ireland and he was well received. Thousands of copies of his curricular were circulated
throughout the country and, with most parish priests agreeing with his arguments, he was
invited all over the country to preach and explain his position.1041
Bannon’s thesis was that the South was fighting a defensive war against Northern
aggressors, aggressors who wanted to use Irish men as cannon fodder.1042 The South just
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wanted to be left alone, in peace, and now the pope was on their side too, all wanting to
end the war and return to normalcy. The one catch being that the Confederacy would now
be an independent nation—the bottom line of Davis’ entire international outlook: a peace
guaranteeing independence. A common Irishman who heard Bannon preach said, “We
who were all praying for the North at the opening of the war would willingly fight for the
South if we could get there.”1043 A contingent of Irish clergy complained to Lincoln to
stop “using up the Irish in the war like dogs.”1044
John Martin who along with Mitchel formed the “Moses and Aaron” of the
Young Ireland ’48 movement wrote “I am heart and soul a partisan of the Confederates in
this war.”1045 “These sentiments are the sentiments of the great majority of the people of
Ireland,” he claimed, adding “the South has the right of self-government as clearly as the
Belgians, Italians, Poles, or the Irish.”1046 At the conclusion of Bannon’s mission, in
March of 1864, an Irishman claimed that “The people [now] sympathize with the South,
the priesthood [has] advocated the Southern cause… and should the Federal and
Confederate recruiting officers be allowed to enter the field of competition for recruits
within a month from now the Southern cause would attract four-fifths of the material.”1047
Bannon had seemingly convinced many Irishmen of the idea that the North
wanted to use its citizens expendably on the front lines and accomplished a mission Judah
Benjamin had written about to James Mason in July 1863. Bannon, Benjamin wrote,
would assist in “communicating directly with the [Irish] people, and spreading among
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them such information and intelligence as may be best adapted to persuade them of the
folly and wickedness of volunteering their aid in the savage warfare waged against
us.”1048
Historian Phillip Thomas Tucker, who argues that Bannon was the “most capable
and successful Confederate secret agent not only in Ireland, but in Europe as well” seems
to have solid ground for this conclusion, at least in Ireland, based on the words of Henry
Hotze who said that “Bannon’s accomplishments represent the most important diplomatic
success achieved by the Confederacy in Ireland.”1049 Historian Leo Francis Stock shows
that Irish emigration to the United States dropped precipitously following Bannon’s
mission, fifty four percent (63,533 in 1864 to 29,722 in 1865) in one year.1050 Stopping
Irish emigration to the North was the whole point of Bannon’s mission, so judged by this
metric it was a success.
Historian David T. Gleeson, in his 2013 book The Green and the Grey, argues
against both Tucker and Stock claiming that the Bannon mission had little effect on the
course of the war.1051 Gleeson is right in a bottom line sense. Bannon did not prevent
enough Irishmen from entering the Union service to affect its Army and therefore to
contribute to ultimate Confederate victory. But this would have been a minor miracle.
Bannon, for the purpose of his mission, did find success and it can be argued, looking at
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the whole picture, that he was as successful, if not more so, than he, or the Confederate
government, could have hoped for.
This author concurs with Tucker and Stock; likewise with historian D.P. Crook
who claims that during the war the Irish people became disillusioned with the idea of
America as a promised land of democratic opportunity, believing instead that it was
exploiting the Irish as cannon fodder—Bannon’s arguments exactly.1052 Crook likewise
argues that Ireland came to be a stronghold of pro-Confederate sympathy throughout the
war remaining that way to the end.1053
This author believes Bannon succeeded because a failed mission would have
lacked any measurable success, no drop in immigration to the North, no lay and clerical
receptivity to the message. Bannon was well received. He did garner much popular
support and was invited all over the country to explain the Southern position. There is
likewise, in regards to reduced emigration, statistical evidence to support the claim that
he did make a difference. As Bannon was completing his mission, Patrick Lynch, the
Bishop of Charleston, was preparing for his.
Lynch, in March of 1864, wrote to Benjamin with his response to a previous
inquiry about his willingness to become a Confederate agent.1054 “After mature
reflection,” Lynch wrote, “I believe it is my duty to acceded to the desire of the
Government, and to accept the position.1055 But, Lynch added, should the Confederate
government find a more suitable agent to go in his place “it will give me personally much
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pleasure to be relieved of a duty which I feel to be very responsible, and for which no
previous training has prepared me.”
According to Lynch, he accepted his post out of deference to his political
obligations to his country—the Confederacy. This most politically dedicated of bishops
claimed, officially, that he undertook this mission only because it was asked of him, that
no “suitable replacement” could be found. 1056 In truth, however, the man who gleefully
wrote about South Carolina independence as Fort Sumter was being shelled, held public
thanksgiving in his cathedral following the victory, and never missed a moment to defend
the Southern cause in debates with other bishops, must have been very pleased to be
chosen for this mission. And that he accepted proves how deep Confederate commitment
ran amongst not just Catholic battlefield men, chaplains and soldiers, but among the
southern episcopate. Lynch, like Bannon, did his part for the Confederacy at home. Now
he would do his part for them overseas.
As the Confederacy was eager to enlist Catholic priests in the service of their
cause, Lynch was more than happy to offer his services in return. Lynch’s diplomatic
appointment was mutually beneficial and mutually desired. The Confederacy, beginning
with Bannon’s mission to Europe and earlier with its eagerness to have Catholic
chaplains minister to soldiers, showed their willingness to unite religion to their cause; or,
in other words, to have authentic religion, both Catholic and Protestant, add legitimacy to
the Confederate civil religion. Lynch, more so than any other bishop, seemed more than
happy to participate in these plans because he endorsed the idea that the South was
providentially favored.
1056
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Lynch, therefore, was indeed the perfect priest to become a Southern diplomat
because he was authentically committed to the Southern cause, as much as any ardent
chaplain or solider. Add this to his grasp of language, international experience, and
respected intellect, and it was an obvious choice for the South to make confirming, yet
again, that studies of Confederate diplomacy cannot stop following Mason’s 1863
mission.
The South placed real hope in a Catholic Confederate diplomacy and Catholics of
real ability were chosen for these missions. The Confederate government’s willingness to
do that, to choose not just the most ardent but the most talented Southern Catholics,
shows that the missions were not flippant or lightly considered. Lynch was given three
weeks to get his affairs in order and then report to Richmond.1057 A top priority for Lynch
was leaving his diocese in capable hands, and so he appointed Father Fillion as VicarGeneral of interior Charleston—the reason for the appointment being that in addition to
Fillion’s “piety and ecclesiastical quality,” he was a Frenchman and so would most likely
not be removed by the Union army should the city fall.1058
Lynch, before leaving for the Confederate capital, heard from Bishop Augustin
Verot. Verot said that he thought clergy should do what they could to help end the war
but “I do not see what good your mission to the Holy Father can do toward putting an end
to the war.”1059 Curiously, Verot wrote that he believed a delegation sent to the French
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Emperor Maximillian “offering him an alliance offensive & defensive with the
Confederacy would do more good.”1060
Perhaps Verot had a romantic notion that such a delegation sent “in the name of
humanity, civilization & liberty” would somehow convince the French, although with
little to gain for themselves, to join the war.1061 Maybe Verot was just desperate,
evidenced by his writing to Lynch that he believed the war could not end without some
foreign intervention.1062 If foreign intervention really was the final missing piece then any
country would do including a country that had done little to demonstrate a proConfederate commitment nor the willingness to act unilaterally.
Yet if Verot’s comments are interpreted in the light of another, hereto not
discussed, type of nationalism, they make more sense. Much has been made of Southern
Catholics’ Confederate nationalism but how strong was these same men’s commitment to
their nations of origin? Maybe Verot believed France offered the best hope simply
because he was French because, as historian Benedict Anderson has famously termed, he
was living in the imagined community of his own birth nation’s superiority1063. A nation
that historian Hans Kohn has shown can rightfully claim to be the mother of modern
nationalism, a modern nationalism that, as Michael Burleigh has extensively argued, is so
strong as to approach the realm of “secular religion,” an interesting European version of
the civil religion many Southern Catholics participated in.1064
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This point is much too detailed, and not fully pertinent to this work’s argument, to
discuss here but it is nevertheless interesting to consider if Verot’s French nationalism
blinded him to the reality of France’s diplomatic impotence?; an impotence exacerbated
when viewed independent of the British, the only European nation who could have made
a real difference for the South.
On March 25th Lynch wrote to Benjamin again, informing him that he hoped to
bring an aide with him, one who could write French and Italian well, that he was brining
five bales of cotton as a source of currency, and that he would be in Richmond on the
agreed date, April 5th; maybe he could even arrive the day before.1065 Lynch, less than a
week before his departure, received a letter from General P.G.T Beauregard wishing him
luck and safety on his mission.1066
Beauregard’s note is yet another testament to the depth that the Southern
leadership supported the Catholic diplomatic effort. Beauregard being a Catholic is
furthermore an interesting point on Confederate civil religion. It is as if this general, one
of the South’s most important, reached out to a fellow Catholic with the message that the
Catholic cause and the Confederate cause are one in the same. Beauregard was
commending Lynch on his acceptance of a duty that was at once Catholic and at once
Confederate because in reality it was both.
Lynch had earned the respect of the South’s military elite, and Davis as well,
because in agreeing to serve as a diplomat he was adding his approval to the idea that the
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Southern cause was favored by God. Here is a direct example of historian Harry Stout’s
correctness in pointing out, in his book Upon the Altar of the Nation, that because
religious bodies supported the war cause, when they alone perhaps could have given
restraint a moral impetus, the unjustness and excess of the war progressed unchecked.1067
On April 4th, Benjamin wrote to Lynch with information regarding his upcoming
duties as “Commissioner to represent the Confederacy near the States of the Church.”1068
Benjamin informed Lynch that the recent exchange between Davis and the pope was the
reason for his mission.1069 Included in Lynch’s materials was a copy of these letters and
Benjamin credited the pope’s “earnest desire to for the restoration of peace on this
continent.”1070 No one, Benjamin claimed, was better suited to serve a diplomatic mission
to the Vatican than Lynch. 1071 Even the secular Confederate government could see the
depth of this Catholic bishop’s Southern allegiance.
While all of Europe had refused to admit the Confederacy to the “family of
nations,” Benjamin cautioned Lynch not to overtly push for papal recognition of the
South.1072 “To make a formal demand for our recognition by His Holiness,” Benjamin
wrote, “would therefore seem to be ungracious and inconsistent with the friendly
feelings which prompt this mission.”1073 But lest Lynch think the mission was solely of a
fraternal nature Benjamin cautioned, “the honor and interest of our own country are,
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however, paramount to all other considerations.”1074 The bishop was to do his best to
mold pubic opinion at Paris, Madrid, and Vienna, basically all throughout Europe, and
increase the goodwill Pius’ court had shown Davis and the Confederacy.1075
Benjamin’s directions to Lynch were pure opportunism, and wholly pragmatic.
The key of his letter was the directive that the interests of the Confederacy superseded all
else. Benjamin recognized that while the pope’s letter to Davis was no sign of recognition
it was, nevertheless, some sign of friendship. Pushing outright for recognition could
offend the pope and ruin this progress. Perhaps Benjamin had in mind Yancey’s failure in
the original Confederate mission when the agent’s bravado regarding King Cotton
diplomacy, and “southern rights,” was off-putting to Europeans.1076
Benjamin noted that it would be Lynch’s “delicate task to keep in view the great
advantage which would accrue to our cause by the formal recognition of the Government
by the Sovereign Pontiff, and the establishment with him of the usual diplomatic
intercourse.”1077 Even the cynical Benjamin, who did not share Mann or Davis’
enthusiasm about the papal exchanges, believed that there was some, even if miniscule,
hope of diplomatic assistance from the papacy.
Lynch was instructed to be watchful and look for the right moment.1078 If such an
occasion presented itself, Benjamin wrote “the President expects that you will not fail to
avail yourself of the opportunity.”1079 In sum, when Benjamin said that it was to “the
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indirect than the direct effects of your mission that we are disposed to look for fruitful
results,” the Secretary of State believed the most favorable outcome of the mission would
be Lynch increasing the goodwill of the papacy towards the South and maybe causing
that to affect some of the European powers; but if outright recognition, the ultimate goal,
was possible, Lynch was expected to act.1080
The same day of Benjamin’s letter, April 4th, Lynch received his commission
from Davis.1081 On April 4th Davis addressed his cabinet concerning Lynch telling them
that the bishop had been invested with “full and all manner of power and authority, for
and in the name of the Confederate States, to meet and confer with…person or persons
duly authorized by the Sovereign Pontiff of the States of the Church.”1082 Davis, like
Beauregard, Benjamin, and a host of other Southern, and non-Catholic, leaders gave his
full support to, and placed authentic hope in, Catholic diplomacy.
The Confederate government would pay Lynch a monthly salary of one-thousand
dollars during his mission, with allowance to draw an additional five-hundred dollars for
expenses and he was given permission to hire a secretary who would be paid threehundred dollars a month.1083 Lynch took two men with him, Conrad Wise Chapman, a
solider and an artist, and seminarian Daniel J. Quigley.1084 The former spoke Italian and
the latter was on his way to complete his education at the American College in Rome.1085
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Lynch left Richmond on April 6th.1086 He reached Wilmington, North Carolina
two days later from where he was led to the steamship Minnie, in the mouth of Cape
Fear, for the departure to Bermuda.1087 Lynch and his party reached Bermuda on April
14th.1088 From there it was on to England by way of Halifax, Nova Scotia.1089 Lynch,
before arriving in Rome for the main purpose of his mission, had a few stops along the
way.
Lynch, upon reaching Halifax, was a guest of Archbishop Connelly and given a
public dinner.1090 From there he proceeded to Ireland. Lynch was again a guest of the
local episcopacy, this time the Archbishop of Dublin Paul Cullen. Cullen asked Lynch if
he would “be so kind as to preach for us in the metropolitan Church on next Sunday, feast
of the H.[oly] Trinity.”1091 He also told Lynch then when he returned from preaching in
other parts of the country “come to my house and I will have a room prepared for
you.”1092 Lynch did preach throughout the country and met with other bishops with the
goal, like Bannon’s mission of the previous year, to dissuade Irishmen from emigrating to
the U.S. and joining the Union army.1093 Lynch and Bannon, in fact, met in Ireland on
this mission and the latter would accompany Lynch on the remainder of his journey.1094
From Ireland they traveled to London, where Lynch dined with Nicholas Cardinal
Wiseman, the first Catholic Archbishop of Westminster since the reestablishment of the
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Church hierarchy in England and Wales in 1850, and from there proceeded to Paris
where he met with Confederate agent John Slidell and Archbishop of Paris Georges
Darboy.1095 In Paris, Lynch was able to secure an audience, on June 13, 1864, with the
French Foreign Minister Eduoard Drouyn de Lhuys.1096
Drouyn told Lynch that he believed that the Confederacy was having some
measure of wartime success and, according to Lynch, “that long ago, the French
government was disposed to intervene, and propose terms of peace, [but], unwilling to act
alone, it had proposed a concert of action in the matter to the English government. But
the proposal was not accepted.”1097 Drouyn was referring to the Napoleon armistice plan
that was drawn up in 1862, yet never materialized. Drouyn then told Lynch that the
French preferred a policy of neutrality.1098 It was slavery, which France had abolished in
its colonies in 1848, that according to Lynch was Drouyn’s, and France’s, biggest
stumbling block to recognition.1099
Lynch and his crew, having crossed the Atlantic Ocean and stopped over in Nova
Scotia, Ireland, England, and France, finally arrived in Rome in the summer of 1864,
almost three months after receiving his initial commission.1100 Lynch, rather than stay
with Bishop McCloskey, his friend and the Rector of the American College at Rome, and
perhaps cause hard feelings among some of the seminarians there, they from both the
North and the South, took an apartment on the Via Condotti.1101 McCloskey missed
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Lynch at the time of his arrival in Rome anyways, the former on a health vacation in
Naples hoping to avoid the “terrible furnace” of the Roman summer.1102
Lynch, on June 28th, had his first meeting with Cardinal Antonelli, Pius’ Secretary
of State, a man whom Lynch credited with being as well informed about American events
as any European, and, to the South’s misfortune, a man who never wavered in his
commitment to abstinence from the war if not outright support for the Union.1103 A truly
crushing blow came when Lynch was informed that the pope would see him only in his
ecclesiastical capacity, as a bishop of the Catholic Church, not a diplomatic agent.1104
This ended all hope of any potential diplomatic success that Benjamin and Lynch had
discussed before the first meeting even started.
When the pope did meet with Lynch (in a party that included Father Bannon), on
July 4, 1864, he asked him about the condition of Charleston, from the fire and the recent
bombardment and Lynch conveyed Davis’ “respect, veneration, and good will.”1105 Any
political talk, however, was to no avail. Pope Pius IX, who was committed to
disinterested peace from the beginning of the war, only solidified this commitment when
he told his gathered audience that day,
It is most clear that you are two nations…When some foreign power will have to be
called in as umpire, then, perhaps, by a miracle, for it would be a miracle if the North should
consent, that I might be called in as an umpire, I wish it to be understood before hand that I could
not say anything directed to confirm and strengthen slavery. I hold that Christianity has benefitted
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society as to the position of women and as to the position of the slaves. The first has been
elevated and made equal to men, and has her appropriate sphere of action. I am happy to believe
that [nuns on] both sides have done and are doing an immense good in the hospitals. The
condition of the Slave was likewise improved, until in the course of time it cease to exist. As to
your slaves, I see clearly that it would be absurd to attempt, as it were to cut the Gordian Knott
[sic], by an act of Emancipation. But still something might be done looking to an improvement in
their position or state, and to a gradual preparation for their freedom at a future opportune time. I
have already said this much to several Americans from the South and they seemed to agree with
me.1106

The pope’s claim that the North and South were “two nations” had as much
political capital as his address to Davis as “Illustrious President”; it was both a sign of
respect as well as an acknowledgement of a wartime reality yet, in practice, the pope and
the Roman Catholic Church were going to do nothing official to help either side in the
war. This greatly benefited the Union for they, unlike the South, didn’t need external help
to win the war and could only be harmed by a foreign power joining the struggle.
The pope may have, like much of Europe, been against full emancipation of the
slaves, hence his “Gordian Knott” comment, but he was, as was much of Europe, fully
against slavery. That the pope would become a peace mediator in the conflict only if it
was understood that he could “not say anything directed to confirm and strengthen
slavery,” speaks volumes about his true feelings on the issue.1107
For the pope to become a peace mediator in the War would be a great victory for
the Vatican, a recognition of the Church’s diplomatic importance from both North and
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South and from this an increase in the Catholic public profile in America. But Pius would
not accept this potential post if it slavery was somehow a debatable issue. Slavery, as
with Drouyn and the French, proved to be the great obstacle preventing the pope from at
least entertaining the possibility of diplomatically assisting the Confederacy.
Lynch had a few audiences with Antonelli and the pope but they all came to
naught.1108 The United States knew it, too. U.S. diplomat Rufus King wrote a series of
letters to Secretary of State Seward to this effect. On July 30th he mentioned that Lynch,
“a supporter if not an accredited agent, of the so called Confederate Government,” had
been in Rome for a few weeks.1109 King then said that Lynch had not met with official
papal recognition nor was he likely to.1110 On August 16th King reported that Cardinal
Antonelli had told him that Lynch had been received in his “clerical capacity” alone, and
not as a Confederate agent.1111
Six days later King informed Seward that Cardinal Antonelli had read the U.S.
Constitution and “could plainly perceive that the so-called Confederate States had sought
an unconstitutional remedy for their alleged wrongs.”1112 Whether or not Antonelli
“plainly perceived” the injustice of the Confederate cause is, of course, speculative, but
King was correct in predicting that there would be no change in the papal court’s
neutrality.1113 On October 25th King reported that Lynch was about to leave Rome and,
having met with no diplomatic success, declared his mission “a failure.”1114
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Before Lynch left, and “failed,” he made a last ditch effort at gaining papal
support by drawing up a pamphlet on slavery. This was in response to Pius’ statement
from their meeting when the pope told the bishop, in regards to slaves, that “still
something might be done looking to an improvement in their position or state, and to a
gradual preparation for their freedom at a future opportune time.”1115 Lynch’s pamphlet
was written in the same stream of Southern Catholic thought already discussed—Bishop
England, Archbishop Kenrick, and Bishop Verot, the latter in particular.1116
Lynch argued, like Verot in his Tract, that there were obligations masters owed to
their slaves (“adequate food, shelter, clothing, and heath care, plus secure retirement at
old age”), that the laws of morality applied to all men, and, like Bishop England and
many other thinkers, he differentiated between domestic slavery and the slave trade.1117
The tenor of Lynch’s work was standard Southern paternalism: slaves were better off in
bondage than in “barbarous” Africa and certainly better off on plantations than in the
racist, economically exploitative North.1118
Lynch’s pamphlet was well received by some European media. La Civilta
Cattolica commented, without irony, that the work was a statement of the “true condition
of slavery in the American South…set forth in this letter written by an impartial person,
superbly well-informed and of broad and just views.”1119 Hotze claimed no one was
better suited Lynch to present a portrait of slavery in the South and the British Army and
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Navy Gazette called the French edition “by far the best which has appeared on the subject
of slavery.”1120
Others were less enamored with the work. The harshest criticism came from
Montalembert who wrote, in Le Correspondent: “I refuse to acknowledge the priestly
character of the author. If the writer of this shameful book really were a priest, and if it
has suffered for him to live, as he says, among American planters for 24 years, to
proclaim the utility and legitimacy of black slavery, to see in their very servitude the only
possible barrier to their licentiousness, the sole fact of such perversion of moral feeling
and priestly conscience would constitute the severest argument against the social and
religious regime of the slave countries.”1121
Lynch’s goal with his pamphlet was to take the one roadblock, as he saw it, to
papal recognition and dismantle any objections that the Vatican had. Having successfully
done so, the pope would then come around to accept the fullness of Lynch’s views on
America and the War and perhaps even extend diplomatic recognition to the
Confederacy. This did not happen. And the prime reason was not so much Lynch’s
“failure,” as Rufus King put it, but rather the steadfast spiritual allegiance of Pope Pius
IX and his reciprocal disapproval of slavery. The Confederacy believed in its Catholic
diplomats and those diplomats believed in the Confederate cause and nation; both failed,
and not only because of the circumstances of war but because they man in whom they
placed their diplomatic hope, Pius IX, wanted only peace and would not give his support
to any side in what he saw as fundamentally a destructive and fratricidal war.
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CONCLUSION: THE END OF THE WAR EVERYWHERE
As the New Year, 1865, arrived in America the war’s end was on the horizon.
This is not meant to be a statement reflective of a historian’s hindsight. The proverbial
“writing on the wall” was everywhere. The North, owners of numerical and economic
superiority form the outset also possessed the moral high ground of the war, now about
slavery, rather the ending of slavery, with the passing of the Emancipation Proclamation,
in effect since 1863.
Two Southern invasions of the North had failed and another one was not feasible.
The North controlled all of the Mississippi and the Western theater. The slight chance
that Europe might come to the South’s aid had vanished. The slight chance that the North
might tire of the war vanished with Lincoln’s reelection in 1864. And as Grant pressed
down upon Lee further and further into Virginia Sherman’s devastation of the South had
already been completed.
While the full end to the war did not come until the end of April, 1865, the most
common date given is Lee’s surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia to Grant at
Appomattox Courthouse on April 9th, Palm Sunday, 1865. Grant wrote to Lee a day
earlier asking for terms that, agreed upon, would certainly mark a permanent end to the
fighting. “I would say that peace [his emphasis] being my great desire there is but one
condition I insist upon,” Grant wrote, “namely: that the men and officers surrendered
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shall be disqualified from taking up arms against, against the Government of the United
States, until properly exchanged.”1122
Lee did agree, surrendering the Army the following day. It was around this time,
naturally, that the assorted war narratives of the Catholic characters of this work came to
an end as well. Dooley was paroled on February 27th.1123 Sheeran, released from prison in
December 1864, was on a steamboat back to New Orleans on April 29th, 1865.1124 Poche,
who surrendered to the Union on May 5th, news of Lee’s surrender slowly trickling out
West, was back in New Orleans five days later.1125 Lynch was not able to secure a return
to America until the fall of 1865 and he had Archbishop Martin John Spalding to thank,
for it was Spalding’s intervention with Seward that secured the Charleston bishop a
pardon.1126 Bannon never came back to America, remaining in Ireland until his death in
1913.1127
The final major event of the war came less than a week after Appomattox. When
Lincoln was assassinated on April 14th, Good Friday, the reaction from the Southern
clergy, and Southern Catholics, was mostly one of anger towards the crime, if not
sympathy for the late President. Dooley, who, like Sheeran, called Lincoln “Abraham the
First” and a “monster” said of the popular opinion towards the assassination that “…there
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seems to pervade the minds of nearly all a horror for the crime…”1128 Archbishop
Spalding spoke for many Southern Catholics when he wrote, “words fail us for
expressing detestation for a deed so atrocious, hither-to unparalleled in our history.
Silence is, perhaps, the best and most appropriate expression for a sorrow too great for
utterance.”1129 Pius IX sent his condolences, Cardinal Antonelli “begging” Rufus King to
make known the Vatican’s sympathy in Washington.1130
All of the Catholic involvement in Confederate diplomacy, from Bannon’s trip to
Ireland through the exchanges between Davis and the pope to Lynch’s mission, was set
against the unchanging fact that the pope was staunchly committed to put God and the
Church first, and to so severe a degree that politics became completely irrelevant. The
pope’s stance was even evidenced before Bannon’s arrival, when Pius wrote to Odin and
Hughes, again highlighting peace and fraternity as his only hope for the war; a war he
wanted over, period.
As scholar Sister Loretta Clare Feiertag properly diagnosed “Both factions turned
to Rome, because of the moral influence which opinion expressed there might have
everywhere and because of their importance, dignity, influence and highly representative
character of the diplomatic corps at the Papal Court. Both factions attempted to place
upon correspondence emanating from the Pope a political significance in harmony with
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their views.”1131But, as Sr. Feiertag notes, “The Pontifical Government, he added, was
concerned primarily with spiritual matters, but supported law and order everywhere.”1132
Within the framework of this dissertation Pius stands with the Sister-nurses as the
most singular in his exercise of the faith, a man committed to his religion, to serving God,
and little else, as relates to the American theater, in comparison. Bannon and Lynch, no
less Catholic than the pope or the sisters, were nonetheless deeply invested in politics and
the Confederate cause; both in line with their fellow chaplains and soldiers, in the former
case, and their fellow bishops in the latter.
This work has tried to understand the allegiances of Southern Catholics during
the American Civil War. What has made this endeavor all the more exciting is that the
testing ground was in a time of war—a time when identities, allegiances, and the whole
of life is brought into sharper focus, with clearer lines being drawn, and, naturally, with
more at stake. This work has tried to understand how Southern Catholics lived their
Catholic faith and practiced their Confederate commitments. There was not a tension
between religion and politics. Instead, religion and politics served as mutually reinforcing
entities.
All of this work’s characters, save for the Sister-nurses, were committed
Confederates— Confederatized Catholics. Yet even in the Sister-nurses’ Confederate
participation-without-politics they demonstrated, in unity with the other Southern
Catholics who were very politicized, namely the bishops, the chaplains, and the soldiers,
just how strong the Catholic involvement with the Confederacy was. Southern Catholics
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were just as committed Confederates as Southern Protestants, as any Southerners.
Southern, Civil War Catholics can no longer be ignored by scholars. They are, in fact,
very important to the work of Civil War, Civil War religious, and nineteenth century
American Catholic historians.
This work has hopefully accomplished the historiographical objectives laid out in
the introduction, under the overarching Confederatization thesis treating Catholic
commitment to the Confederacy the additional sub-goals of adding a Catholic voice to
Civil War religious scholarship, adding a Civil War element to the study of nineteenthcentury American Catholicism, and making a, even small, contribution to studies of
Confederate nationalism. Hopefully this work has been a valuable addition to the work
done by George Rable, Steven Woodworth, Harry Stout, and Drew Gilpin Faust, among
others, and, likewise, a valuable contribution to the Catholic scholarship of Jay P. Dolan,
Randall Miller, Michael Pasquier, Jon Gjerde, and John McGreevy, among others.
Hopefully this work has shown that Confederate diplomacy, and the study of
Confederate international relations, cannot be limited to secular channels. While it is true
that the Catholic Church was never a perfectly viable option for Confederate foreign
hope, nor could an official recognition from the papacy affect the course of the war like a
similar gesture from France, or especially England, would, the hope the Confederacy
placed in its Catholic envoys, and the reciprocal commitment they gave, was authentic
and deep.
If a scholar of the Civil War South has learned something new about Civil War
Southerners, a Civil War religious historian has learned something new about
Confederate religiosity, a Catholic scholar can consider the importance of the South to
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the larger picture of American Catholicism with a fresh perspective, and if scholars of
international relations can gain a new appreciation for the role of religion, and
specifically Catholicism and the papacy, in Confederate, and Civil War diplomacy, then
this work has been successful in its intention.
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